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7. THE DY AMIC OF U TEADY CURRENTS 

PETER B. RHI 

J. ummary 

Thi is an account of the dynamic of quasi-geo trophic flow of a wavelike or 
turbulent nature. An historical re iew, Section 2, is followed by a ection on kine
mati , Section 3, which illu trate the characteri tically different appearance of the 
field of pre ure, elocity, vorti ity, and den ity, even though they are linearly 
related. The pectral breadth i the important quantity di tingui bing them. Their 
different natural weighting with re peel to length cale lead to imple experimental 
tests of the (cv, k) (i.e., frequency, wave number) relation from single moorings. These 
make u e of an empirical " turbulent" disper ion relation w cc Uk, where U is the 
root-mean- quare (rm ) fluid velo ity. The pectra and correlation functions u efuJ 
for nondivergent field are re iewed. 

Section 4 i a re iew of the lowe.\1-order dynamic of a wedge-shaped analogue of a 
fJ plane ocean, stre ing the nearly geometrical nature of Sverdrup flow and long, 
baroclinic waves. An impedance i defined to quantify the vertical stiffne of rotating 
fluid , and these clas ical flows occur when forcing i o gentle that fluid columns can 
resi t vertical tretcbing and compre ion. 

Section 5 i a review of Lopographic Ros by waves, which occur when the potential 
vorticity balance i linear for small wave tecpne e/w, where e is the Rossby number 
and w the wave frequency divided by the Corioli frequency. Attention centers on (1) 
barotropic, (2) fast baroclinic, and (3) low baroclinic wave ; type 2 relies on the 
slope of the bottom. All three are important to the nonlinear dynamics that follow. 
The partition of initially pre cribed flow among the types, and a steady flow, is 
demonstrated. 

Oceanic ob ervation are given in upport of the gross properties, particularly 
westward propagation (type I and 3), intensification near the bottom (type 2), 
and the inver e nature of the di per ion relation (type I). 

Section 6 give a new treatment of nonlinear cascades that occur in a fiat-bottom 
ocean when e/w i not small. For oceanic energy levels it is hown that energy may 
travel fa ter through wave number pace than physical pace, in the sense that 
significant horizontal and vertical eddy- eddy interactions can occur before prop
agation has moved the energy a single wavelength. 

The ca cade carry barotropic (depth-independent) energy toward large cale. 
However, geophy ical flow find many ways to counter the lateral expansion of 
eddie , for example, Ro sby-wave propagation may take bold, while developing 
persistent anisotropy that favor zonal currents. (This i related to the induction of 
mean circulation by eddie ; see Section 8.) 

Baroclinic energy (current with vertical shear) moves toward the Rossby defor
mation cale from either smaller or larger cales; there the eddie above and below the 
thermocline lock together, producing a barotropic tate with surprising efficiency. 
A proof of the migration from baroclinic toward barotropic flow is given. Once this 
transformation ha occurred, the theory for a simple homogeneous fluid applies. 

This chain of events mean that, for example, a slowly propagating, long baroclinic 
Ros by wave with modest currents fragments into deformation scale eddies (in a 

189 



190 PETER B. RHINES (CHAP . 7 

generalized baroclinic instability), jumps to the barotropic mode, ex.pands to larger 
cale again. and propagates away much more quickly, as. a barotr?p1c R?ssby ~ave, 

\\ho e current are much swifter. A Gulf Stream meandering experiment is descnbed, 
which involve the same cascades. The meteorological analogue i discussed. 

Section 7 adds to these "primary" cascades the effect, crucial to the ocean , of a 
rough bottom and coastal boundaries. Both act (via simple formula give~ . here) as 
ources of enstrophy which can grossly alter the energy cascades. In addttton, they 
ugge t the relatively small-scale flows found in the deep water and near we tern 

boundarie. 
Sea-floor roughness (at scales greater than the deformation radiu ) is found to be 

es ential in preserving the vertical shear of currents found in the oceans· without this 
· topography, the cascade toward depth-independent flow would operate within a 

few months [with the caveat that disequilibrium (forcing or damping) of the field, 
or evere spatial intermittency, such as found in Gu If Stream ring . can al o pre erve 
baroclinity]. Computer experiments show this control of the vertical structure to 
occur when e/o ~ 0.5, where{) is therms topographic height say, in a 500-km region 
of interest. Baroclinic instability of large-scale flows is altered by bottom topography, 
which severely inhibits the "occlusion " stage. Topography generally whitens the 
wave number spectrum, whereas the nonlinear cascade , alone, tend to sharpen it. 

Over topography the energy develops a patchy distribution, even after time 
averaging. Such "fine structure" in the intensity has recently been discovered at sea. 
At the same time a steady component of flow develops spontaneously, about f /h 
con~ours in the deep wat~r (f is the Coriolis frequency and h is the depth). 

Lmear wave theory with a rough bottom is reviewed, and a simple baroclinic 
"double Kelvin wave" derived, which is trapped both horizontally and vertically. 
The wav~ theory lends insight to the behavior of the nonlinear, rough-bottom ocean, 
for the lmear wave themselves exhibit spatial intermittency a cascade toward 
mall scale, a predilection for vertical shear, and an inability to carry energy efficiently 

in the horizontal. 
In all the oceanic case contrives to make horizontal energy flux in eddies triply 

dependent on the energy level. Only the more intense baroclinic flows succeed in 
switching from baroclinic to barotropic mode , and expanding in the horizontal. 
Both such changes act to increase the group velocity, and the concurrent release of 
potential energy increases the kinetic energy being transported. Horizontal prop
agation experiments are shown as illu tration. Baroclinic energy, in the nonlinear, 
rough-bottom case, moves principally westward from its source (le s than J km/day 
in other directions), qualitatively a in linear theory. 

The fluid tends to adjust toward states near the transition between waves and 
geostrophic turbulence. Idea of linear propagation still have value; combined with 
knowledge of the nonlinear changes in structure, they predict qualitatively the 
movement of energy about these model oceans. Yet the transfer spectra verify that 
quasi-equilibrium of an eddy field involves a continuing conflict among the cascades 
due to advection and topography. 

Section 8, a discussion of mean flows, begins with a formula (related to an early 
model of Kolmogorov) for the difference between ensemble-averaged Eulerian and 
Lagrangian mean flow, which is 

a 
(u;) = :;-- Kij 

UXj 

where K;i = Jo Rj;(-r) d-r, is the diffusivity integral of the Lagrangian correlation 
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function. Particle on the average are attracted to region of intense eddies (large K; .); 

oceanic evidence i given for important gradients in eddy in ten ity. 
1 

Holland and Lin' (1975) imulation of eddy interaction with the mean ocean 
flow i de cribed. Then a imple vorticity-tlux theory is given for mean-flow generation 
by turbulent eddic (or wave ), which account for / /It-contour-following currents 
found in the laboratory and computer imulation . In the simplest case isolated 
forcing of a barotropic P plane fluid, a we tward zonally(--) averaged flow, 

- f3 ~ u=- - t7 
2 

develop in the far field, where t/ i the di placement, north and outh, of particles from 
their point of origin. Thi applie to either wavelik'e or turbulent inviscid flow and 
leads to a prediction of both the ea tward jet and we tward-flowing far field found 
experimentally by Whitehead (1975}. With weak bottom friction, coefficient D a 
nondiffusive (K 22 = 0), wavelike field induce flow with speed ranging from the 
above alue to twice it, depending on the correlation time of the velocitie . If, instead, 
particle wander freely in latitude, then 

u= 
f3/\22 

D 

The Lagrangian drift i compared with the e Eulerian value . 
Generalization are given, and related to Green's and Welander's work. The time

dependent theory here involves both positive and negative diffusivity of potential 
vorticity. The curl of these tresse , ( /Ox;)(K;i Q/ox) where Q is a slowly varying 
mean potential vorticity distribution, is a likely source of urface and abyssal circula
tion, both in regions immediate to intense currents, and also in random eddy fields. 
The argument combines with other to predict, especially, elongated bands of zonal, 
or f / h-following currents in the ocean . The gradients of diffusivity, "ii• may in 
many regions provide the dominant driving. 

Section 9 is a further discussion of recent observations, of sources and of sinks. 
This paper is arranged, first with flows that would be driven by gentle and slowly 

varying forces and then, successively, by quickly varying and vigorous forcing. The 
set of parameters that determines the evolution of a field of quasigeostrophic eddies 
is: L/Lp, the ratio of the horizontal cale of the dominant eddies, and LP, the Rossby 
deformation scale; PL2/U where U is the vertical-average rms velocity; s/f>, the ratio 
of Ro by number and topographic height variations found between scales L and 
LP; and PIK the ratio of available potential and kinetic energie in the eddy field. 
In addition, the level of external forcing, the strength of mean currents and their 
associated potential energy, the bottom drag, internal-wave interaction rate, and 
degree of intermittency may occur, if they are not negligible. In some interesting 
cases the turbulent dynamics alter the parameters toward L/ LP ~ 1, then P/K-> 0, 
{JL 2/U-> 1. 

2. Historical Introduction 

The kinetic energy of the ocean takes four dominant forms: surface waves, inertial 
(or near-inertial) and tidal o cillations the climatological mean circulation, and 
un teady currents of period greater than one-half pendulum day. The latter partic
ularly the nearly geostrophic eddies of roughly 200 km diameter, are the concern 
of thi chapter. I have ought to make this a self-contained account, and yet to include 
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recent re ult on the nonlinear dynamics of eddie . Doing so has severely limited its 
breadth, and in particular many important investigations of Ross by wave propagation 
have had to be omitted. Sections 2- 5 are in part a review of classical idea , whereas 

tion 6 9 are new or recently publi hed material. A broader discus ion of ocean 
variability i given by Monin Kamenkovich and Kort, 1974. 

A. Observational History 

The beginning of concentrated investigation of transient ocean current came in 
the 1950 with a erie ofcrui e led by Fugli ter to map the in tantaneou form of the 
Gulf tream and the rings of current that are thrown off it, to the north and south. 
Earlier, those who looked closely at other parts of the Stream (e.g., Bache, 1846; 
Pill bury, 1890) found un teadiness and patial complexity to be the rule. Turbulence 
in concentrated streams (recorded in sketches by Leonardo da Vinci) at one extreme, 
and seasonal reversals of the Somali Current, at the other were familiar long ago. 
But eddy motion was generally related in the ob erver's mind to nearby inten e 
currents. The notion that the ocean interior i populated by chaotic, variable currents 
i recent (excepting ancient speculations, like those of Plato, about bodies of water 
o cillating deep within the earth, feeding the seas and about the occasional, malign 

harybdis). 
Perhaps self-protection causes the human mind to imagine unknown regions to be 

imply structured, or structureless. Thus in the early nineteenth century, before even 
the mid-oceanic depth had been determined, it was held that below the first few 
hundred meters the ocean was stagnant and lifeless. The notion of inert abyssal 
regions wa reinforced by the incorrect observation of frequent 4°C temperatures 
(mea ured with unprotected thermometers), combined with the incorrect notion that 
eawater ha its maximum density at thi temperature. 
The zoologi t, in earch of the beginning of thi lifeless (azoic) zone, gradually 

pu hed downward the known limits of both life and dynamic activity. Finally, benthic 
animals were dredged from the sea floor in increasing quantities. Broader scientific 
interest in the abyssal ocean grew when Darwin suggested it might contain a living 
record of early animal evolution, and technical intere t came with the laying of tele
graph cable . 

Physical oceanography often bootlegged on geographical or biological cruises. 
Complexity and variability of the deep-temperature field quickly became apparent. 
Thomson and Carpenter on the Lightning ( 1868), for example, measured tempera
tures to 1000 m near the Faeros Bank: "it had been shown that there are great 
masses of water at different temperatures moving about, each in its particular course, 
maintaining a remarkable system of ocean circulation, and yet keeping so di tinct 
from one another that an hour's sail may be ufficient to pass from the extreme of 
heat to the extreme of cold." The use or density structure to infer horizontal current 
came with gradual appreciation for the intensity of the Coriolis force. Routine 
dynamic computations followed Bjerkne ' circulation theorem at the beginning of 
this century. 1 

The dominant concern of the hydrographic work that followed was the climato
logical mean circulation. Fuglister and Worthington's (1951) explorations were the 
first to capture the in tantaneous picture of the transient meanders and eddies. 
The enormity of the task is obviou , requiring va t numbers of ships or moored 
in truments. Reproduced in Fig. 1 is a map of the mean temperature in the upper 200 

t Two interesting histories of the general subject are those of Deacon ( 1972) and Schlee ( 1973). 
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Fig. I. Gulf tream ring at the moment of detachment (Fugli ter and Worthington. 1951). Mean 
temperature in the upper 200 m. in degree Fahrenheit. Current direction from towed electrode (GEK). 
See al o Fig . 2 . 57. 

m, from a part of the 1950 urvey. A 500-km-long meander has begun to detach and 
form an autonomou , cold, cyclonic ring. The effect of this nucleu of energy. both 
potential and kinetic, on the adjoining ocean i clear, for example in the long sections 
of Fuglister's ( 1960) atla . But typical i opycnal slopes decrease rapidly as one moves 
away from the Gulf Stream, and we are left to wonder what activity there is in the open 
ocean. 

Stommel e tablished in 1954 a monitor station a few miles southeast of Bermuda 
(32°N, 65°W). It wa a novel pro pect to record a long hydrographic time series at a 
point far from the region of greatest activity. But the temperature series clearly 
resolved long-period ("' 150-day) eddie in the thermocline height well below the 
level of direct sea onal penetration (Fig. 2). Schroeder and Stommel (1969) showed 
the dynamic height variations to be coherent with the sea level at Bermuda (corrected 
for atmospheric pre sure) and thus eliminated the possibility that they were poorly 
ampled internal waves. The only uncertainty is the degree to which Bermuda itself 

affect these talion , conceivably casting off eddies into passing currents. 
The Arie crui es in 1955 seemed to be the conclusive step. Swallow, Crea e, and 

Stommel organized them to measure directly the currents below the tbermocline. 
The search for a slowly moving steady ocean interior ended as surely as did the 
nineteenth-century belief in an azoic zone when neutrally buoyant floats moved 
away rapidly, altering direction every few week . 

The Swallow floats showed currents exceeding 10 cm/sec (at the 2000 and 4000 m 
levels, outhwe t of Bermuda) and crudely identified their length scale (,.., 70 km 
eparation before velocity coherence is lost). The size of these deep eddies was com

parable with tho e in Fugli ter' and Stommel's shallow data, but the time scale and 
intensity were far mailer. In the succeeding section we hope to show convincing 
dynamic rea ons for the generic differences and similarities among these eddies. 

Little was known before thi decade about the geographic di tribution of eddy 
energy. It is easy to appreciate that wiggliness of isotherms in clas ical sections 
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diminishes away from coast and inten e currents but it i difficult to produce 
satisfying map of perturbation energy from them. Parker (1971) u ed the bathy
thermograph archives to produce an interesting map of the distribution of shaJlow 
in ten e thermal feature in the we tern North Atlantic. Again, the decrea e in number~ 
as one leave the Gulf Stream i clear, but the patial irreg'ularity of the data base 
make further interpretation difficult. 

Only now i the proliferation of moored current meters and thermistors yielding a 
quantitati e picture of the geography of eddie and mean flow. We have come to 
realize that really very little is known about the broad pattern of these quantities; 
even the dynamic topography of the time-mean circulation in a region so widely 
tra eled a the orth Atlantic i unreliable, beyond verifying the we tern-boundary 
activity, the "polar" front, and equatorial current , and a hint of the nature of the 
broad, hallow return flow. 

B. Dynamic Background 

It i the fault of eddie that the general circulation i hard to observe, but they are 
more than ju t ob ervational noi e. Stommel (1957) discus ed how precariou was 
the dependence of linear steady models on the Sverdrup interior flow. It may be 
that uch circulation models, together with their time-dependent counterpart, the 
linear Ro by wave, are ufficiently inspired to hold true beyond their strict limits 
of validity. But there is increa ing evidence that deeper understanding will come from 
nonlinear, interactive models of eddies and mean flow. 

The atmospheric circulation give a precedent. There, one would like to ha e 
di mis ed fronts, internal wave , cyclone , and monsoon and orographic circulation 
to find a implc theory of the maintenance of the zonal winds. but Jeffreys (1926) 
and Starr (e.g., 1968) bowed some of these to be essential in redistributing mean 
angular momentum. The physical ource and nature of the "eddies' that produce the 
relevant Reynold ' stre ses are complex and include both classical baroclinic insta
bility and large-scale orographic and thermal contra ts. 

The ocean contains many similar elements; the energy-containing eddies, though 
les than 1/10 as big as those in the atmosphere, are roughly the same size if rescaled 
by the density tructure (the Rossby radius). Oceanic flow speed are perhaps 1/25 
as big, yet again appear the same, relative to the ratio of the beta effect and square of 
the Ro sby radiu . But the absence of unobstructed paths for zonal flow (everywhere 
but, possibly, in the Southern Ocean) is likely to make very different the driving or 
retarding of the mean circulation by eddies. 

The ocean ba ins, in addition, are perhaps 20- 60 eddy diameters wide, whereas the 
atmo pheric domain is rather mall, measured against the size of cyclones. This, 
together with the confinement of the intense mean flow to a far smaller region in the 
oceans suggests that inhomogeneity is the greater, and that the nature of lateral 
influences is more crucial there, than in the atmo phere. 

There is, then, a competition between the response as local flow to local external 
forcing by winds and heating on the one hand, and the necessity that unu ual 
clumps of energy and density anomalies spread them elves about, on the other. 
The classical mean circulation pre umes that lateral influence is powerful, and the 
con titutive relation of the fluid somehow allow forces excited, say on the Labrador 
Sea to be felt off Cape Hatteras. A picture of rubbery eas, propagating energy about, 
is incomplete without actual circulation. As in striking an elastic wheel, which is free 
to spin about its hub, the signaling process di tributes angular momentum until 
internal friction di ipates all but the new rigid-body rotation. An important param
eter of this analogue is the travel time for waves, relative to the time characteristic 
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of the forcing. If the forcing i slowly varying, measured in these terms, the transien.ts 
are in ignificant and the body effectively rigid. But in the other extreme, a ~acct? 
material will have gross undulations superimposed on the steady mode. It 1s this 
latter ca e that appropriately de cribes the oceanic re pon e to weather and 
the ea on : the speed of travel for the energy-containing eddie is probably le s than 
5 km/day. 

nfortunately, however, these strongly excited transients (and those generated by 
internal in tability) are so energetic, and the medium itself is so irregular, that linear 
superposition fail . We mu t then consider carefully the nature of geostrophic and 
topographic turbulence in altering the horizontal transports, and driving circulation 
wherever they are found. 

3. Kinematic of Eddy Fields 

The difficulties posed by complex variable field of current den ity, and pressure 
are not merely analytical and instrumental. One's judgment and memory of the 
implest qualities of an eddy field can fail, and two observers rarely eem to agree 

upon, say, the dominant scale or period of a flow, however perfectly it has been 
mea ured. The problems of description lead to vagueness in all later stage of analy i . 
The object of this section, therefore, is to review some of the descriptor of eddie , 
and some of their immediate application to observations. 

A. Space 
Consider an example, Fig. 3, of instantaneous maps of ome artificially produced 

eddies. Each of the three major boxes, Figs. 3a- 3c, shows four fields corresponding to 
a two-dimensional, nondivergent flow· counterclockwi e from the lower right, these 
are ift (stream function or pressure) oift/ox, -otjl/oy (velocity components), and V2 1/J 
(vorticity). The maxim, "integration smooths, differentiation roughens," applies. 
Observations using current meters would identify a smaller dominant length scale 
than those from pressure gauges, and a vorticity meter would be the most confusing 
of all. 

The Fourier coefficient i[,K of the instantaneou stream function are defined by 

n m 

where k = 2mn/L, 2nn/L ; n m = 1, , periodic over a large domain, width L. Let L 
become large, and imagine an equivalent continuum of wave numbers obtained by 
blurring the discrete k over a fixed, mall interval (or see Batchelor, 1953, p. 30). Then 
the power spectra of the various field with respect to vector and calar wave number, 
are, for geo trophic flows, 

P(k) = PofoliftKl/J:I 

E(k) = ~ lkl
2
P(k) 

2 Po2fo2 

O(k) =~I k l
4
P(k) 

2 Po2fo2 

k = lk l 

&'(k) = f "P(k)k dO (pressure) 

S(k) = ~ k2r!J'(k) 
2 Po2fo2 

fi(k) = ~ k4r!J'(k) 
2 Po2fo2 

(kinetic energy) 

(enstrophy) 

t 
_ 1 0 

k · north 
an = --

k ·east 
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(c) (d) 

Fig. 3. Ar1ificially generated field of I/! (or pressure), velocity components 11. v, and voriicity (. The 
az1mu1hal "'ave number dependence i fixed. (a) For calar-wave number spectrum E = ke - 2m: (b) for 
E = 1.0 (k ~ 5). E = (k 5) 3 (I. > 5); (c) for E = const. The discrimination be1ween as ociated fields 
I/!, 11, L'. ( increase with spectral bandwidth. 

where p0 is den ity, Jo is orioli frequency. Successive differentiation in space 
corresponds to high-pass filtering of the spectrum. The degree to which this filtering 
affects the picture depends of course on the breadth of the spectrum. A monochro
matic field will be unaltered in character by differentiation. The three realization 
in Fig. 3 illustrate this. Each one has the same directional makeup in its spectrum, yet 
with different dependence on k Fig. 3d. As one proceeds from relatively narrow to 
white spectra, differentiation has more and more of an effect. The dominant scale of 
the vorticity for a white velocity spectrum is infinitely small (limited here only by the 
64 x 64 grid). The distinction is experimentally useful because arrays of current 
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meter and pres ure gauge , ~ ed to~ether,. can give a measure o~.spectral ~rea~th 
beyond that e timated from either kind of m trument alone. The breadth, which 
may be defined by 

clearly controls the sensitivity of the picture to the measuring device. The center of 
ma of the pectra, k1 are 3.1, 4.8 and 16, re pectively. 

The correlation functions of such fields carry the same information but in different 
forms. If the velocity correlation tensor is 

R;ir) = L - 2 ff u;(x)uJ{x + r) dx 

(the data being defined over a very large square of area L 2
), the spectral tensor, the 

Fourier transform of R;i, 

<l>;;{k) = 4~2 f J R1J{r)e - lk" dr 

ha as its trace 2E(k). For two-dimensional, i otropic, nondivergent flow the correla
tion may be written as 

f(r) - g(r) 
R;J{r) = 2 r;ri + g(r)Dij r = Ir I 

I' 

where g(r) = u2(x)u 2(x + r1), for example, is the lateral covariance and f(r) = 

u1(x)u 1(x + r1) is the longitudinal covariance. The bar is a probability average or, 
for homogeneous fields a patial average. 

Now the t/! field has a correlation 

C(r) = l{t(x)t/!(x + r) 

By differentiating we find 

and 

u2(x)u 2(x + r 1) = g(r) = - C" = (1j)' 

Here the ba ic 1/1 field and velocity field have correlation functions which themselves 
are related by differentiation. The latera l correlation g(r) being a differentiated 
function of the longitudinal correlation, f(r) generally has a smaller dominant scale. 
This distinction is made clear by the anisotropy in the maps (Fig. 3) of the velocity 
components. The spectrum with respect to calar wave number is related to the 
covariances by various expressions, 

<f(k) =ink J Ju+ g)e- ib. dx 

= ink fo'X) r(f + g)J 0 (kr) dr 

= fnk 3 fl rCJ 0(kr) dr 
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for isotropic field . The inverse of the e relations are 

f( r) = ~ L k- 11f(k)J 1(kr) dk 

g(r) = ~ fo00 

S(k{J 0(k r) - k~ J 1(kr)] dk 

(r) = 2 L k - 2S(k)J0(kr) dk 

= (Po fo) 2 L.,. . (k)J 0(kr) dk 

A useful model energy pectrum, 

l k 3 

l(k) = 2 [ro - 2 + k2]µ +1 

correspond s to a scalar correlation function 

(r) = C(O) 21 -µ(~)I' K,,(~)- ,.µ - I 2e - r 

r(µ) ro ro 
for r --+ 
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[and corre ponding lateral and longitudinal velocity correlation , g(r) = -C", 
f(r) = -r - 1 

']. For in tance, a pectrum with a peak at r0 -i and asymptotic 
tail -k - 3 ha a calar correlation 

C(r) = !C(O) c~J 
2 

K 2(,'.J (µ = 2) 

The zero crossing of g(r) occur at r = 1.34r0 . 

B. Scales 

Above we have used the centroid, kl> of the wave number spectrum as a measure 
of dominant scale. It eem wise to use the entire spectrum in such a way to increase 
confidence in the result. Measure like the po ition of the pectral maximum will 
tend to be le s table. However, when comparisons of k are being made, one must 
take care that the range of wave number being considered, particularly at the low 
end, i the ame. 

The correlation function for calar fields has associated with it the integral scale, 

r 1 = L«> C(r) cir 

and the " micro cale,' ,.2 = [C''(O)r 112
. In term of isotropic spectra, 

'1 = (Pofo) - 2 L'"&'(k) dk 

and r/ = (p0 .fo) - 2 Jo k2&'(k) dk; the e are very different scales from k 1 -
1

. For the 
velocity correlations of classical turbulence theory, the corresponding microscale is 
[f"(O)r 112 · f"(O) = to- Jo kzl(k) dk (proportional to the total dissipation) weights 
heavily the smaller scales. 
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Thu 1t 1 a rather different picture one get from spectra on the one hand, by 
remembering the centroid k1, breadth k2 and per hap asymptotic tail N(if(k) ~ k - ), 
than from correlations on the other hand, where the scale r 1• 1· 2 , and per hap the 
po it ion of the first zero crossing are kept track of. T~e use of spect~a has th~ advantage 
that, if linear waves are present, a dispersion equation may a oc1ate particular wave 
vectors, k, of patial Fourier components with frequencie , w, of temporal Fourier 
components. If, instead, the flow is turbulent, there may till be a theory predicting the 
hape and dynamical role of the spectral tail. Neither kind of theory is readily applied 

to correlation functions. 

C. Time 

In individual time serie similar remarks bold, except that the temporal correlation 
functions are simple one-dimensional Fourier tran form of the pectra. For example, 
if C",(t, -r) = l/t(t)l/t(t + -r), C" = u(t)u(t + -r) then the spectrum of l/t, i 

P1(w) = J C"'(r,t)e - i"'' d-r 

and the spectrum of the velocity is 0' 1(w) = f C,,(1, t)e - 1
"'' d-r. Centroid frequencies, 

w1, breadth [(w - w1)
2

]
112 pectral tails w- N, integral time scales t 1 = f<f C d-r, 

and microscales t2 = [C''(O)] - 112 exist in analogy with their spatial counterparts. 
Here r/ is just twice the mean-square acceleration ((ou/fJt) 2

) and t 1 is lim.,_ 0 t!(w) 
(this must not be confused with the mean, which is presumed to have been removed). 

In temporal records there arise two natural reference frames: purely Eulerian 
records measured at a point fixed in space, and Lagrangian record measured from 
points moving with fluid parcels. For later reference we define the Lagrangian data 
a uL(1 · x0), depending on time and the initial particle position x0 and Eulerian data 
uE(t, x) depending on the fixed ob ervation point x. The corresponding spectra are 
St{w; x0) = J R1/r, x0)e - ;.,, dT: and ifE(w; x) = J Rl{T; x)e - 1

"'' d-r. 

D. Dynamics 

Some simple dynamic remarks are in order. First, if the complete space- time 
correlations or wave number- frequency spectra [corresponding to u(x, t), ay] can be 
measured, then a simple dynamic sy tern might reveal itself by the appearance of 
pectral energy only along certain dispersion surfaces, w = w(k). But usually this is 

neither observationally possible nor theoretically expected. Grosser dynamic 
comparisons can be made however. For instance, the breadth or asymptotic tail 
of a wave number spectrum tell us whether or not there is dissipation occurring at 
small scales, that is, dissipation strong enough to damp actively and critically the 
energy-containing eddies. Violently energetic, three-dimensional turbulence has 
broad enough spectra (e.g. k- 513) to do this critical damping, but many flows such as 
geostropbic turbulence and plume convection have spectra too harp (e.g. k - 3

) to be 
dominated in this way by friction. 

One of many ways to disfinguish waves from turbulence is by the strength of the 
diffusivity of marked fluid particles. The diffusivity at long times, for a homogeneous, 
stationary field, is 
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(see Section 8), and one sees that a wave field in which particles do not stray far from 
their origin will necessarily yield a correlation function with deep negative lobes 
capable of making the integral cale, tii, vani hingly mall, while diffusive turbulence 
will have a ubstantial tii. 

Another wave/ turbulence compari on can be made using the above discussion of 
spectral breadth. Suppo e, fir t, that turbulence is endowed with a crude dispersion 
relation a> ,.., U I k I, where U i the root mean square (rms) particle speed. This is not 
Taylor's hypothe i , which i a more preci e consequence of a strong mean current, 
but merely ugge t that turbulent eddie advect one another past a fixed sensor in 
the advective time (I k I U) - 1

• If thi i o, then our remark about the spatial filtering 
action of pre ure en or relative to current meter (in a geostrophic flow) apply also 
to temporal record : a pre ure record at a ingle point hould be of character
istically longer period than a velocity record at the ame point. Figure 4, a computer 
experiment with two-dimen ional turbulence, how this to be true: the larger spatial 
cale oft/! or p, compared with elocity, map onto a longer period, and the extent 

of the difference gives a mea ure of pcctral breadth. If instead, the motion had obeyed 
the di per ion relation of planetary wave , w ex: k- 1

, the reverse would have occurred: 
longer wave would have the higher frequency, and a pressure time series would have 

PRESSURE 

(a) 

PRESSURE 

r 
(b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Pre ure and veloclly al a fixed point in a 1wo-dimea ional turbulence simulation ( ee Table I 
for details of computer experiment). The velocities are more rapidly changing than the pressure; 1hi verifie 
that turbulence maps large wave-number on to large frequencies. (b) A in (a), but with a field of linear 
Rossby waves (for which" = -P co 0. lk (,where 0 is the angle ofk from the east). The inverse di persion 
relation cause velocitie to change le rapidly than pre ure. 
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been more quickly varying than current (Fig. 4b). A crude te~t of the dispersion 
relation i · thu po ible with a single pair of records fro~ the e d1~erent ensors. . 

Time cric at fixed (or drifting) points seem to be easier to obtain than space series 
(although one cannot claim that the Panulirus time ~erie~ prec~ded the. discovery of 
cddie in cla ical ections). Further use of the advect1ve d1spers1on relation thus may 
be of intere t. For instance, Eulerian frequency pectra characteri tically drop down 
steeply at frequencies above those of the dominant eddies, roughly like w- 3

. A deep 
pectral valley eparates the eddies from the inertial-tidal-internal wave band. Now 

the energetic eddies mu t sweep smaller eddies pa t a fixed ensor, and thu a wave 
number spectrum falling off something like k- 3, beyond its maximum is expected, 
as is a real dearth of energy at scales (wavelength/2) - 2- 10 km (corre ponding 
typically to periods of 2- 10 days, for U - 5 km/day). The implication of thi spectral 
valley (Rhines, 1973) is simply that no local cascade of energy is occurring from the 
eddie to mall scales. If such a transfer happens at all, it must be jumping the valley 
via boundary turbulence, intermittent internal turbulence, or nonlocal cascade into 
internal waves. The rate of energy dissipation in the eddies is crucial, and at this point 
unknown. 

What about temperature and salinity data, used in conjunction with current 
records?Thethermalwindequation,f(ou/oz) = -g x V'p/p,admitstwopo ibilities. 
J f eddies are geometrically similar, broader ones penetrating more deeply, the density 
and velocity wave number spectra should have the same shape, and the baroclinic 
velocity measurements are redundant with the density data (assuming geo trophy). 
However, if the eddies have the same depth penetration regardless of breadth (say, 
the baroclinic energy occupies only the first vertical mode), then the density field 
act like pressure, with spectrum k - 2r!(k) [rl(k) being the spectrum of baroclinic 
velocity]. In this case the apparent scale of the density eddies should exceed that of 
the velocity field, by an amount proportional to the spectral breadth. Again, time 
eries of density and velocity at a point allow a crude estimate of the corresponding 

di persion relation. 

D. Record Length 

In the measurement of mid-ocean eddies with period T, 50- 300 days, scales -40-
100 km we are never likely to have enough data to make the stability of spectral 
estimates really sati factory. A measurement with record length, • , of more than 10 
period would be ambitious, and the estimates ettle down only as (•/ T)1' 2, even 
a sumiog the spectrum to be rather narrow. It is thus doubly important to focus on 
important dynamic regions and to be pragmatic, looking at tho e regions where 
the environmental time con tants are mailer, for instance, on the continental rise, 
where waves of period 5- 15 days are important. In all it seems to be more useful to 
invent crude dynamic tests that can with tand the paucity of data, rather than make 
a monolithic drive to determine the full wave number- frequency spectrum of the 
eddies. By itself, such a re ult might even prove to be unenlightening, for many 
theories produce the same spectrum. 

4. Dynamics of the Gentlest Kind 

It is well to describe the ideal re ponse of a gently driven rotating fluid , before 
examining the flows caused by stronger forcing, and in the presence of less simple 
boundaries and more complex density tratification . Indeed it is the linear Sverdrup 
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solution that i the heart of modern circulation theorie , whether tbermobaline or 
wind-driven, and it trcngth or weakne s mu t be noted. 

Here we de cribe a model that attempts to how in more intuitive form the basic 
olullon de cribed by tornmel ( 1957). rt reproduce a number of the known principal 

features of pherical geometry, yet in a wedge-shaped container, Fig. 5. The primitive 
Bou me q equation for the vclo ity, u, and pres ure, p, are 

I 2 3 

i'u - + u . u + fk x u = at 

4 5 6 

Vp 
- - + gp' + v.1u 

Po 

cp' 
Tr+ 'V·p'u = 0 

(1) 

where p = p0 (1 + p') i the potential den ity, f is the Coriolis frequency, 2n, k is a 
vertical unit vector, g i the gravity field and v i the kinematic viscosity. For flows 
de cribable by a ingle horizontal length cale L, vertical length scale H time scale T, 
and velocity cale U, the ratio of typical size of terms I and 3 is (f T) - 1 = w a 
scaled frequency; the ratio 2:3 i U/ f L = e, the Rossby number; and 6:3 
v(H 2 + L 2

)/ f = E, the Ekman number. 
Basic geo trophy occur when each of w, e and Eis mall whence 

fk x u = - Vp + O(w) + O(e) + O(E) 
Po 

(2) 

If we now neglect the den ity tratification, 5 the Taylor- Proudman approximation 
follows: 

fck · V)u = 0 (3) 

to the ame order; uch flow involve no vertical shear of the ve.locities and ideal 
vertical dye lines remain vertical. The Coriolis force acts only normal to k, and hence 
equation 3 relies in addition on the hydro ta tic balance in the vertical. 

Con iderable intuition for the e approximation may be found in linear internal 
wave theory, just a sound waves give us insight into" incompressible" fluids. Plane
wave solution of equation l with E -+ 0 pass smoothly to the limit w -+ 0 where they 
take on the character of Taylor- Proudman flows, even while the energetics of wave 
theory still applies. The frequency over f is just w = cos 0, where e is the angle of the 
wave number vector, k from the vertical. The group velocity lies along the wave 
ere ts, normal to k, with magnitude f lk 1- 1 sin 0. Energy propagates, therefore, ever 
closer to the vertical a w -+ 0, painting out Taylor columns induced, say, by a 

Fig. 5. Wedge-shaped container filled with homogeneous 
fluid uniformly rotating. y is analogous to north on a 
p plane. 
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di turbance below. Rigidity develop in fluid columns owing to the rapidity of thi 
energy propagation, the group velocity approaching! L [and the time for signals to 
penetrate vertically through a distance H approachingf - 1(H/L)] even a the fre
quency vanishe . In order that the fluid not be strained vertically, free motion in a 
container like that in Fig. 5 must be directed along the depth contour , h = constant. 

A. Hough Goldsbrough, Sverdrup Flow 

The lowest-order constraints due to strong rotation alone provide the solution to 
simple interior flows in the wedge-shaped model of the f3 plane. Imagine the re ponse 
of the fluid to gentle downward motion w0 , imposed at the upper urface (whether 
by Ekman convergence, fluid source , or imply mechanical motion of the lid it elO. 
Since equation 3 implies \7 H • u = 0, the only recourse for the fluid is to move toward 
greater depth, avoiding any vertical compre sion (the vertical velocity equaling w0 

throughout the column). The "southward" velocity, -v is given by 

Wo 
v= 

a 
(4) 

where a/2 is the semi-angle of the wedge. ln the ca e of an impo ed stress, 't, quasi
steady Ekman layers along the rigid boundaries produce interior vertical velocity, 
w0 = I< · \7 x t /p0 f, and then renaming a a /3H/ f, where H is the mean depth 
equation 4 becomes 

f3v = \7 x •I: 
PoH 

(5) 

The horizontal flow is approximately nondivergent, Vu· u = O; hence u = J v>' dx, 
the limits of integration as yet unspecified. 

If the wedge geometry· is complicated by adding rough-bottom topography, free 
geostrophic flows must still follow h(x, y) contour , and equation 5 generalizes to 

hu . v(l) = \7 x -rl: 
h PoH 

(6) 

Either equation 5 or 6 put evere con traints on the forcing pattern and basic 
geometry if violations of thi level of geo trophy are to be avoided. 

B. Stratification 

The principal effects of stratification can be included without loss of simplicity 
using two homogeneou layers of slightly different density, lip, and mean depths at 
y = 0 of H 1 and H 2 respectively, in the ame geometry (Fig. 6a). Depth gradients 
occur in both layers, in the rest state. (Provided f 2 L 2 /gH ~ 1, the interface at z = 
IJ(X, t) is practically flat in the ab ence of flow.) Equation 2 applies above and below 
the interface, yet a jump in velocity aero it is allowed by Margules' relation, g' l<. x 
\71] = -f[u 1 - u2] (g' is the reduced gravity, glip/p0 ) which follow from the 
expression (equation 2) for upper-layer velocity, u t> and lower-layer velocity, u2 , 

with the hydrostatic relation p2 - p, = g'IJ for the perturbation pre ure fields 
respectively. 
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~" (•) 

(h) 

(c) 

Fig. 6. Two-layer analogues of the P plane. (a) Equal mean depths 
of the fluid: (b) with a thin upper layer, the bottom sloping more 
teeply than the lid, for a uniform potential vorticity gradjent; 

(c) on a rotating phere, with columns remaining parallel to n 
(yet the effect of continuous tratification in the oceans makes this 
les than a perfect idealization). 

Now the ame driving by a vertical velocity at the top causes, by the constraint of 
stiffness in each layer, a north-south tran port 

This is the analogue of the stratified Sverdrup relation. For the flow to be steady 
a,,;at = 0, v2 mu t vanish leaving the transport entirely confined above the thermo
cline, which tilts, preventing the upper-layer pressure gradients from reaching the 
depths. 

However, the time required to set up such a flow is great so that either unsteadiness 
of the wind or diffusive effects may modify the vertical structure. The latter lead to 
thermocline theories, which do not concern us here. 

C. Time Dependence 

A more realistic resolution of the vertical structure with stratification, and a de
scription of the et up time for steady flow, come from the approach to steady circula
tions found when the frequency of an oscillatory wind-stress pattern is led to vanish. 
Then linear wave theory gives a complete solution. 

Consider the free motion pos ible (w0 = 0) beyond that offlow along geostrophic 
contours. Time a.nd pace variations are allowed, but they must be gradual. In the 
equal-depth geometry of Figure 6a north-south motion is possible without stretching 
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fluid column , only if t•2 = - t' 1 and if the interface moves vertically in response. 
ombining with the equation for geostropic thermocline tilts, 

Ctf f -2! 
- = - (V2 -v,)= - ,- V1 ox g' g 

and continuity, 

we find 

a,, + a.g' ot7 = O. 
ol 2/ ox 

Where the thermocline is locally depressed, the upper flow is northward on the 
western side and southward to the cast. This flow into and out of the wedge forces the 
thermocline downward in the west, upward in the east. It follows that an arbitrary 
pattern of interface displacements, varying in both x and y, moves "westward" 
without dispersion, at speed a.g'/2/ = /3c0

2/f 2 where c0 is the speed of long internal 
waves without rotation, or equivalently, /3Lp 2, where LP is Rossby's internal de
formation radius, c0/f, and in doing so obey the most trivial, nearly kinematic rules 
of Taylor- Proudman flow. This internal Rossby wave of Veroni and Stommel 
(1956) describes the baroclinic adjustment to unsteady winds. Its phase speed, ;54 
km/day at mid-latitude shows that many years must pass before signals can cross 
the ocean and complete the spin-up of a baroclinic circulation from rest. 

It is now a imple matter to imagine the response to a wind stress of large scale, 
ay, a steady pattern turned on at time zero. Let the imposed vertical velocity be 

v x ti, 
Wo(X, y, t) = f = f1{x)f2(y) t ~ 0 

Po 

= 0 l < 0 

Including unequal layer depths H 1 and H 2 (Fig. 6b), the equivalent -/3 slopes are 
now rxH 1 and rxH 2 , where {J = fVh/h = frx. Then, 

and we find 

where 

ot7 
rxH 1v1 =w0 -iif 

a,,, 
rxH 2 v2 = -ar 
a,,, f 
- = - (V2 - V1) ex g' 
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Fig. 7 urren1 induced by s1eady localized wind sire lumcd on at t = 0 (yet lowly enough that 
baro1ropic ignal are neghg1ble). The transient. circular baroclinic wave move off to the west, leaving 
a teady \erdrup g)re. This occurs \\ilhout s1retching or compression of Auid colu mns. 

The solu tion i 

17 = -yf2(J') {'2) Ui(x' +cot) - /1(x')] dx 

If, for example, the st re s curl ha a dipole nature, ay, ~''o = - x exp[ -(x 2 + y 2
)], 

the interface i 

'1 = ty exp( -y2) [exp[ -(x + c0 t) 2
] - exp( -x2

)] 

which i a steady, downward depression in the thermocline just beneath the stress, 
and its mirror image, propagating westward along y = 0 (Fig. 7). The currents are 
initially barotropic, with an anticyclonic vortex at the origin. But as time progresses, 
this stationary circulation intensifies above the thermocline, and vanishes below it 
as the transient vortex moves off to the west. The currents in the transient vortex 
themselve are concentrated in the thin upper layer, v2/v 1 = H 1/H 2 . Lighthill (1969) 
has described in detail such events, particularly as applied to equatorial wave modes 
excited by the arrival of monsoon wind . Our major point here is that they fall within 
the range of interesting effects who e dynamics are so gentle that there i no vortex 
stretching; thi i pos ible even near the equator, when the typical "impedance" 
of a rotating fluid with respect to vertical stretching, shown below to be f 2L 2 T/H, 
becomes large. 

It might eem that motions with such slow propagation would find difficulty in 
remaining linear, but the expected principal violation, the advection of density 
u · V17 vanishes identically. We may thu expect westward propagation of thermo
cline eddie of rather large amplitude. 

If broad topography is added to the bottom, beyond that which is here imitating (3, 
the free-wave equation becomes 

017 J 2 
( I 1 ) c17 

ox - 7 f3H 2 + ~r + {JH I er = 
0 

where D i the true north-south bottom slope, here taken to be uniform. A strong 
lope thus increases the baroclinic wave speed to 

/
2 

( /3H1(f3H2 +bf)) 
g' (3(H1 + H2) + flf 
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which approaches 1 + (H 1/H 2 ) time the speed without topography. The change 
ari e , a above, when the teep slope make very little deep horizontal motion 
nece ary to yield a given vertical velocity, with the re ult that thi lowly varying 
circulation i virtually confined to the upper layer as cf/PH 2 -+ ro. Rhine ( 1970) has 
ugge ted, and these heuristic models upport, that over generally rough topography 

(with lope greater than 10- 3
) we hould imilarly expect the baroclinic wave to 

propagate faster, with the lower layer more nearly at rest. Rooth (private communica
tion) remarks that strong bottom friction , £ 1 2 ~ PL,, 2/f L, doe just the sa.me thing, 
bringing the deep water to rest and speeding the propagation up, while in the limit 
cau ing vanishingly small dissipation. 

D. Spherical Geometry 

These same arguments provide a local de cription of mid-latitude flow in a two
layer spherical ocean, (Fig. 6c) with rigidity imparted to the fluid parallel to the 
rotation axis. The wedge geometry is provided in effect, by the northward gradient 
of the axial projection of the layer depths, equivalent to gradients off /h; where 
f = 2!l sin(latitude). The inclusion of continuous stratification, the final link to the 
real oceans, is a difficult step. The integrity of fluid columns parallel to n is then lost 
and scale analysis give support to the "traditional approximation," the neglect of 
locally horizontal components of the earth's rotation, which makes our wedge 
geometry an analogue rather than a replica of the complete spherical ocean. 

Finally we mention that other, more distant analogues may be of value to the intui
tion. For example, the nonrotating Bou ine q thermal convection of a fluid with 
strong basic temperature stratification, 'J'(z), obeys 

dT 
-d ~' = Q(x, z) 

z 

OU+~= 0 
x z 

for a gentle internal heat ource distribution, Q(x, z). This is a Hadley circulation in 
(x, z) fundamental to atmospheric modeling, and is formally the same as Sverdrup 
flow in (x, y) with p = dT/dz, x rl:f Pofo = Q. Fluid that is heated rises slightly 
to a new equilibrium le~el , without ignificantly altering the mean state. Simple 
gyres in (x, z) are possible in confined geometry, if only J Q dx = 0 at each le~el. 
Otherwise conductive boundary layers form at the side walls to close the vertical 

circulation. 
By establishing that Sverdrup flow and long internal Ro sby waves involve nearly 

inextensible tran lation of fluid columns in the wedge analogue, we can gauge the 
transition to more vigorou currents. To do o, we quantify the stitfne s by solving 
for the flow induced by imple forcing with P = O; impo ed vertical velocity mu t then 
produce relative vertical vorticity, (, according to o(/oc = -f(iJw/oz). Suppose 
w

0 
= w0 sin (x/L) in (t/T); the resulting pressure field is 

p f 2Tw0 L2 
. x t 

P = - = m -L cos T . p H 
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The oscillatory currents have an impedance with respect to vertical stretching, 

I

!_ I= .f2L iy' 
"'o H 

here a reactance. The increa ed ertical stiffness at large scale or large rotation rate is 
evident. 

The average kinetic energy produced here by pre ure work Pw0 , below the lid is 
f 2 w0

2 T 2L 2/16H, which may be compared to the kinetic energy in a pure Sverdrup 
flow (v = w0/a) driven by the same di tribution of vertical velocity (but with sloping 
geometry), which averages to Hw0 

2/8a.2 . Now if the forcing becomes so rapidly 
changing as to make the ratio of thee energies (afTL/2H)2 [=(/JLT/2)2

] less than 
unity the lea t work i expended if the fluid begins to yield to vertical stretching and 
compression, with les motion to the north and south. The Jess energetic choice is 
made. and Sverdrup flow give way to Ros by waves. involving essential relative 
vorticity. when {JLT falls belo\\ unity. If the forcing i more intense than this, o that 
nonlinearity is significant, nonnegligible vorticity appears when afL 2/HU < I 
(i.e., PL 2/U < I), and two-dimensional turbulence appears. instead of linear waves. 
to replace the classical circulation. The e ame conclusions follow from a more 
conventional scale analy i of the potential vorticity equation, which is developed in 
the next section. 

5. Linear Potential-Vorticity Waves 

The earlie t explorations of long-period waves ("linearized eddies") on a rotating 
sphere followed the train of thought found in classical elastic oscillations of solids and 
membranes, and in the hort-period tides, that is, dominance of grave modes of large 
scale. This eemed appropriate because the assumed forcing effect, the winds and 
sun, act on a large scale, and al o becau e the natural frequencies and propagation 
speeds turned out to be the largest for the grave modes (with all "higher" modes 
contained at lower frequency). With the intellectual focus moving more or less con
tinuously downward through the frequency spectrum, the grave modes were the first 
oscillations to be found at periods greater than one-half pendulum day. LaPlace's 
tidal equation, which reduce to the spherical form of the potential vorticity equation 
at small w. thus was divided by Hough (1898) into first- and second-class waves 
according to whether w was greater or less than unity. Longuet-Higgins (1964 et seq.) 
ha produced the most thorough discussion of the second-class planetary waves on a 
sphere, as did Ball ( 1963 et seq.) for smoothly shaped rotating basins. 

It was imagined that in combination with classical circulation theory the planetary 
waves would provide the complete solution to the currents forced by the real, unsteady 
winds and heating. In fact, the possibility of nonlinear interaction in a weak sense was 
recognized, and some calculations of weak rectified flow (wave-current interaction) 
and wave- wave re onant interactions were produced (e.g., Pedlosky, 1965· Veronis, 
1970· Kenyon 1964 · Longuet-Higgins and Gill, 1966). 

Now the e grave-mode planetary waves may be relevant to oceanwide seiches of 
periods le than a month once the modification owing to variable ocean depth are 
included (Rhine 1969 ; Platzmann, 1974). However, de pite recent measurements 
supporting their exi tence they are mo t unenergetic accounting for currents nqt 
exceeding 1 cm/sec or so. The evidence is now overwhelming that the scale of the 
dominant energy-containing eddies is 100 km or less, corresponding more closely 
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with the Ro by internal radius of deformation, Lµ than with the geometry of either 
the ba in or the external forcing effect .2 

Linear wave are worthy of study even though the linear approximation is doubly 
bad at the m oscale (the currents being far stronger there and the pha e speeds far 
lower than with the ba inwide planetary modes). However, it turn out that vestiges 

of the linear theory apply well into the nonlinear range even when energy transforma
tion are becoming violent. In addition, powerful intuition about the spin-up of 
teady circulations (and the re olution of degeneracie in them i pro ided by the 

group velocity of low-frequency waves, and this intuition provides rough upper 
bound to the rate at which influence can propagate laterally, above and beyond any 
fluid advection velocity. Veronis and Stommel (1956) and Lighthill (1967, 1969) have 
emphasized this use of wave theory, and produced a rich picture of the regions of 
influence and rates of communication of currents forced on a fJ plane. 

A. Derivation of Equations 

By centering attention on the 0(100 km) scales, we can be less unea y about the 
mid-latitude fl plane approximation, which i essentially an expansion of the problem 
in terms of L/R., R. being the earth's radius multiplied by tan(latitude). The traditional 
approximation is also taken. This neglects the upward Coriolis force 20 co A.u 
(due to overwhelming static stability) and the eastward Coriolis force 20 cos A.w 
(due to the smallness of vertical velocity, w, in low-frequency motion of small a pect 
ratio, H/L); see Miles (1974) and Needler and LeBlond (1973). The momentum and 
ma s con ervation equations for free adiabatic motions are 

au Vp 
at + (u · V)u + f x u = - P - g + vLiu 

op - + V · pu = 0 
t 

(7) 

Here (x, y, z), (i, j k) are Cartesian coordinates and unit vector eastward, northward, 
and locally upward t is time, u is the velocity, f = 20 sin A. where A. is latitude, g is 
the gravity vector, plus centrifugal acceleration p is the pressure, and v is the kine
matic viscosity. The Boussine q approximation applies when the compressibility 
i slight enough that the density scale height far exceed the fluid depth, and when 
temperature- and salinity-induced density variation are al o small. For the oceans 
the pressure effect on density i not really negligible (fractional range of in situ 
density is - 3 %) and deep-ocean vertical density gradients far exceed the gradients of 
potential density, ap,)az = (op/oz) - (pg/c 2

) (the dynamically relevant quantity), 
where c is the speed of sound. However, we henceforth ignore such effects, which 
mainly affect the calculation of static stability from vertical sounding . 

2 This chapter exclusively treats mid-latitude regions. Within a band of a few degrees north and south 
of the equator the waves are, on the whole, more rapidly propagating, particularly in the baroclinic modes 
due essentially to the reduced impedance of the fluid with respect to vertical stretching. The ocean may 
turn out to be rather like the atmosphere, in being largely nonlinear at middle latitudes, yet full of energetic 
linear waves near the equator. The zone of dist incl equatorial dynamics is (gH) 1

'
2 /P - ± 2.5° for the oceans 

(H = equivalent depth -0. 75 m), whereas for the atmosphere it is much greater, - ± 33° (H - 10 km). 
(Higher vertical modes, trapped within 10° of the virtual equator, are also of meteorological interest.) 
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Take the following nondimensionalization: 

[x, y] = L , 

u 
[(] = L ' 

[z] = H, [rJ = (Jwr 1 

[p'] = fULpo, 

[u, v] = U, [w] = ~H' 

u 
(~HJ= H 

where (~H · i, ~u · j, 0 is the vorticity, V x u. The departures from mean hydrostatic 
values p and p of the pre sure and density are p' and p', respectively: p = p + p', 
p = p + p'. Let .f = .f0[1 + (L/R)y]. where R = earth radiu x tan (mean latitude). 
The vorticity equation. the curl of equation 7, is then 

~ r H ( L) L w~, + euH · V., + e L w(: - i; ( + y R + I w= + i;(~H · V)w + R v 

P 2 f2L2 
0 (p' I I ') 

= 1:7 gH xP)' - PrPx 

for the vertical component and 

H 
~H,L + Wu. v~f/ + e L 1\ll;H.z - i;(~H. V)uH - (I + yL/R + i;()u11 .z 

(8) 

= PPo (i + £Poj/L2 p')k x Vp' + PoH k x Vp' (9) 
p2 pgH ' pHs 

Hs- 1 = - (1 /p)p: = N2/g, the density scale height for the horizontal. With oceanic 
scaling the right ide of equation 8, the creation of vertical vorticity by twisting, 
Vp' x Vp', is of relative order 10- 31:, and will be ignored. The term (H/H.)k x Vp' 
in equation 9 is negligible (-10- 2 at most) relative to I< x V p'. 

The vertical momentum and continuity equations are 

\"7 L2( I ') ww, + i;u · vw = H 2 -p= - p (10) 

(11) 

(12) 

where B = NH/f0 L. 
Now expand in £, with w = O(i:) formally, and H/Hs ~ O(e), f 0

2L2/gH ~ O(i:). 
L/R = O(i:), (p - p0 )/p0 ~ O(e2

) (u, v, w p', .. . ) = (u 0 + eu' + · ·., v0 + w' + · · ·, .. . ) 
O(e0

): 

W:O = 0 

11=o=p1o,v=o= -p"o 

u"0 + v/ = 0 

p,o = -po 

B2w0 = 0 

(13a) 

(13b) 

(13c) 

(13d) 

(13e) 
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· k · espect· w - "'H/L)U rather than hi. a s that the caJing was m1sta en m one r . . "' . 
~·II L fhe typical inclination of the velocity vector from horizontal is far .smaller than 
the a - ~ect ratio, H L, would alone suggest. Al this order'. the~, t~ere ext t aor~~~~~ 
function for the horizontal velocities, u0 = k x Vi/I, which ts simply prop 
to the pre ure field: 

- k x u0 = -Vp°' 

The ne t order balance is of interest, not so much in giving small corrections, but in 
revealing the slow evolution of the dominant fields. 

, W •O o·O L 0 ( 14 ) 
O(c): w= = f. ~ . +Utt· v i, + R v a 

u~+v~ = O {l4c) 

p~ = -gp' (14d) 

where 

D0 w - = - - + U11 o . V 
Dt r. a1 

The left side of the vertical vorticity equation 14a is eliminated with equations 14e 
and 13d: 

In terms of the stream function, 

Do ( w ) ( H f 
2 
L 

2
) DL V21/10 + (B-21/1:): + e f = 0 e + H, + e gH (15) 

with (D 0/Dt)i/1:0 = (fJB2/e )Vl/f0 x Vh · k on z = - H, (D 0/D1)l/f ,0 = 0 on z = 0. 
Here the fluid is confined between rigid flat top, z = 0, and rigid bottom, z = 
- H( I + bh(x)), b $ e. This i the con ervation of geostrophic potential orticity. 
follo'fing nearly horizontal particle trajectories. In other ituation more exact 
conservation law exi t: for instance, the barotropic potential vorticity law. 

(16) 
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obeyed by uniform density fluid in a rapidly rotating container of depth h. 3 Here the 
vertical tretching term impo ed by horizontal flow across an uneven bottom, 
f(D/Dt)h - 1

, replaces the tretching of fluid between two, infinitesimally separated, 
isopycnal urfaces, (D 0 /Dt)(B 1 1/J :): , in equation 15. Ertel's ( 1942) relation, 

E_((V x u + f)·Vp) = o 
Dr p 

is the mo t exact of all, giving a potential vorticity that is con erved even in trongly 
ageostrophic, nondiffu ive flow . For a more thorough account, ee Phillips (1963). 

B. Linear Waves 

The range of phenomena governed by equation 15 i vast. Taking the limit e/w --+ 0, 
we recover the purely linear wave regime. It cannot be overstressed that nonlinearities 
are rarely negligible in thi en e, even though the momentum equation is quite 
accurately geo trophic [O(e)]. But linear theory i important just a in the study of 
surface gravity waves in a full gale, the linear propagation theory would still hold in a 
gross sen e for the dominant wave (and accurately for much longer waves). The 
smallne of the term in equation 15 requires that we not forget for long diffusive 
effects and interaction with small- cale proce se like internal waves. 

Three distinct kinds of wave can be identified in the linear solutions of equation 15. 
To illustrate, take the boundary conditions to be free in the horizontal rigid at the 
sea surface, z = 0, and at the ea floor which slope uniformly in the north-south 
direction: 

on z = 0 

on z = -1 

(17) 

(18) 

where the zero uper cript has been dropped, and the bottom slope, of magnitude 
oL/H, i mall[),....., w. The interior equation is 

2 -2 ( L )·'· (''V H rjJ + (B t/I ,),), + wR '+' x = 0 (19) 

3 In a case of particular interest, waves in homogeneous fluid on a thin spherical shell, care is required 
in applying equation 16. Though it is appropriate to discuss more gentle motions (as in Fig. 6c) in which 
fluid columns retain their integrity parallel 10 the rotation axis such a model gives grossly incorrect re ults 
when u ed to develop a wave theory. Thi is because, on a sphere, the error in applying the Taylor
Proudman approximation i of order w fl/L [wH'erea on a flat P plane the error is O(wH/L)2 only]. If, 
instead, the entire vector vorticity equation i expanded in w, rather than assuming away parts of it, 
the correct wave peed re ult. and fluid columns retain their alignment with the local vertical. The 
solution agree in the short-wave limit with the u ual p plane formula. The mistake of assuming the 
Taylor- Proudman approximation to be exact seem to be common. Another illustration is 'the later 
interpretation of the wave pattern produced in experiments of Fultz and Frenzen (1955). When an obstacle 
was dragged westward about a latitude circle in lbe spherical shell, a distinct train of waves was produced 
that obeyed the planetary wave dispersion relation. When the obstacle was caused to move in the opposite 
(eastward) direction, no planetary waves should have been possible, yet there appeared a peculiar, periodic 
wave train with cusp-like particle paths. Though elaborate planetary solutions of equation 16 have been 
produced to explain the pattern. it is \'ery likely that they were simply standing inertial oscillation (which 
have cycloidal particle path ). Once again. the possibiliry of p plane, Taylor- Proud man dynamic applying 
has spirited away the simpler f plane, non hydrostatic flow from our minds. (The experiments are shown 
by Greenspan, 196 . p. 266.) 
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The problem i separable into vertical and horizontal parts. For uniform density 
!ratification, plane-wave solutions are 

I/! = eikx+ly-Gi•{cosh µz} 
cos mz 

already satisfying equation 17. Sub tituting into equations 18 and 19, we ha e 

and 

or 

(i) _ - kL/Rw 
- k1 + 11 + B - 2m2 

bR 
m tan m = - [(k2 + l2)B2 + m2] 

L 

bR 
µ tanh µ = - - [(k2 + 12)82 - µ2] 

L 

(20) 

The solutions divide into those with vanishing vertical shear, those with oscillatory 
structure, and those which are evanescent in the vertical. 

Type 1. Fast Barotropic 
For k2 + 12 ~ a-2 a solution with m2 = O[(bR/L)(k2 + /2)B2] ~ I is (returning 

to dimensional variables) 

-k(/3 - f oa/H) (/3 - f 0 a/H) cos 8 
<J= =------

k2+12 lk l 

p = df 
d (latitude) ' 

<J = (i)wfo , 
bH 

a = Vh = 
L 

(21) 

These familiar topographic Rossby waves involve only slight [O(b)] density perturba
tions, and are the same shearfree modes found on an unstratified p plane. Both the 
frequency and propagation speeds rise with wavelength indefinitely in this model. 

Type 2. Fast Baroclinic 
The above solution ceases to exist at scales as small as the Ross by radius NH/ f 

There arises to replace it a wave confined within a layer of thickness/ L/ N above the 
sloping bottom. Its purest form has k2 + /2 ~ B- 2 and p = 0. Then, in dimensional 
form, the dispersion relation is 

a = - Na. sin </> (22) 

where </> is the angle of the wave vector (k, O from Oy. The wave field, also in di
mensional form, is 

I/! = ei(k:c+1y- a1> cosh ( zN) 
foL 

This is a harmonic solution of Lil/I = 0, the rather passive form which equation 19 
takes in the absence of p. The spatial scaling B ,...., 1 is ubiquitous to rotating, strati
fied fluids. The dispersion relation is that of a simple buoyancy oscillation. In common 
with other trapped solutions like Kelvin waves, it is independent of the very property, 
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f, that cau e it trapping. But this mode has a kind of dual nature. If we replace h in 
equation 21 by the penetration height, /L/ (with f3 = 0), the di persion relations 
21 and 22 become the arne. We may thu con ider this to be a topographic Rossby 
wave, where density stratification provides a lid for vortex tretching. 

Type 3. Slow Baroclinic 
Al all cale . mode exi t that are o cillatory in the vertical. in the pre ence of /3. 

For mall lope (relative to H/ R, -10- 2
) these obey equation 20 tan m:::::: 0-+ 

m :::::: mt, whi le for larger slope , m -+ (n + !)n. The most quickly varying such wave 
(for f> -+ 0) m = n ha a period of about 1 yr and horizontal cale LP - 40 km. At 
larger cale , I kl2 B ~ I, the di per ion relation becomes 

6> = _ kL/Rw (f>LR -+ O, m :::::: n) 
rr2 8 - 2 

4kL/Rw 
- 8 - 2rr2 (

(JR -+ cc m :::::: ~) 
L ' 2 

This is the nondi per ive, purely westward propagating mode derived in a simpler 
fashion in Section 4. The increa e in frequency and propagation speed over a sloping 
bottom by a factor of four becomes somewhat Jess dramatic when realistic nonuru
form den ity stratification of the ocean is included. 

The di persion relation (Fig. 8) show each of the three Jjmjting types. Sketched on 
the figure is the corresponding vertical structure of the current. With realistic stratifica
tion, which is strongest in the upper ocean, the energy of type 3 waves is increasingly 
confined there. A fraction, roughly (L/Lp)2, of the energy is potential. This normally 
exceeds unity in case of intere t, so it is appropriate to call these baroclinjc motions 
"thermocline eddies." 

The fast baroclinic waves (type 2) are, conversely, confined near the sloping bottom. 
Their inclusion here is of course chematic for those regions of ocean with complex 
topography. But it makes clear what was omitted from earlier wave models, that 
vertical hear (and den ity perturbations) with periods far shorter than l yr can exist 
under linear qua i-geo trophic dynamics. 

How great must the bottom slope be for type 2 waves to occur? It turns out (Rhines, 
1970, 197 la) that one may imagine there to be a competition for the highest frequency, 
among the basic planetary topography, and bouyancy waves. The /3 effect alone 
provides a frequency -! L/R. Simple vortex stretching by the topography without 
stratification causes a frequency -f IVhlL/H. Motion forced up a slope, disturbing 
the den ity field suggests the frequency - NI Vh I. Predomjnance of bottom-trapped 
waves thus occurs if 

NH H 
f L > 

1 + RIY'hl 

on the basis of cale analy is. If therefore the slope exceeds that equivalent to 
f3 ( - Io- 3), the type 2 wave may be expected at cales of order the Ross by internal 
radius, LP - NH/f, and smaller. At slopes so large that w ~ 1 ageostrophic theory is 
required, yet the same, trapped buoyancy oscillation occurs. 

The fa t barotropic wave, type l, is of course a f3 plane representation of the 
planetary wave on a sphere. In a forced problem, with wind blowing across the ocean 
surface, say, thi mode is encountered alone at large frequency. The respon e un
dimini hed through the water column, is of crucial importance, and is one of the 
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Fig. 8. Dispersion relation for linear topographic-Ro sby waves !P plane, uniform up lope to the north), 
for several values of slope. Rossby waves. Ii = 0. are plotted with dashc . The sketches how the vertical 
structure. The three classes of tructure are referred to a I, 2, and 3 in the text. R = 6000 km (43 latitude), 
wave number normalized by H/f = 120 km. 

striking predictions of linear theory, for "weatherlike" time scales over horizontal 
scales greater than LP. Veronis and Stommel (1956) established the result for an 
ocean of constant depth, and it holds here with a sloping bottom, unless L ;5 LP. 

Perspective views of the disper ion surface are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, and fJ > 0 
(upslope to the north). The double arrows give the direction and relative size of the 
horizontal group velocity, wf L(o&>/ok). The transition from classical type 1 waves to 
bottom-trapped type 2 waves carries one from a situation in which the group velocity 
can point in any direction (yet the phase velocity always has a westward component) 
to one in which both group and phase velocities must have a westward component. 
For arbitrary orientatjon of the depth gradient, type 2 waves tend to move energy 
and phase to the left facing hallow water, while type 1 is a topographic Rossby 
wave, relative to a "pseudo-westward" direction along f /h contours, and type 3 
tends still to favor actual westward propagation. The larger group velocities occur 
near the origin of Fig. 9, and these have a westward component. Conversely, those 
components, generated by a point excitation, say, which do radiate eastward have 
large amplitude, if anything like equal energy flux occurs with respect to direction. 
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2'1T/36 days 

2Tl/245 days 

I 

~~~- ~~l 
( 30km) - - - _-_- _-_.:.......,,._..--

Fig. 9. Per pective view of dispersion urface, u(k, /)(constant depth). Equal-11 curves are shown. Double 
arrows indicate direction and (schematically) magnitude of group velocity. Upper portion is the barotropic 
mode, lower portion the baroclinic. ote different frequency scales. N/f is un iform, = 30. 

Another immediate consequence of the linear theory is that thermocline eddies 
(type 3), already very slowly propagating, will be doubly inefficient at carrying energy 
north or outh from a source. The greatest north-south component of group velocity 
is 0.23Pc0 

2 /Jo 2 (for o = 0), whereas the westward velocity approaches {Jc0 
2 

/ / 0 
2 in the 

entire set of long waves. For oceanic conditions these velocities are roughly 0.9 
cm/sec and 3 cm/sec, re pectively 

Lighthill (1967, 1969) ha emphasized the application of wave theory in the limit 
of vani bing frequency to the development of forced, steady flows. For instance, the 
Taylor column in a simple rotating fluid may be visualized as a region of influence of 
inertial wave of small frequency. In that limit the group velocity remains large 
(......, f 0 L, where Lis the horizontal scale of the "source") and acts to resolve a degener
ate flow without the immediate need of invoking viscosity. Here the degenerate, free 
flows are those along geostrophic contours (for barotropic flow) or zonally (for large
scale baroclinic flow), or along depth contours (for small-scale deep baroclinic flow). 
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Fig. 10. Perspective view of CT(k, /), with a bottom lope of 1.7 x 10- 3 (up to the north). (DR /L = 2). 
Both types have increased frequency and propagation rate, relative to D = 0. The constant-frequency 
loci show an ab ence of ea tward group velocities with short, bollorn-intensilied waves. 

Types I, 3, and 2 show that the signal from a slowly oscillating forcing function 
propagates westward or pseudo-westward at rates (p + rxf0)L 2, PL/, and IV HI/ L , 
respectively, and in doing so carries with it the developing flow. This justifies the 
classical procedure of calculating Sverdrup flow by zeroing the disturbance to the east 
of the wind stress (Lighthill, 1967). 

C. Initial-Value Problems 
The wave pattern (Fig. 11) arising from the dispersion of an initial Gaussian vortex 

shows some of these tendencies. There i no bottom slope, and the currents are 
infinjtesimal and entirely barotropic. This computer realization shows the character
istic penetration of east- west crested waves due westward from the origin, while 
slower, shorter, stronger north- south ere ted waves appear east of the origin. The 
general picture agrees with far-field ray theory, and with the Green's function for a 
steadily oscillating delta-function ource,4 

v2 l/f, + Pl/Ix = c5(x) exp ( - iwo c) 

4 This canonical problem is slightly mi leading, in that the right side is not the result of purely local 
forces ; the stress, t, itself obeys f t ·d I = 1 about any circuit enclosing the origin. The difference in wave 
pattern between this and local forcing is probably small, but the difference in amplitude structure may 
not be. 
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t=.58mo t = 1.2 
Fig. 11. Linear. barotropic Rossby wave di per ing from an initially Gau ian current pattern : for 
more than infinite imal currents, the efficiency of the radiation i everely a ltered. In this and later com
puter simulation the contour are olid for negative 1/1. dashed for po itive I/I (choosing I/I to be proportional 
to pressure). The boundary condition arc periodic, and the numerical cheme is the spectral code (cutoff 
wave number 32. corre ponding to 642 spatial map) developed by Dr. Orszag. 

which is known to be 

This particular Hankel function is chosen so that the group velocity points outward 
at large radius [while the phase of Hb2>(k3 r) spirals inward]. The wave crests in the 
stationary phase approximation, obey 

const 
r =-~-

cos2(t0) 

(r, 8) being polar coordinates relative to the origin. Longuet-Higgins and Gill (1966) 
have given the response to a space- time delta function of stress-curl, which also 
resembles these pattern . 

Considering now the stratified case, the wave modes derived here, together with 
free geostrophic flow, completely describe linearized motions which develop from 
given currents and density. This is true provided that the initial data is itself sufficiently 
close to a tate of geostrophy. The appearance of the frequency in the lower boundary 
condition renders the set of equations 20 nonorthogonal, but this may be circum
vented a in the problem of a vibrating string with a nonrigid support (Morse and 
Feshbach, 1953, p. 1343). 

To illustrate the role of the bottom-trapped type 2 we consider (with [J = 0) an 
initial current of arbitrary vertical structure but limited to a single horizontal 
Fourier component, 

t/J(x, 0) = ei(kx+l»>F(z) 

The solution to equations 15, 17, and 18, derived by Suarez (1971), is 

t/I = e'<kx+11>[ce-;.,., - 1) cosh µz F(-1) + F(z)J 
cosh µ 
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where a/ Jo = -kB2/µ tanh µ. It is the simpl~ ~u.m of a wave (type 1 or 2) who~e 
velocity at the bottom is equal to that of the mitial data and a steady geostr~~~1c 
flow which vanishes there and elsewhere account for the remainder of the m1~1al 
data. By summing such solutions about the azimuth one may con truct eddyhke 
patterns ; for instance with 

the solution is 

tfl(x, 0) = J0(k0r) r2 = x2 + Y2 

cosh µz ( cosh µz) 
tfl(x t) = J 0(k 0 r1

) h + 1 - h Jo(kor) 
cos µ cos µ 

,1 = ((x _ ct)2 + y2)112 
-B2 

c =---
µ tanh µ 

This represents a steady circular flow at the origin. which decrea e toward the 
bottom, as a bottom-trapped circular pattern creeps out from beneath it , along the 
depth contours to the "left." The difficulty with such solutions is that they are not 
truly local, and rely on inward radiation from infinity to defeat the natural <lisper ive 
nature of the waves. 

The role of a weak ,8 effect would be to cause the" steady" component to propagate 
itself, as a type 3 wave. Howard and Siegmann (1969) have discussed in general terms 
the possible steady geostrophic flows in such cases. 

D. Observations 

The observations made in the introduction fixed the gross time and length scales 
of the energy-containing eddies, both deep and shallow. We are rapidly obtaining 
refined measurements to improve upon this picture, which bring observations and 
theory somewhat closer together. 

Type 1. Fast Barotropic 
The Mid-Ocean Dynamics Experiment (MODE-I) covered a (200 km)2 region 

centered on 28°N 69°40'W, in the Sargasso Sea Spring 1973. Rossby and Webb's 
neutrally buoyant SOF AR floats drifted with the currents at 1500 m. Character
istics of the floats were unusual accuracy (roughly 1 km absolute, <1 km relative 
position fixing) and longevity (the observations in this area began in September 1972 
and continue at the time of this writing, May 1975). 

There were often more than 10 floats present in the area, and they allowed rather 
accurate, objective stream function maps to be produced (in real time by Bretherton, 
and subsequently by Freeland and Gould). Figure 12a from Freeland, Rhines and 
Rossby (1975), is an x- t plot of the stream function at 28°N; Fig. 12b is a y- t plot 
taken along 70°W. There appears a persistent tendency for phase lines to move 
westward with time, but no striking north- south propagation. Thus the nearly 
ubiquitous property of westward phase propagation found in the linear theory of 
Rossby waves, actually appears in currents below the main thermocline. 

The phase speed ranges from 2 to 12 cm/sec in the figure averaging about 5 cm/sec. 
This slightly exceeds the rms current speed, which is 4 cm/sec in the region, and far 
exceeds the mean flow. The horizontal length scale is also visible ; the transverse 
spatial correlation function first crosses zero at 50 km. For linear theory, flat-bottom 
waves (equation 21) have a westward phase speed equal to ,8/ik f The estimate 
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ig. l 2. (a) Time- longitude plot of stream function inferred from objective maps of 1500-m currenls along 28' N (cen1ered al 69°40'W). 
by Freeland, Rhines. and Ross by ( J 975). There is evidence of westward motion of phase, as occurs in bolh linear and nonlinear fJ plane 
theory (compare Fig. 20b). The large-scale./7'1 contours in the region lie roughly east and west. The data came from neutrally buoyant 
SOFAR ftoals (Figs. 64-66). The currents at this depth are not dominated by thermocline eddies. but are more representative of the 
deep ocean. (b) As in (a), but time- latitude plot along 69 40'W. 
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Fig. 13. (a) Currents at Site D (39° JO'N, 70°W), at levels 205 m, 1019 m, 2030 m, and 2550 m. The ocean 
depth is 2650 m. A thermocline eddy domina tes the upper flow, followed by an interesting. rapid oscilla
tion. (b) High-pass fi ltered version of(a). The deep we tward mean flow and upper-level thermocline eddy 
are thus removed. The deeper layers are dominated by fa t oscillations with episodes of clear bottom 
intensification and polarization (mi < 0). 
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5 cm/sec implies a rational scale, I k 1- 1
, of 50 km. More is said about these exceptional 

measurements below. 

Type 2. Fast Baroclinic 
Cur ory examination of current meter records frequently shows the existence of 

vertical shear at high frequencies, relative to the predicted, 0(1 yr), cutoff for baro
clinic Rossby waves (yet le thanf0}. This is particularly true a one approaches the 
ocean floor. Figure 13 shows current meter records from site D (39° lO'N, 70°W) taken 
by Luyten, Schmitz, and Thomp on of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. 
The location is some 100 km north of the mean Gulf Stream axis and 50 km outh of the 
continental helf. There is a persistent northward hoaling with slope 8 x 10- 3. 

First, observe the agreement in general terms of the character of the vertical structure 
with the linear picture. The shallow level is dominated by a strong current which 
varies with a 3-month period. The deeper currents are weaker, yet more quickly 
varying. 

High-pass frequency filtering (by Dr. Luyten) give a rather definite character 
to the deep o cillations. Below 1000 m, they tend to increa e in energy with depth and 
develop a strong polarization with u and v negatively correlated. All these features 
are expected of linear waves of type 2; in particular, the natural period ~ 2n/ I Vh I 
~ 6 days here, and the independence of the period from the wavelength allows the 
testing of the dispersion relation by a single vertical string of current meter (Rhines 
1970, 1971a). In addition the vertical scale observed is directly proportional to the 
horizontal scale, which may thus be inferred. Thompson and Luyten (1976) and 
Rhines (197lb} have made just uch comparisons, using spectral analysis. Figure 14 
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Fig. 14. Ratio of kinetic energy spectra between 1000 m and 2500" m at Site D versus frequency, from 
Thompon and Luyten (1976). The records occupied 10 months in 1972. Both 11 and v pectra are hown. 
Mo t of the energy in the v spectrum lies between 8 and 20 days. Energy in a significant band i bonom
intensified. The wavelength inferred from linear theory ranges from 90 to 160 km. 
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how how, in an intermediate band of frequencies, the spectral energy increases 
downward, as predicted. 

What is particularly exciting is not only that the "waves" exist with apparently 
correct local behavior, but that their uv polarization implies group velocity with a 
component to the north. Thompson (1971) recognized that the nearby Gulf Stream 
was a likely ource, and that thi polarization would be expected with type I Rossby 
waves. Fortunately, the same behavior ari e with type 2 waves; there is probably 
enough breadth to the distribution of scales that a range encompassing types I and 2 
waves occur . 

Type 3. Slow Baroclinic 
The e current data are a good example of the many levels of understanding that 

apply to ocean ob ervations. Some features of the deep flow agree with type I Rossby 
wave theory, yet the addition of type 2 waves fills out the picture. The strong current 
at the upper level might be interpreted as a type 3 baroclinic Ros by wave, yet in fact 
it ha the signature of cutoff Gulf Stream eddie . An event very like this one was 
documented by Saunder (1971 ), Fig. J 5 (see also Fig. 57). That particular eddy in 
fact moved westward, at roughly the peed of the climatological mean flow, and 
rejoined the Stream. With this mixture of advection and propagation present, it 
would be unwise to say that type 3 waves had been seen, so for better evidence we 
turn to the open ocean, far from intense current . The POLYGON group (Brek
hovskikh, Federov, Fomin, Ko hlyakov. and Yampolsky, 1971), Bernstein and White 
(1975), and the MODE group have each witne ed the slow westward movement of 
thermocline eddies. The MODE observations are summed up in Fig. 16, and x-t 
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Fig. 16. Time longitude diagram or dynamic height (501 - 1500 dbar) along 28 , from the Mid-Ocean 
Dynami Experiment. There is increasing evidence of such westward pha e propagation in thermocline 
eddies, at a rate comparable with the linear peed (see also Fig. 41 ); note that this i ignificantly slower than 
the ob erved pha e motion in 1500-m currents (Fig. I 2a). 
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diagram, again along 28°N, of the dynamic height anomaly aero the main thermo
cline. Thi measure of the density field shows a clear westward movement at a rate 
2 cm/ ec. It is Jess likely than Gulf Stream eddies to have involved net westward 
movement of the water, although this is not yet certain. In fact it i the very slownes 
of the propagation of thermocline eddie that make it hard to re olve the mean flow 
(for one must average over many eddy period ). 

Type 1. Fast Barotropic (Ultralong) 
It is shown in Section 6 that the u e of linear theory is marginal at best, in studying 

the above observations. But a "benthic" group in MODE-I provided ob ervations 
of sea-floor pressure that are much more likely to relate to linear wave . It was 
discovered that the pressure record were surprisingly coherent (>0.95) over 200-km 
eparation in the MODE region (Fig. 17 ; Brown, Munk, Snodgra , Moljeld, and 

hllij2'0""1"'"'"' I "'I, ... I I' I" '""I' I 'I '10 
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Fig. l 7. Time series of bonom pre sure in MODE (Brown et al., 1975). The gauges centered on 28°N, 
69' 40'W are remarkably coherent, de pite separations 0 (180 km). Furthermore, the pressure-corrected 
ea level at Bermuda (- 650 km distant) (labeled" Bermuda ub urface ") i as well. This is trong evidence 

for fast. type I planetary waves. 

Zetler, 1975). Such separations are well beyond the coherence distance for the energy
containing eddies. Then, looking at the record of the Bermuda tide gauge 700 km 
away, they found that it too was remarkably coherent (~0.8, once the inverted barom
eter effect of atmospheric pres ure had been subtracted). This established that the 
pressure just below the sea surface is coherent both vertically with the sea floor, and 
also horizontal, over 700 km. 
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. !t may be the fir t observ~tion of "ultralong" planetary waves, of the kind an
ticipated many decades ago. To ee whether the observed large scale is indeed 
consistent with wave theory, we converted the observed P(u) frequency spectrum to a 
wave number pectrum, a suming a model dominated by a single orientation (say, 
k = I). Let 

P(k) = P(u) du 
dk 

where u = -f3/2k, du/dk = -f3/2k2
. Although the frequency spectrum is 'red," 

increasing toward mall frequency, the e timated wave number spectrum is flatter, 
with a central peak at k ,..,,, 2n/7000 km. The large scale is sufficient to explain the 
highly coherent record , with pba e Jag of le than a day. This is particularly so 
becau e it gi e only a rough upper bound to the pha e lag. The sense of the Jag, 
though marginally determined, seems to have Bermuda leading, suggesting westward 
propagation. The atmo pheric pre ure pattern , conversely, move eastward across 
the region. The inferred energy pectrum [ cc k2 P(k)] is very "blue" and suggests that, 
indeed, the kinetic energy in the deep-ocean peaks near the 50- 100 km (rational) 
scale. 

This example verifie the almost ine capable re ult discussed in Section 3, that 
pressure gauge see longer cales than current meters, but we could not have an
ticipated how great the difference would be. The ob erved association of higher 
frequencie dominantly with large cales gives upport to the planetary "inverse" 
dispersion relation, w ex: k- 1

, for ultralong waves as against the turbulent relation 
w ex: Uk, described in Section 3. The period and scales of these waves are closer to the 
scales of moving weather systems, which may favor the setting up of planetary 
seiche by both the atmo pheric pressure and winds. The result should motivate a 
systematic earch of island-based sea-surface records, and give impetus to the refine
ment of the sea-floor pres ure recorders. 

Energy Flux 
Are the large-scale motions energetically important? True, their energy density 

is slight relative to the mall-scale eddies but their energy flux is in fact much larger. 
Given that the group velocity for planetary waves has magnitude u/k = -fJ/I kl2 , one 
can define an energy flux spectrum, 

!F(k) = pk - 2<f(k) = pf 2 P(k) (k =/kl here), 
Po 

giving the den ity with respect to scalar wave number of the~ kinetic energy flux, 
without regard to direction. ~(k) is thus simply proportional to P(k) and is dominated 
by the ultralong waves. 

Scale Transformations 
This remark exaggerates the importance of the longer waves, unless mechanisms 

exist for the conversion from large to small scale. Bottom roughness provides one 
such mechanism, but a simpler, classical feature works in a flat bottom, linear ocean. 

' Thu the Bermuda tide gauge has helped in establishing both type l waves, and at longer periods 
type 3 waves, in collaboration with the Pa1111/irus stations. In either case there is significant concern over 
such use of i land station , for local i land dynamics could conceivably have dominated the sea-level 
records. Happily, thi re ult hows that the higher-frequency components are indeed of large scale. This 
wa predicted by Rhines (1969) for the linear theory, but he gave no reasons why nonlinear, unsteady 
" island wake " might not add significant noise. 
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Fig. 18. Typical vertical structure of the linear waves, types 
I, 2, and 3 for exponential stratification oc exp (2z/ H). 

This is the striking fact (Pedlosky, 1965; Phillips, 1966) that the reflection law for 
Ros by waves cause fast, long, weak, westward-propagating waves to reflect at a 
western boundary into slow, short, strong, eastward-propagating waves. It can be 
verified, in Fig. 9, by finding two waves of the same frequency and north- south wave 
number. The ratio of lkl of the reflected wave to that of the incident wave exceeds 
unity and the ratio of energy densities is the square of this ratio. Any reasonable model 
of the dissipation then leaves the western region filled with energetic eddie fed by a 
nearly invisible, ocean wide source. This occurred clearly in the laboratory (Phillips 
and Ibbetson, 1967). We return to the topic in Section 7. 

Synthesis 
Using linear building blocks we can produce current and density. fields that contain 

a number of observed features. Mc Williams and Flied (1975) gave done so, to pro
duce an optimal linear description of the fields in MODE-I. It should already be 
clear that the decrease in characteristic time scale with depth and the great decrease 
in kinetic energy with depth, followed by a gradual increase are consistent with 
a superpo ition of wave types 1, 2, and 3, uch that type 3 dominates the flow above 
the tbermocline, type 1 the flow at mid-depth and type 2 the flow in the lowest 
kilometer. Figure 18 shows this schematically using an exponential stratifica
tion and a bottom lope of 8 x 10- 3

. The thermocline eddies are disposed this 
way by the concentration of the den ity gradients in the upper ocean. Away from 
the western region of the oceans particularly, where the 18° water provides a 
deep thermocline, the type 3 waves would be strongly confined near to the ocean 
urface, where they could intermingle with the directly driven wind-mixed layer. 

The picture may be refined by allowing the mode to interact weakly, and by 
including a large-scale mean current. But this might deflect us from the central issue : 
the thermocline eddies, even in a quiet part of the ocean like the MODE area, are 
sufficiently strong to blow the tops off barotropic waves, trying to propagate through 
them. This is the subject of the next section. 

6. Nonlinear Waves and Turbulence: Primary Cascades 

A classical ocean filled with linear waves would present us with a problem in 
spectral discrimination and synthesis. All that would remain would be the identifica
tion of sources and sinks. The basic gradient of mean potential vorticity dominates 
in that case, and provides a smooth restoring force. Based on typical mid-ocean 
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condition , however, none of the three principal wave types ha a steepness that is 
small. Take an upper ocean velocity of 10 km/day and deep-ocean velocity of 4 
km !day ; the pa rt icle excur ion during a wave period + 2rr, or ratio of particle speed to 
theoretica l pha e peed s = e/(I), is, 

2Uk2 

61 = - fl - = 2 

=5 

2Uk 
62 = - = 0.8 

Na 

(deep-ocean U, k = kP = 1/45 km) 

(shallow U, k = kp) 

(N = 2.6 x 10- 3, ix= 5 x 10- 3, k = 1/ 15 km) 

for the barotropic, fast baroclinic and slow baroclinic types, respectively. The 
numerical factor allow the criteria to apply to the average wave speed, rather than an 
extreme value. Although special solutions can be found whose nonlinear advection 
is far smaller than these numbers suggested, the interactions between different 
Fourier components must, on the average, be strong, particularly in regions of more 
vigorous currents than these. Such a situation i remarkable, when it is remembered 
that for deep-ocean velocitie any le than the e, the current-meter rotors would be 
tailed a significant fraction of the time. However, all the forces acting to accelerate 

the fluid are weak and a state of horizontal turbulence is readily reached. A per
suasive picture of the wave steepne (Fig. 64) is the ensemble of tracks of the SO FAR 
float experiment in MODE, Rossby, Voorhis, and Webb (1975). Even at 1500 m, the 
slowest level in the ocean, the tracks show particles not to be confined near latitude 
lines, but chaotically traveling distances far greater than the dominant length scale, 
ay 50 km, of the flow. 

A. The Diagram 

Figure 19 shows chematically the nonlinear cascades that occur in a flat-bottom 
ocean. We have plotted turbulent states on thi dispersion diagram by endowing 
turbulent fluid of dominant wave number k and rms particle speed U with a frequency 
kU. There is some reality in thi , (Section 3), as a crude representation of the 
concentrated frequency- wave number pectrum. The vertical axis is a crude two
point repre entation of the vertical wave number. Thus barocLinic modes appear 
on the upper plane, barotropic modes on the lower plane. For linear waves, 
U < wf.k)/k, the exact dispersion relation w(k) appLies instead. This delineates the 
wave regime to the left of the solid curves. As suggested by the shortness of trajectory 
a, interactions in the linear region are low. A cursory look at the other trajectories 
shows a general movement toward the deformation radius on the baroclinic plane, 
downward to the barotropic plane, and then to the left. Taken literally it would say 
that in a freely evolving ocean vertical hear would disappear, and the horizontal size 
of eddie would at first approach the deformation radiu , and then increa e. We fir t 
describe the individual elements of this tatement. and then in the succeeding ection 
modify it to account for the real, rough-bottom ocean. 
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Fig. 19. Schematic repre entation of freely evolving, nonlinear eddy fields in a fiat-boccom ocean. 
Turbulent states are plotted on this w, k diagram by ascribing to them a frequency kV, where k is the 
centroid of the energy spectrum, and U the rms pariicle speed. The position of these states relative to the 
linear dispersion relations (below solid curves) is crucial. Energy-preserving changes of scale occur, 
within baroclinic eddies, toward 1he deformation radius from either side. Thi same scale is an aperture 
through which energy passes, downward from baroclinic 10 barotropic states, followed by cascade to small 
wave number. Wherever energy meet a dispersion region it tends to stagnate. 

B. Barotropic Cascade Path b 

The behavior on the lower plane is just the same as if the ocean were unstratified; 
under the Boussinesq approximation, arbitrary barotropic motion itself satisfies 
the equations. This case is described in detail by Rhines (1973, 1975). The essential 
result (Batchelor, 1953) follows from the integral constraints on total energy and 
squared relative vorticity, or enstrophy, in purely two-dimensional flow: 

:.tn<fdk= -2v f k2<fdk-2R f Sdk<O 

(23) 

:. fo'\2s dk = -2v f k4<f dk - 2R f k2<f dk 

There is no forcing and an Ekman drag, Ru, acts at the base of the fluid. As in Section 3, 
the domain is taken to be periodic, of very large size and Fourier coefficients are 
blurred into a continuous function. If initial value ifJ 0(x) are specified and then allowed 
to evolve freely, both right sides are negative. For a finite initial scale of motion they 
both vanish with R, v (for all finite time), leaving (o/fJt) JS dk = 0, (fJ/fJ t) J k2S dk = 0. 
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~he argurne!1t proceeds by as urning that an initially narrow spectrum spreads in 
time about its mean wave number, 

! J (k- k.)2i!dk > 0 

where k1 = J kcf dk/J cf dk. It follows immediately that 

ok i o - < 
t 

(24) 

Thi "red" ca cade toward mall wave number may be appreciated by imagining 
pos ible redi tributions of a ' ma s' cf(k) along the k axjs, such as to conserve the 
moment of inertia of <f about k = 0. If a unit amount of S i taken from a narrow 
peak at k = k0 to twice k0 , then the equivalent of four unjts of e must move to iko 
to compen ate. Given an initially narrow concentration, no more than one fourth 
of the total energy can move to 2k0 , for the entire remainder must then move to 
k = 0 to preserve the econd moment. 

The transfer of energy out of mall eddies into larger ones, when 3D vortex 
stretching is suppre ed is a feature having ljnks with many kinds of fluid flows. The 
transfer from cyclone to the zonal-average winds in the atmosphere may be con
sidered a pecial ca e, and in terms of we terly momentum, appears as a negative eddy 
viscosity (Starr, 1968). The corre ponding spectral tran fer function T"'(k) shows the 
nonlinear contribution to <f(k)/ot at each wave number; more complex flows with 
st ratification and topography continue to have a "red" T.;(k) (Figs. 31, 38), but the 
velocity components normal to isopleths of density and topography yield competing 
transfer spectra, that may rever e thi trend. 

The ab ence of vortex-stretching in two dimensions (2D) prevents high-Reynolds 
number turbulence from dissipating energy at all efficiently. Whereas the e-folding 
time for energy decay in 3D i approximately L/ U regardless of how fine the dis
ipation scale, here a viscous time of order (v/L 2 + R) - 1 is required. The presence 

of strong eddy motions cannot, therefore, be taken as an indication that dissipation 
i occurring, in the gro s cnse encountered, for instance, in a laboratory jet. 

En trophy, k2tf, on the other hand must in the mean be carried to small scale to 
balance the expan ion in size of the dominant eddies. The notion that an inertial 
subrange will form at large wave number to carry enstrophy, dominates the literature 
(e.g., Kraichnan, 1967). However, the similarity of this process to the energy-carrying 
Kolmogorov inertial range of 3D turbulence breaks down when rates are considered: 
3D energy can apparently reach infinitesimal scale during a single revolution of an 
eddy (-L/U). Yet the time required for 2D enstrophy to do so is logarithmically 
infinite as the Reynolds number increases without bound. This is because the time 
for en trophy to double its characteristic wave number is of order (J~ k2<f dk) - 112 

which i strictly bounded in two dimensions. A high-Reynolds number, 2D fluid is thus 
inviscid for all finite time, given energy initially at finite scale. The fact that the effective 
Reynold number is large i plausible once one views the wealth of fine structure in 
ay, ea- urface temperature photographs. Jn spite of blurring of temperature gra

dients by exchange with the atmosphere strong contrasts persist down to a scale of 
1 km and less. Clearly there is a wide gap between the energy-containing scale, say, 
k1 -

1
, and the cale of ignificant thermal dissipation. Less is known about the velocity 

fine tructure, but current records on fixed moorings, low-passed to remove internal 
waves, do how frequent rapid accelerations as if a corresponding jaggedness in the 
velocity distribution were pre eat. 
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The removal of vi co ity from the dominant dynamics at large Reynold number 
ugge ted to Batchelor (1969) a similarity solution for the time evolution of the energy

containing eddies. If details of the initial condition are eventually forgotten in the 
evolution the only external parameter is the rm particle peed, U. This suggests 
a shape-pre erving solution, 

<f(k, t) = tU 3tg(Ukt) (25) 

where g i a normalized, unknown shape function (f 0 g (~) d~ = 1). Solution 25 
exhibits both rightward enstrophy flux and leftward energy flux. The dominant scale, 
k 1 - i, of this eddy field expands according to 

where 

/3=0 

dk1-I 
--= TU 

dt 

(a) 

(26) 

t=5mo 

Fig. 20. (a) Streamline in barotropic evolution experiments with and without the p effect. Beside keeping 
the scale small, fJ tends to produce a striated pattern of hifting, principally zonal, flows. (a) Contour 
interval 0.1 I at r = 0, 0.16 at r = 5. 
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Fig. 20. (b) contour interval 0.11 ac 1 = 0, 0.06 at 1 = 5. (See Table l for parameters.) (b) Time- longitude 
diagrams fort/I. from the barotropic runs in (a). The cascade to large scales occur in either case; with beta, 
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(c) 

Fig. 20. (c) Vorticity field in a high resolution barotrop1c turbulence experiment. With a strong (J effect 
this vorticity would be radiated rather than sheared out. 

Experimental values for Tare given by Rhines (1975); T = 3.0 x 10- 2 for initially 
narrow spectra. Thus we are clo er to having u eful re ult about the evolution of the 
energy-containing eddies in two than in three di men ions and numerical computation 
is far more economical in two dimensions so we have the added benefit of many 
simulations. 

If these result are applied directly to the ocean, say, the 200-km-wide thermocline 
eddy viewed in MODE-I, equation 26 gives about 100 day for the time required 
to double its ize (taking U "' 10 cm/ ec). But thi certainly did not occur, for reasons 
that will soon become clear. 

A numerical simulation of pure, barotropic 2D turbulence i hown in Fig. 20a. The 
computation uses a 642 degree-of-freedom pectral scheme ( ee Rhines, 1975). The 
dominant scale increa ed rapidly, and its evolution may al o be seen in the x-t plot of 
stream function (along a single latitude line), Fig. 20b. The corre ponding wave 
number spectrum is sharp, with an inertial range steeper than k- 3

• This narrowness 
of the spectrum lends confidence to the u e of ingle scale L, -r, and U in describing 
the field , which is the basis of Fig. 19. The experimental parameters for this and 
succeeding runs are given in Table I. 

C. Obstacles to the Red Cascade 

Evidence from mid-ocean ob ervations is that the eddies are closely packed and 
not very intermittent. But the mechanism of thin-jet instability makes the field 
more erratic nearby the Gulf Stream or other intense currents. The eddies followed 
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Fig. 21 The effect of i o lating a patch of eddie with urrounding, till Au id (time longitude plot). Inter
action ceases when there are 100 few eddie to act a turbulence (roughly four). 

by Fugli ter were distinct and i olated, both in their foreign water-mass character
istics, and in their unu ual energy content. 

Figure 21 how how i olation can affect the simple 20 cascade. A irutial cluster of 
eddie , surrounded by quiet fluid , cascades to longer cale, until the energetic patch 
contains too few eddies to act as turbulence. At this point in the experiment further 
evolution ceased, as is clear in the x-t diagram. A number of integral properties of 
such an isolated di tribution must be conserved: the total vorticity, the center of 
vorticity JS x( dx2/JJ ( dx2, and the <lisper ion SJ lx/ 2( dx2/JJ ( dx2 about the center 
(Batchelor 1967, p. 528). These guarantee that the "size" of a cluster of turbulence 
remain about the same as it evolves, if the net vorticity is significantly nonzero. In 
the pre ent experiment however, the net vorticity vanishes identically, and there is no 
guarantee that the energetic region will remain confined. In some other realizations, 
in fact, vortex dipoles (which are elf-propelled) managed to escape the cluster. 
Regardless of the ultimate detail, the initially isolated cluster must eventually cease 
to act as turbulence. 

A second, and more subtle, ob tacle to the 2D cascade is the restoring force provided 
by the P effect or it topographic equivalent (owing to gradients of ambient potential 
vorticity). The energy and en trophy integrals, equation 23, are unaltered (in an 
unbounded domain) by p, indicating that the direction of the cascade should be the 
ame as before. Scale analysis of the equation, 

D 
Dt V2t/J + /Jt/Jx = 0 

however, suggests that eventually the red cascade (path b in Fig. 19) will carry the 
Row into the regime of linear waves, no matter how intense or how small the initial 
eddies. The relative strength of nonlinearity e1 = 2Uk1

2//3, decreases like 2/PUt 2 T 2, 

according to equation 26. When it passes through unity, radiation of vorticity begins 
to upplant advection, and interactions between different wave number demand 
frequency resonance obe)'.ing the dispersion relation of type 1 waves if they are to 
develop fully. This requirement of physical coincidence plus spectral resonance 



TABLE I 

Experimental Parameters0 

Figure K1 Ki p kp Hi/H1 dt v 

20a 0 0.80 0.004 0.004 

4.0 0.17 
_Ob 0 0.80 0.004 0.004 

4.0 0.10 
21 0 0.036 0.004 0.0025 

2.5 0.0082 
22a 0 0.23 0.23 0.12 5.7 0.016 0.003 

4.8 0.10 0.11 0.023 
22b 0 0.40 0 0.16 5.7 0.00 0.00::! 

4.8 0.22 0.054 0.056 
23,24 0 0.62 0 5.6 8.0 3.57 0.004 0.004 

6.2 0.64 1.5 1.97 
25 0 1.0 0.33 20.4 8.0 3.57 0.006 0.004 

3.0 5.0 8.4 3.3 
27-29 0 0.24 0 2.1 1 5.0 3.17 0.008 0.006 

3.2 0.26 0.064 1.95 
8.5 0.46 0.52 0.74 

31 0 1.2 0.70 1.8 8.0 3.57 0.008 0 
5.1 0.57 1.64 0.24 

34 0 l.I 0 1.9 8.0 3.57 0.008 0.004 
3.0 0.53 0.40 0.81 
8.8 0.13 0.11 0.29 

35, 41 0 1.2 0.30 2.4 8.0 3.57 0.008 0 
7.0 0.33 1.0 0.48 

39, 40 0 0.25 0 3.1 8.0 3.57 0.008 0.004 
2.6 0.48 0.80 1.7 
5.1 0.38 0.61 0.95 

39 0 0.25 0 3.1 8.0 3.57 0.008 0.004 
2.6 0.43 0.64 2.1 
5.1 0.50 0.87 0.88 

39 0 0.25 0 3.1 8.0 3.57 0.008 0.004 
2.6 0.20 0.05 3.1 
5.1 0.33 0.41 2.5 

39 0 2.6 x 10- 11 0 3.1 x 10- 10 8.0 3.57 0.008 0.004 
5.1 3.7X IQ - II 2.0 x 10- 11 5.0 x 10- 11 

42 0 0.48 0 0.16 6.0 1.0 0.008 0.003 
3.5 0.16 0.016 0.096 

43b,e 0 0.49 0 0.79 8.0 3.57 0.008 0.004 
8.8 0.046 0.035 0.16 

43c 0 0.50 1.5 2.0 8.0 3.57 0.008 0 
7.0 0.21 0.85 0.30 

43d 0 0.60 0.15 1.21 8.0 3.57 0.008 0 
7.0 0.19 0.44 0.30 

45 0 I.I x 10- 4 0 3.0 x 10- 4 8.0 3.57 0.008 0.006 
7.0 2.8 x 10-s 6.0 x 10- 6 1.6 x 10- 4 

•in "computer" units such that the box width i 2ir. In the later imulations this corresponds to 2000 km, 
with the time unit l month and velocity unit LO cm/ ec (then P = 17.8 and/= 200). Energie (K 1 , Ki , P) 
are in velocity units ; multiply by H 1 to get energy. kP is the inverse Rossby deformation radius, (F 1 + F 2)

1 
'
2

. 

v, R, and Qare lateral, bottom, and k4 friction coefficients; {J is therms topographic height/H 2 ; k\1
> and k\2> are 
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R Q b p k\'> k\2) u, Vi Experiment 

0 0 0 0 10.4 1.3 2DT5 
3.5 0.5 

0 0 0 52.0 10.4 1.3 {JT5 
5.7 0.45 

0 0 0 0 14.0 0.27 Entrain-I 
0.13 

0 0 0 0 8.5 8.5 0.68 0.68 2LT-2 
4.6 3.7 0.45 0.47 

0 0 0 0 6.5 6.4 0.89 0 2LT-1 

0 0 0 20.0 2.7 I.I 0 BE 
4.6 3.9 1.1 1.7 

0 0 0 20.0 2.2 2.9 1.4 0.43 BCRW 
6.3 4.6 3.2 2.2 

0 0 0 0 0.69 0 GS3-2 
2.6 3.8 0.71 0.20 
3.0 2.4 0.96 0.57 

0.04 J0 - 5 0 17. 6.5 6.3 1.5 0.65 MODE4B 
4.7 4.2 1.1 0.96 

0.04 0 0.053 17.8 5.5 1.5 0 MODE 3B 
6.3 7.2 1.0 0.47 
5.8 7.0 0.51 0.24 

0.04 10-s 0.053 17.8 5.6 5.6 1.5 0.41 MODE 4A 
6.4 6.2 0.81 0.76 

0 0 0.053 20.0 2.0 0.71 0 MODE 21 

4.9 5.5 0.98 0.67 
5.5 6.2 0.87 0.58 

0 0 0.027 20.0 2.0 0.71 0 MODE 22 

4.6 4.5 0.92 0.60 
5.4 5.0 1.0 0.70 

0 0 0 20.0 2.0 0.71 0 MODE 23 
2.1 2.6 0.64 0.17 
4.9 5.1 0.81 0.48 

0 0 0.053 20.0 2.0 7.2 x 10 - 6 0 MODE 23 

3.5 6.0 6.3 x 10- 6 5.3 x 10- 6 

0 0 0.11 0 7.5 0.98 0 2LT-5 
6.2 8.2 0.56 0.18 

0.04 0 0.053 17.8 5.7 5.7 0.99 0 HORIZ-1 
5.6 6.9 0.30 0.14 

0.04 2 x I0 - 5 0.053 17.8 5.8 5.7 1.0 0.92 HORJZ-2 
5.8 5.9 0.64 0.69 

0.04 1 x 10 - 5 0.053 17.8 5.7 5.7 1.1 0.29 HORJZ-2 
6.2 6.7 0.62 0.50 

0 0 0.053 l7.8 5.5 0.015 0 MODE 3A 
5.1 7.3 0.0074 0.0018 

the fir t moments of the upper and lower kinetic energy spectra re pectively. U 1 and U 2 are rms velocitie . 
Note that in the experiment with region of empty ocean these will be le than the typical velocities. 

The early run , u ing lateral friction, were heavily damped by friction, but the e have all been repeated with 
the more effective (le devastating) k4 friction. 
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reduced the cascade rate T by a factor of five in the numerical simulations. The result 
was a slowly evolving Rossby wave field of scale given by 

k/=!u 
and teepness 61 slightly below unity. The action of turbulence as a source of wave 
motion (with no loss of energy to dissipation) is one of the ironies of geostrophic flow. 

The numerical experiment is shown in Fig. 20. For comparison, the I/I field at an 
intermediate time, 5.1 months, taking U - 5 emf ec and a domain 2000 km wide, with 
and without p, is shown. Within the time of a single eddy revolution the differences 
become apparent. The growth of energy in the mallest wave numbers is inhibited by 
p, as is the leftward migration of the spectral maximum. The x- t plots in Fig. 20b show 
how the initial clustering occurs as before, but both the lower advection time of the 
bigger eddies [ -(k 1 U)- 1

] and the ever greater frequency of Ross by waves of cale 
k 1 - J continue to make the transition to wave motion a quick one. The westward 
phase propagation, at a rate comparable with U, takes over, and further changes of 
scale occur only gradually. For this reason, the constant energy trajectory bin Fig. 19 
is shown to terminate at the threshold of the wavelike region. The vorticity field 
(Fig. 20c) in pure 20 turbulence shows contour elongated by the shear in exactly 
the pattern of a passive dye trace. In more complex experiments below, this shearing 
action shows reliably when horizontal advection dominates the dynamic . 

D. Anisotropy 

An interesting feature of 20 turbulence with f3 is the development of anisotropy 
in which eddies are elongated along latitude lines. This preference for flow along 
geostrophic contours is a common thread running through the remainder of this 
chapter, including the consideration of mean-flow generation by eddies. It may be 
anticipated by realizing that a general feature of weak-wave interactions seems to be 
that they cascade predomir.1ntly toward small frequency, proofs of the initial tendency 
having been given by Hasselmann (1967) for single triads. Combined with the 20 
cascade to small wave number, this rules out continuing isotropy, for the type 1 
dispersion relation associates mall frequencie with large wave number, if we fix 
the mix of propagation direction . The end state of this cascade was speculated 
(Rhines, 1975) to be a nearly teady pattern of zonal current, alternating with scale 
kp - i. There is some controversey about whether the tendency proceeds this far, but 
at the intermediate times of interest for the ocean, it is clearly effective. When energetic 
eddies do not show this tendency (for instance, those ob erved along 70°W in the 
deep water are anisotropic in the opposite sense) other constraint (e.g., the proximity 
of a continental margin) mu t be suspected. 

For typical deep-ocean velocitie (5 cm/ ec) the scale of the e waves of unit steepness 
is,...., 70 km (wavelength 440 km), which is comparable with estimates from the observed 
correlation functions. Although there is much more to the story it appears that the 
planetary restoring force contribute to the smallness of meso cale eddies. 

E. Baroclinic Cascades; Path c 

The remaining initial-value problems involve baroclinity. For comparison with 
experiments we approximate the full potential vorticity equation 15 by a two-layer 
model, similar to that used by Phillips in early atmospheric models and theory. The 
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equations for the upper and lower layer in dimensional variables, are 

~~ [V2t/11 + F1(t/12 - 1/11)] + {31/11.x = vV4ifr1 + QV61/11 

~: [V21/12 + F2(1/11 - 1/12)] + fJt/12.x = vV4t/J2 + RV21/12 + QV61/12; 

(27) 

D;/Dt =fl/or+ J(l/I;. ), F, = f 0
2/g'H1, g' = g!::.p/p. Here the interface height is 

!0(1/12 - "'1 )/g'. (In an 11-layer model, the interior layers have thickness oc "'n + 1 - 21/1 n 
+ I/In- I• from the hydrostatic relation. Thi approache I/Im equation 15, in the limit.) 
Hydrostatic, quasi-geostrophic motion i a urned. A distinct change in dynamics 
occurs between ca le on either ide of the Ro by deformation radius, (F 1 + F 2)- 1' 2 

= kP - 1
• When kPL ~ 1 the layers are trongly coupled by interfacial motion and the 

attendant vortex tretching [the term .F;D;(!/1 2 - ifJ 1)/Dt]. At scales far smaller than 
kP - 1

, on the other hand, the coupling term are negligible, and the interface is 
effecti vely rigid . ln later run a high-order friction (QV61/1) is used. 

Thu the initial behavior of a field of eddie of scale kPL ~ l is just that of two 
decoupled layers of2D turbulence. The ca cade labeled c in Fig. 19 has this character 
following a constant-energy trajectory until it meets the edge of the wave regime, 
where it stagnates. The wave themselve , in this extreme (P/2Uk/ ~ 1), have the 
same nature, being•effecti ely two decoupled layers of barotropic Rossby waves: 
that they may be ex pre ed as baroclinic modes of odd vertical symmetry obscures 
this independence. 

F. Path d 

Imagine now, the more interesting ca e, Fig. 19, path d, in which the energy level 
is greater, o that the initially mall eddies reach the wave number kP before feeling 
the P effect. A they expand toward the deformation scale the pressure perturbations 
build up (for the eddies are geo trophic and U remains fixed) and the layers begin to 
communicate. Where there is a trong cyclonic vortex in the upper layer, the interface 
is elevated by the low pre ure, and vorticity of the same sign is induced in the fluid 
below. This tendency was noted long ago by Prandtl (see Prandtl, 1952, p. 386) and by 
meteorologists tudying the development and occlusion of mature cyclones in the 
atmosphere (e.g., Wiin- Nielsen 1962). 

But what i striking about the experiment (Fig. 22), is the totality of the process. 
Very quickly, eddies of like sign, above and below the thermocline lock together to 
produce a barotropic field : if there are none pre ent initially, in one layer, they will 
soon be produced by this proce s. In doing so the cascade goes far beyond the 'equi
valent barotropic" state familiar in the atmosphere. The 2D results again become 
relevant, for once the olution have dropped to the barotropic plane in Fig. 19, they 
are indistingui bable from experiment b. 

The nece sity of the e event can be established for path d by noting that no stme 
other than near-barotropy is con istent with the e initial values of potential vorticity, 
for energy that reache small wave number. For example in the experiment with 
eddies of small scale (k0 ~ kp) initially confined above the thermocline, the lower layer 
potential vorticity is nearly zero: 

v2t/f 2 _ ft1 = rfkp) 
H2 v\ko 
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Fig. 22. (a) Sequence of two-layer streamline fields in a free spin-down experiment. The initial field has equal energy in ci1her layer (al ··box·· wave number " = 7- 9. 
near K1, = 7) but with random phase relaiion. The box width is 2000 km. and {J = 0. After locking together in the vertical, the eddies behave as 20 turbulence. Cl means 
contour interval. (b) As in (a), but with the lower layer initially at rest. Energy is now communicated downward as a part of the cascade toward barotropy and large 
horizontal scale. 
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where '1 is the thermocline height. The Fourier transform of thi expression yields 

2 A ff/ A ;;, ) o(kp) A 2 -kl/t2 =H
2

=(1/t2-'l'1+ kokP; 

or 

(
k

2 )A o (kp) kp 2 + 1 l/t 2 = l/t I + Q ko 

Later, therefore, energy that is delivered to the Fourier components of small wave 
number k ~ kP, has $2 ~ $1, while at large k $2 ~ $ 1• The ratio of potential to 
kinetic energy, though often biased toward large values at mall k, beha e like 
(k/kp)2

, which itself becomes small. 
In fact, under conditions far more general than (k 0/kp) ~ 1, the ame event are 

found to occur. Evidence for this is the analogous exp re sion for initial eddies of 
any size: 

( 
k

2 
) A A A 0 

kp 2 + 1 l/t 2 = l/t I + l/t J 

where $1 ° lk I is the Fourier transform of the initial l/t 1 pattern distorted as a passive 
tracer by the subsequent deep flow. Now the nature of the horizontal enstrophy 
cascade is to elongate a passive tracer into thin heel (Fig. 20c) typically with spectrum 
oc k- 1 wei~ting heavily the large k. If k0 ,...., kP, this argues against any significant 
cascade of l/1 1 ° to smaller k. In addition, the con ervation of energy during the cascade 
implies that $2 and $1> proportional to the pressures, will increase vastly with time. 
We are therefore left with the same result: barotropy is a necessary consequence of a 
'red" horizontal cascade and is intrinsically related to the tran fer of enstrophy to 
large wave number.6 For initially large-scale eddies (path e below), the cascade of 
potential enstrophy to large k/kp is still more crucial to the development of barotropy. 
Cases appear in which the cascade is suppressed, and total barotropy is not achieved. 

These results complement the geostrophic turbulence theory of Charney (1971), 
which applies to eddies far from the top and bottom boundaries, of large vertical 
wave number (the above considerations are readily extended to thi , continuously 
stratified situation)· then the full, continuously stratified equations tend to exhibit a 
cascade to large scales, both horizontal and vertical. This is een by writing the con
servation of total energy and potential enstrophy from equation 15 (with p = 0): 

:t ff f IVl/112 
dx dy dz= 0 

:t ff f llli/11 2 
dx dy dz= 0 

(28) 

for an inviscid system, where z has been rescaled by f L/ . The additional terms 
lt/1,1 2 and lt/1 .. 12 represent, respectively, potential energy and the contribution to 
potential enstropy from the variation in i opycnal layer thickness. In the absence 
of boundaries, t{! has a three-dimensional Fourier expansion, and the analogues of 
equation 23 give, as before, d I k 1 l/dt < 0 if the dispersion of the wave number spectrum 

6 The barotropic state, however, may not be total ir the eddies are very intermittent (as with a few 
distant Gulf Stream rings) , ir there is disequilibrium (strong forcing or bottom friction), or if there is a 
very shallow thermocline or strong bottom topographic roughness (see Section 7). 
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about its mean is to increase. This is a self-similar cascade, with ellipsoidal eddies 
expanding in size, yet keeping the same eccentricity. The red cascade again suggests 
the imilarity solution 25 for the evolving wave number spectrum. The theory 
provides basic reasons for the predominance in the ocean and atmosphere of rather 
grave vertical modes. 

We have shown that when top and bottom boundaries are encountered, the interior 
fl uid will still try to expand its vertical scale, and thus develop into depth-independent 
flow. The continu:ing equipartition of energy between the potential and two kinetic 
component , in Charney's cascade, must then be lost, for the cascade d efficiently 
converts potential energy to kinetic. Once d reaches the barotropic plane, the system 
again enters into the wave-turbulence conflict described for b. The predicted spectra 
are very different from Charney's k- 3 {for both velocity and temperature) · here the 
uncorrelated nature of the layers at k ~ kP suggests K(k) oc k- 3 and P(k) oc k - 5 

roughly, whereas in k < kP the barotropy suggest a red K(k), yet blue or white P(k). 

G. Path e 

The final pos ibility, path e, for the e initial value experiments is a field ofbaroclinic 
eddies far larger in cale than the deformation radius. At small amplitude these states 
would simply propagate a type 3 baroclinic Ro sby waves due westward at 
speed /JkP - 2

• In fact the waves are unstable and quickly break down into eddies of 
scale "' kP - 1

• 

This is the first violation of the " red" cascade o far encountered. The constraints 
23 are now relaxed by production of relative enstrophy. The analogues of equation 23 
fo llow from conservation of total energy 

t[H 1{61/1 1)
2 + Hi(Vl/1 2 )

2 + H1F1(1/12 - l/11)i] 

[whose spectra are K 1 (upper kinetic), K i {lower kinetic) and P (potential)] , and 
potential enstrophies 

With f3 = O for implicity, and F 1 = Fi = F, we have, analogous to equation 23 

!!._ J(K 1 + K i + P)dk = 0 
dt 

!!._ J[k 2(K 1 + Ki)+ 2(F + k2)P] dk = 0 
dt 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

When F -+ O, P-+ O we recover equations 23. Otherwise, equations 29 and 30 yield 

!__ JE dk = 0 at 

! J k 2 E dk = - J (k 2 + 2F) a;: dk 

E = K 1 + Ki+ P 

(32) 
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omparing with equations 23, we find that the second moment of E(k) can increa e if 
potential energy is released oP/ot < 0, in the weighted ense of the integral. A wave 
number region of significantly growing eddies with fJP/ot > 0 cannot occur far above 
k = kP, for it would tend to change the right side back to negative. This amount to an 
integral statement, valid for turbulence of the favoring of wave numbers k2 :S 2F for 
the growing eddies. The energy and enstrophy invariant thu permit a 'blue " cascade, 
in which the dominant wave number, say, J kE dk/J E dk increa e pontaneously. 
Path e follows, as do a to d, if particles tend to eparate with time. 

Equations 29 and 30 are the two-layer analogue of the invariants 28 for the con
tinuously !ratified model. They can be rewritten as 

a J 2 at i~l (k2 + m/ )l[J/ dx = 0 

a J 2 ot i~l (k2 + m/)2~ / dx = 0 

where m0 = 0, m1 = (2f)1
'
2 appear as the vertical wave numbers and l[J 1, $2 are the 

Fourier transforms of the barotropic and baroclinic mode , t/I 1 + t/1 2 and l/1 1 - 1/12 , 

respectively. This version emphasizes that to violate the red cascade in the horizontal 
sense with baroclinic instabi lity, the motion must evolve toward larger vertical 
cales to compensate for the growth of smaller horizontal cales. For dlk 1 l/dt < 0 

still based on the total wave number (k, mJ Bass (1974) has di cussed then-layer case. 
Though baroclinic in tability is well-known in the study of nearly zonal mean flows, 

it appearance as a turbulent cascade from big eddies to small, is le s familiar. Yet it 
is the primary nonlinear effect in large baroclinic eddies. The ca cade rate can crudely 
be inferred from the Linearized stability theory which yields growth rates ~ UkP, U 
being the large-scale baroclinic velocity. If we cale the mall eddy velocities with U 
as well (implying a well-developed cascade), the energy flux to them i roughly U 3kP. 

An experiment following path e (Fig. 23) involves a set of big eddie (of widths 
"'200- 1000 km), initially above the thermocline. The successive streamline contours 
show meanders developing locally, where the flow i particularly intense. This first 
occurs in the region of southwestward flow (Fig. 23b). The hallowness of the upper 
layer makes westward currents. w· more un table than eastward current . U E · if 
I Uw l/1 U El > H 1/H2 (see Section 8). The situation change in time owing to westward 
propagation. Later the band of east-northeastward current near the north end of the 
box breaks down in a well-defined instability developing four wavelengths along the 
current (Fig. 23c). 

At the end stages, the meanders collap e and produce an inten ified band of zonal 
flow (Fig. 23c). By this time a considerable amount of barotropic, nearly zonal flow 
has developed. Arguments for the production of anisotropy and zonal-averaged 
east- west flow, which varies only lowly in time, were given in the purely barotropic 
case above. Here the genera lized baroclinic instability augment these effects, pro
ducing even more striking "mean" flow. This occurs, first, owing to the greater 
instability of meridional flow , which break down into preferentially zonal eddies 
(the perturbation current are then unoppo ed by {3), and econd, owing to the finite 
amplitude eddy- eddy induction of zonal flow to be discussed in Section 8. The 
strength and persistence of the zonal velocities may be seen in a time- latitude plot 
of stream function (Fig. 24). The upper-level flow in the north central region intensifies 
and endures throughout the 9-month experiment. Ocean observations (Section 9) 
hint at such a banded current structure. 
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LATITUDE-

0 2000 km 

TIME 

t : 9.3 mo 

Cl • .07 

Fig. 24. Time- latitude plot of upper-layer i/I (actually -i/l)(or pressure), at mid-longitude. The persistence 
and growth in strength of the zonal How are evident. (At the end visco ity finally damp the current.) 

The end state of this unforced flow has in it some uncertainty: though the barotropy 
that developed in experiments with smaller eddies, with a lesser tore of potential 
energy was often total, here we cannot be ure that all the large-scale potential energy 
will be tapped (the ratio of potential to kinetic energy started at 9.0, and dropped to 
0.83 after 8.7 months). If a zonal configuration develops soon enough, vertical shear 
AU can remain, and is stable, if f3L//llU > about I (the classical result). The zonal 
configuration of the currents, in other words, can defeat the potential enstrophy 
cascade which is a prerequisite for barotropy. Indeed, this seems to be happening in 
Fig. 23d. But the nature of an equilibrium or near equilibrium end- tate in these. or in 
steady forced experiments, is uncertain and must depend critically on the method of 
damping and driving the flow. Therms velocities certainly grow during the instability, 
but in a range of such experiments, they rarely exceeded the speeds of the initial flow 
by a factor of three. Even thi required rather special vulnerable flow such as in 
the succeeding two examples. The rate of cascade toward kP must be studied in detail, 
and compared with the other transfer spectra and dissipation to see how much of the 
energy completes the journey along path e. 

These events amount to a statement that the classical baroclinic Rossby wave, 
so often used to describe oceanic adjustment processes, is unstable. To isolate the 
simplest case, I looked at a single Fourier mode (wavelength 1000 km) combined with 
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a weak field of random noise. It is a somewhat bizarre experiment for it so clearly 
passes through all the stages of path e, and hence demonstrate all the primary 

cascades! 
The streamlines (Fig. 25a, b) show sharply tuned growth of energy at a scale of 

(1.3- 1.6)L . After reaching large steepness (with upper layer velocitie "'30 cm/sec) 
the eddie; interact laterally while locking together in the vertical ( ig. 25c). This 
yields a final surge of kinetic energy, the upper layer exceeding 35 cm/ e (a against 
14 cm/sec initially), when the last of the potential energy drains away. Thenceforth the 
dynamics are just those described earlier for purely barotropic flow: the red cascade 
continues until transforming into barotropic mode 1 waves, after which ani otropy 
builds up, favoring nearby zonal flow of scale "'kfJ - i (Fig. 25d). The entire affair 
occupied 6 months, during which the ratio of potential to kinetic energies dropped 
from 15.7 to O.Q3, the wave field switched mode from baroclinic to barotropic, and 
the initial meridional flow gave way to nearly zonal flow. A good summary is the time
longitude plots of pressure and temperature (Fig. 26) in which the we tward propaga
tion speed rises abruptly from 2.6 to 50 cm/sec. Thi ha implication for the lateral 
propagation of energy which survive in the more oceanically relevant experiments 
(Section 7). The flow patterns that develop spontaneously in these experiments may 
seem unreal to a reader with a well-developed picture of the ocean in hi mind ; they 
are certainly incomplete, yet represent oceans not terribly di tant in nature from ours. 

The instability is tractable analytically and Kim' (1975) treatment i a relevant 
model for the ocean. It has been common in the past to apply baroclinic instability 
theory based on "meteorological' flows which are steady, zonal, and often of in
finite horizontal extent. In its most general form the Rossby-wave model develops 
both baroclinic and barotropic instabilities and transfer toward k from both sides. 
It shows f3 to inhibit all but zonal perturbations and to depress ;he " red " cascade . 
when k < kfJ. IT extended to finite amplitude, it will model much of Fig. 19 rather well. 

H. Meanders in a Two-Layer Gulf Stream 

These broad, homogeneous fields of eddies have an air of remoteness about them 
that, I believe, can be dispelled by describing a highly structured flow, in which these 
same interactions are found to occur. Consider a thin, zonal jet flowing eastward at the 
surface, through the periodic box. It thinness (half-width ,..., LP) makes it more a 
model of the Gulf Stream than of the atmospheric westerlies (at least in their classical 
conception). The initial field (Fig. 27) contain a weak broad-band noise. There is also 
a slight counterflow such that no y-averaged tran port pas es through the ection. 
The exact form chosen is t/t 1 = tanh (y/a) - y/ L + noise, where a = 78 km, and L is 
the half-width of the box. Thi is now a smaller domain, 2L = 1250 km, with the ther
mocline at 960 m, and the tota l depth 4000 m. The deformation scale is 40 km, f3 = 0, 
and U 1 ,..., 50 cm/sec averaged across the stream {by rescaling the time, this is equiva
lent to a very fast flow in the presence of {3, PL//U ~ 1). 

In less than 20 days, the random noise organize into a meandering instability 
with a regular set of elliptical eddies below the thermocline. The deep motion and its 
phase shift (leading the perturbations overhead) are known to be essential to baro
clinic instability. At the early stages, the deep currents are predominantly north-south, 
and the whole pattern moves downstream as it intensifies. 

After the meander teepness exceeds unity the independently growing eddies 
begin to interact with one another ; here the turbulence theory becomes relevant. A 
symptom of the eddy- eddy interactions beginning to compete with eddy-mean flow 
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Fig. 26. A time longitude representation of stream function and interface height (" temperature ") 
show the rapid breakdown of the field , which jump from baroclinic to barotropic mode , increa ing its 
propagation peed by a factor of20. The temperature tructure vanishes. 
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Fig. 27. Meandering instability of a thin zonal jet, initially flowing in the upper layer, passes through the stage of path e, Fig. 19. After linear growth. which involves 
immediately the deep water (producing predominantly north- south flow there), the eddy field interacts, expanding horizontally and "occluding" in the vertical. The 

box width is 1250 km, (3 = 0. 
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interactions is the stretching of vorticity contours by the horizontal shear (as in 2D 
turbulence) (Fig. 20c). At t = 42 days the deep eddies of like sign begin to coalesce. 
This pairing requires a north- outh displacement which automatically creates a 
zonal-mean abyssal fl.ow in the ame sense as the upper level stream; the transport 
increases with time. 

Lateral turbulence also cau e the horizontal scale to expand; the initial wave
length, 330 km increases a the meanders begin to break up (t = 42 days). At this 
stage there is a weak lateral convergence of ea tward upper-level momentum into 
the mean tream. Soon thereafter, the tream almost vanishes from the ljJ fields, 
seeming to appear and disappear at various longitudes, as the cascade toward 

Cl=.10 Cl=.15 

t = 1.6 mo t= 1.9 

Cl=.14 

t=2.3 
Fig. 28. one of the velocity events in Fig. 27 are visible in the " hydrographers' " Gulf Stream. There 
the jet remains identifiable for longer. An elongated meander detached to form a closed ring. Some or the 
flavor or Fig. l is thus reproduced in a hydrostatic two-layer model. 
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Fig. 29. The vorticity fields for the meandering experiment show simply shaped eddies emerging from the noise field , but at the stage of horizontal inter
action, elongating in the manner of Fig. 20c. 
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barotropy takes hold, beginning to lock together the upper- and lower-level eddies 
(t = 68 days). The "hydrographer's" Gulf Stream, however, is, still present in the 
density field (Fig. 28) long after it is disguised in the velocity fields by the growing 
barotropic turbulence. The equence in fact catches the growth of a very deep "sock," 
and the birth of a detached ring, remini cent of Fig. 1. The end result, a field of very 
large eddie with a strong, deep flow, may ugge t the nature of the North Atlantic 
east of the Grand Banks. The temporal instability may best be related to spatially 
growing meanders in the ocean. 

The example of jet instability contains numerous dynamic similarities with homo
geneou turbulence (path e of Fig. 19). It also remind one of the accounts of oceano
graphers like Fugli ter and Luyten who on their return from a Gulf Stream tracking 
expedition· paint a beautiful picture, but one al o of frightening complexity. Also, the 
figures demonstrate how much of the flow field is lost if one has access only to the 
hydrographic field. Baro tropic and baroclinic mode are both essential to the dynamic 
picture. One regrets that the barotropic field was for so long obscured a a" level of no 
motion." The vorticity field (Fig. 29) is a sen itive indication of lateral eddy- eddy 
interaction . After initially linear growth, the shearing begins to work as in 2D 
turbulence. 

Other experiments, with the important addition of P and topography, appear in the 
literature. The simulation by Orlanski and Cox (1973), appropriate to the Gulf 
Stream in shallow water south of Cape Hatteras, are also of interest. 

I. Energy-Transfer Spectra 

The events in Fig. l9 may be viewed in more rigorous fashion in wave number space 
by computing the Fourier tran forms of the various advective terms in the potential 
vorticity equation. Thus we decompose the contributions to the change in energy at 
the scalar wave number, k: 

where 

o(K + P) = To;(k) + 7;,(k) + TH(k) - D(k) 
a1 

To;= H 1 Re[~! ] 1(1/1 1, V21/t 1)] + H2 Re[$! ](1/12. V2
1/t2)], 

Tp(k) =Re [f 1H 1(t/ii - ~!)l(i/11.1/12)], 

i the result of den ity advection T8 (k) =Re [/02~!](1/12 h2)] in volves the bottom 
topography, and D(k) = (R + vk 2 + Qk 4)K(k) involves lateral, bottom and "k

4
" 

friction. Here () = Fourier transform. This relation is shown in Fig. 30 along with 

Olk) 

Fig. 30. Kinetic plus potential energy (K + P) at l! ingle calar 
wave number, k, changes due to advection of vorticity (T~~ advection 
of den ity (Tp), flow across bouom topography (Tn). and dissipation 
(D). The imernal conversion Cnr from P to K is unique if one defines 
Tp to be the only "direct tt source of P. 
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the conversion between kinetic and potential energy at a single wave number 

aP 
CPK(k) = Tp - at 

[Note Jo I;(k) dk = O.] A similar format is used in meteorology (e.g. Smagorinsky, 
1963) for analysis of general circulation dynamics. Here we recognize the signature 
of 2D turbulence (Fig. 31) as being a drain of energy by Tl/l(k) from the wave numbers 
at which it is concentrated predominantly toward small k. The production of 
"barotropy" from moderate-scale eddies appears as a positive Cpx, conversion from 
potential to kinetic energy in the vicinity of the deformation radius together with the 
cascade of potential energy toward that wave number by T,,(k). (The baroclinic 
instability of initially large-scale eddies is an approach to kp from a larger reservoir 
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Fig. 31. Transrer spectra for a flat-bottom experiment similar to Fig. 22b, initial energy at box wave 
numbers k = 4- 6, (U 1 = 14, deep layer at rest). At first T,carries energy away from the spectral maximum, 
to the right. Near Kp ( = 8) ii is converted to kinetic energy, whereupon T._ carries it back to the left. Baro
tropy is well-developed by t = 5.1 (total potential energy, E and P, are shown); then T• is dominant every
where. The large-wave number " tail ," k = 10- 14, is magnified. The dynamics there is initially as above, 
with Tp cascading to the right r. to the left. Dissipation dominates only greater wave numbers than these, 
k > 15. See also Steinberg (1973). O = T , · = Cm!!> = Tp , ) = - D. 
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of energy at small k.) Near k = kP, C PK produces kinetic energy which finally cascades 
back toward small k via Tl/I , a more exact description of path e. 

The region beyond the spectral maximum (magnified) is of interest. The balance 
there is a (nearly) stati tically steady microcosm of path e, with energy carried to the 
right by Tp, converted by CPK• and then carried back to the left by Tl/I, lateral vorticity 
advection. The dis ipation is small in K < 15. A Steinberg suggested from his more 
viscous runs, the dynamic i far different from a 2D spectral tail. 

There is a strong analogy with the meteorologists' concept of cyclone growth 
followed by occlusion (vertical uplifting of frontal density surfaces) which causes the 
upper-level flow to fall into an equivalent barotropic state (similar perturbation 
streamlines yet less energy aloft). The tran fer of kinetic energy, at the late stages, 
back to the zonal-average winds is the analogue of the final red cascade by Tl/I, and 
its attendant anisotropy. The equential nature of the e events is related to the ob
served "index cycle." Steadily forced computer imulations by Steinberg (1973) and 
Barros and Wiin-Nielsen (1974) form an intere ting complement to our spin-down 
experiments, and some of the energy cycle are very similar. The emphasis in these 
papers is the nature of the vi cou -inertial ubrange, which carries potential enstrophy 
toward dissipation at large wave number. 

The character of the transfer spectra is rather in ensitive to the physical con
figuration for given wave number spectrum· this agrees with the appearance of the 
same cascades in both homogeneou turbulence and an unstable Gulf Stream. An 
interesting line of theoretical research involves the prediction of transfer spectra from 
instability analysis, or with turbulent closure models. 

The vertical eddy- eddy interactions found here are striking but they must now be 
examined in a model with better vertical resolution. A reassuring sign is the recent 
work of Bass (1974), who has simu lated baroclinic instability with channel geometry. 
His resolution varies from 2 to 16 level , yet in all ca es the development of baro
tropy may be seen at interior levels. The fluid nearest the rigid top and bottom con
tains chaotic, energetic "pseudo' -fronts. Bass' experiment, though framed in a 
meteorological setting, shows some of the richness of vertical structure that we may 
anticipate in the ocean. Brethertoo and Owens (private communication) have also 
been making multilevel simulations for oceanic turbulence, which will be interesting 
to compare with the present work. 

7. Basins and Bottom Topography 

The picture developed to this point of the free geostrophic-turbulance cascade 
would be simple enough to suggest ocean experiments, and to fit directly into a 
theory that contained forcing, mean flows, and dissipation· however, there are effects 
of ocean-basin geometry that work against the homogeneity and "narrow-band' 
evolution of those models. As an example, the vertical structure in the primary 
experiment developed toward a barotropic state far more rapidly than is consistent 
with the ocean. We demonstrate here that topography and side walls act to counter 
several of the nonlinear cascades and to alter the nature of horizontal propagation. 

A. Coastal Boundaries 

First we describe, from the a pect of turbulence theory, the role of idealized slippery 
coasts. For a single-fluid layer on a fJ plane the energy invariant remain , yet the 
relative enstrophy is no longer coo erved (although potential enstrophy, [V2l/I + f]2, 
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i ). In tead (Rhines 1975) integration over the basin yield 

-;;-- Jitdk=~~JJ 1 vtft l 2 dxdy=O (33) 
ct 2 ot 

- fk 2tf dk =~~ff IV2t/tl2 dx dy = - ~ p J, IVt/112 in Ob d · (34) or 2 at 2 j " 

where ob is the angle from east of a po itive unit vector tangent to the boundary, 
rt, upon which t/t = 0. The source term allows the econd moment of E(k) to increa e 
wherever horeline lies to the west of moving fluid and conver ely. The "red" 
cascade besides being blocked by Rossby wave propagation, can thu be reversed 
near a western boundary, where eddies or circulation of large cale are transformed 
to mall scale. It amounts to a generalization to un teady, nonlinear flow of classical 
arguments for western intensification ; with linear Ross by wave we tern-wall 
reflection converts long waves to short, increasing the en trophy. ombined with the 
knowledge that small-scale [large-enstrophy/energy] motions propagate lowly, this 
favors the concentration of both energy and en trophy in the we t and their removal 
from the eastern ocean. 

rn the linear frictional "Gulf Stream" the enstrophy produced according to 
equation 34 maintains its narrowness while, in a steady state, being dissipated by 
bottom friction (yet such a current at the eastern side would lo e its enstrophy to the 
coast). The generation of enstrophy by wind tress is negligible in this case. Finally, 
in the nonlinear, frictionle s, free gyres of Fofonoff (1954) a steady olution i made 
possible by east- we t symmetry, enstrophy inflow and outflow just canceling one 
another. 

With two-layer stratification (equations 29- 31) the result becomes 

a f (X 12 + x 2 
2

) dx dy = -P ! (K + P) sin ob ds 
t r~ 

where 

j = 3 -i 

and 

Energy of either form at the coa t alters the net " nonplanetary " en trophy. The 
cascade arguments equations 29 and 30, become 

~ sEdk = 0 at 

~ f k2 E dk = -a f (k 2 + 2F)P dk - fJ J, E in ob ds & & ~ 

E(x) = R(x) + P(x), E(k) = K 1(k) + K 2(k) + P(k) 

The combined effect is clear: both potential-energy release within the body of the 
fluid and energy at its western periphery can increa e the econd moment of E, and 
move the center of mass of E(k) to larger wave number. 
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B. Rough Bottoms 

The final and mo t difficult topic in the dynamics of eddie i the effect of an ir
regu!ar sea floor. Thi work through vertical vortex stretching produced by currents 
flowmg aero lope . The sen itivity to this effect i clear in the intrinsic smallness of 
the vertical velocity ( Vr.H/ L or VwH/L) under geo trophic scaling, and by the 
picture of ertical tiffne developed in Section 3. The effect is easiest to see in a 
hydrostatic. qua i-geo trophic layered model, where equation 16 becomes the con
servation law for potential vorticity, 

E_ ("' (h, - • t/!) + !) = o(e H)2 
Dr h; L 

for the ith layer. The two-layer model (equation 27) become , in the dimensional 
variable , 

where 

fo 2 

F,=,-H' g i 

The caling has typical topographic heights (- H 2 b) of order e or w whicheve~ is 
larger, and this leads to the retention of depth variations only in the vort~x stretching 
terms (neglecting for example, (D/Dt)(ilh 2 -

1 
• Vt/! 2). A~ before, fJ - L/R m order ~bat 

the dynamic include both planetary and topographic waves. In order to consider 
islands and continental margins, b - 1, the depth should be allowed to vary through
out the equation . 

C. Effect on the Primary Nonlinear Cascades 

The topography can generate relative enstrophy, fragmenting large eddies into 
mall one , and thus counter the red ca cade of 2D turbulence, The process with weak 

currents re emble wave cattering by a random medium, but this gives a convergent 
re ult only when e ~ fJ ~ L/R. plane Ros by waves being the first approximation. 
But neither inequality i valid for the energy-containing eddies. Figure 32 is a sche
matic diagram of the parameter pace (r., fJR/Lfl, kLfl) for a single-layer fluid with 
topography of dominant horizontal scale Lfl. Near the base plane are found linear 
solutions, with weakly cattered Ro sby waves at the left (I) (Thompson 1975; 
Rhine . 1970) and topographic Rossby waves (geometrical optics short waves) 
(Smith, 1971) at the far right (III). The range II, e ~ fJ ~ L/R, kLn - 1, represents 
linear oscillations in a very irregular medium, in the worst case being a kind of 
topographic turbulence" (Rhines and Bretherton 1974). 

Above the ba e plane nonlinearity acts, approaching 2D turbulence above e ~ {J + 
(kR)- 1

• The evolution of olutions is as in Fig. 19, to the left in the turbulent region 
(arrow ), until meeting the transition surface where they tend to stagnate. Yet below, 
olution tend to move to the right by scattering and refraction. The representation of a 

wave number spectrum by a single length scale is less convincing here, however, than 
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Fig. 32. The role of rough-bottom topography (for implilicalion, 
with single scale Lu) in liomoge11eo11s nuid motion . ufficiently 
intense flows (£ ~ ~ + Pfk), region IV, act a 20 turbulence, 
cascading Lo the left (a rrow ). Gentler flow are increasingly frag
mented by roughness and migrate 10 the right. P = f 0/R. 

in Section 6. For spectral broadening develops from interaction of energy at wave 
number k and topography at wave number µ, producing energy at wave number 
k ± µ.T ypically, topography has a rather flat spectrum, H(k),...., k - u or k - 2

, which 
quickly "whitens" the energy spectrum, although favoring tran fer to large k (in fact 
H cc k- 2 is a white slope spectrum). 

In the stratified problem topography may affect the structure in the vertical as 
well as the horizontal. Though the nonlinear effects direct energy toward large 
vertical scale in the interior, the coup de grace, the destruction of vertical shear 
(path d and e in Fig. 19) is no longer so likely; the disappearance of the barotropic 
wave type 1 when kLP ~ 1, e ~ fJ is evidence. ln its place ari e baroclinic waves 2 and 
3, of both large and small frequency. 

I carried out a series of spin-down experiments to explore the rough bottom eddies, 
and these have revealed a number of properties of relevance to the ocean. The topo
graphy, of rms amplitude 200 m (Fig. 33a) is randomly generated with a k- 1 

·
5 scalar

wave number spectrum, cut off at k > 8 (relative to the domain width of 2n). This is 
just at the deformation scale, LP= (F 1 + F2r 112

, et to be 40 km with the "ocean" 
width 2000 km. The contour off /hz(x) (fig. 33b) how the potential vorticity 
gradients due to f3 and h2 to be comparable, with occa ional clo ed contours appearing. 
The degree of opennes of these contours i crucial to the proce ses of horizontal 
propagation and mean-How induction (Section 8). A in many of the earlier experi
ments, an initially narrow-band field of eddies wa allowed toe ol e freely for 200- 500 
days with mild damping, and without driving. Here the evolution of deformation
scale eddies, very large initial eddies, and linear waves are separately de cribed as is 
another series of inhomogeneous runs in which horizontal propagation is important. 

D. Deformation-Scale Eddies 

A typical case (Fig. 34) starts with eddies slightly bigger than the deformation 
radius above the thermocline and still fluid below. In this instance the currents are 
not strong, (U 1 "' 15 cm/ ec, U 2 = 0 at t = 0) but still significantly nonlinear, 
representative of the we tern Atlantic at 30°N. The initial adjustment phase occupies 
about 3 months [ -(U,m. kp) - 1

], during which the deep ocean is set into motion. 
But unlike the flat-bottom case, this development is baited by the irregularity of 
f jh (even though the "islands " off /h are few). The layers become detuned by the 
topography so that the barotropic mode is a stable vertical structure only at large 
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Fig. 33. Per pectivc plot and contours or topography (a) and f /h2 (b) for ucceeding experiment . The 
depth has standard deviation 200 m (c5 = 0.053), or a typical bottom slope equivalent to /J. (Actually (a) 
shows minus the topography ; a ridge runs southeast through the central region.) Later, flow will be 
shown re ponding to the large rise seen at the western end or y = 0. The box i 2000 km wide. The 
domain is 2000 km aero s. Topography or cale smaller than 40 km was omitted, even though it may be 
important. 

scale , far from the activity at kP. If in the theory, Section 6, demonstrating the 
nece ary increase in barotropy, we add a fine-grained pattern of topographic po
tential vorticity with {J ;:;:; e, the argument is destroyed. 

To grasp the gross ensitivity of the e results to energy level, compare the evolution 
in Figs. 34 and 35. The sole difference is the addition of an initially weak eddy field 
below the thermocline, in Fig. 35. The more energetic run has rms I U 1 I = 15.3 cm/sec, 
I U 2 1 = 4.1 cm/sec, and no great reservoir of potential energy. It is still a plausible 
intensity for the ocean . Yet the eddies succeed in interacting vertically, tending to
ward barotropy expanding horizontally, and developing stronger anisotropy and 
f /h contour flow, practically oblivious to the roughness. 

A it i , in the weakly energized flow (Fig. 34) one can spy the primary cascade 
working in limited regions for limited times over unusually flatf /h topography or in a 
region ofunu ually strong current ( ee also Fig. 37). A remarkable feature of this flow, 
and those een earlier i the persistence of we tward phase propagation well into the 
nonlinear regime (Fig. 41). Thi is particularly so in the therrnocline eddie, type 3 
which dominate the upper level currents and the thermocline height. There the pha e 
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Fig. 34. Spin-down of deformation-scale eddies, U - 15, deep layer initially at rest. The uneven sea bed so detunes the vertical structure that barotropy (path e, 
Fig. 19) is now prevented. Note the anticyclone trapped over a predominant rise in the deep water, right center. After 7 months, K P = 0.85. 
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Fig. 36. Downward penetration of energy, a measured by the vertical structure, U 2/U 1 for a variety of 
values of e/fi. (a) Growth from small -scale highly baroclinic initial flows toward an equilibrated value. 
Values of e/fi are (upper) : O. 0.70; + , 0.34: [:.. 0.51; ., 0; (lower): Q , O; x, 0.50 ; \1, 1.0 ; ., 0.50. With 
large initial eddies the energy penetrates more easily. The wavy curve (r. = 0, ti = OJ remind us that linear 
effects can periodically alter U1/U" here by a beating between vertical mode . Here c is based on the 
vertical r.m.s. value of U at 1 = 0, and the length-scale L,, . The values of {JL//U2 are, (upper) ; O . 0.6; 
+, 0.8: [:.,0.8; ·, 0.8; (lower) : Q , :x:. : x , 0.9: \7. 1.4 : ., 0.6. A triangle was inadvertently left off the final 
graph, (U 2/U1 = 0.31, c/o = 0.17). (b) The equilibrated vertical tructurc as a function of e/o. [;>. Lµ
scale initial eddie : (), large-scale initial eddies. 

speed is not far from the linear prediction. The deep flow hows westward propaga
tion in regions of favorable topography but not el ewhere (Fig. 41). The dual nature 
of geo trophic eddies, exhibiting propertie of both wave and turbulence even in the 
mo t complex of cases promi es a growing theoretical understanding of them. 

For a given configuration at c = 0, the developed vertical tructure (which evolves 
very slowly after the initial pha e) depend upon e/O and {JL//U = eLP/R. A gross 
measure of the structure is U 2/U 1> ba ed on rms current without regard to their 
relative phase. The time evolution of U2 /V 1 (Fig. 36a) for a number of experiment 
(with fixed fJ) hows a clear dependence on topographic heights and energy level. 7 

The equilibrated structure (Fig. 36b) ri e with e/o, providing a plau ible ocean 
structure, say U 2/ U t = j, at e/o ;S 0.5. But a a warning, points are also shown 
corre ponding with initial eddie of large scale; these clearly penetrate more easily 
to the depths. 

7 The dependence on {JL//U has not been thoroughly explored. When it is large, the fluid will be 
unable to develop barotropy even in the ab ence of topography. I o, the boundary conditions (periodic 
in t/t) imply nonzero large-scale pre ure gradients. If, instead, these are taken to vanish, a large-scale 
westward flow develops in re pon e to topographic drag (Bretherton and Karweit, 1975). The choice of 
boundary conditions (periodic i/t or periodic velocity) i moot. 
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At thi point we hould compare fields predicted in the models of Sections 5- 7 
from the point of view of the eagoing experimentali t. igure 31a- d how time 
series mea ured at a ingle mooring in a linear, flat-bottom a nonlinear flat-bottom, 
a nonlinear rough-bottom, and a linear, rough-bottom ocean, re pectively. In each 
case the initial configuration of the current i the ame a in Fig. 34. First, with weak 
currents the sub equent o cillation are purely linear Rossby wave . The long period 
of the baroclinic mode how in the" temperature" (the interface elevation), and with 
thi modal mix, dominate the upper-level currents. The average vertical tructure 
obey U 2/ 1 = H 1/H 2 - 0.28 and evolve a oon a the two mode eparate from 
one another, roughly one-half barotropic period. 

Second (Fig. 37b), the bottom i flat but the current are stronger. The deep and 
hallow flow begin to mo e in apparently unrelated ways, but uddenly, after 4 

month the layer lock together. The temperature field exhibit much fa ter o cilla
tions than are pos ible in linear theory, owing to horizontal advection. [Sharp 
temperature feature are found at ea, even well below the surface (Fig. 63) with time 
cale far le than tho e of type 3 wa e .] The time cale of the current decrea es 

after the witch of mode . 
The third comparison run (Fig. 37c come from an ocean with e/b ;:;;: 0.4. This most 

complicated ca e show periods during which the layer begin to lock together, but 
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Fig. 3 7. (c) nonlinear. rough bottom ; (d) linear, rough bottom. Upper graphs give "1 1, "1 2 • 11 : lower graphs 
give velocities (cm/sec). ote different abscis a in (d). Although there are crude similarities with the linear 
olution. nonlinearity add shorter time cales to the density ignal , redistribute energy in the vertical, 

and alters the horizontal scale ; topography confine fast oscillations to the deep layer, whitens the hor
izontal spectra, and counter the downward flow of energy from hallow water. At any given moment, 
however, the linear theory has ome partial validity. particularly arter a comfortable vertical and horizontal 
tructure has been achieved. 

the records soon diverge again, and the vertical shear returns. The topography bas a 
noticeable effect on the time scale of the deep flow; here it is rather short, but this is 
not always true. 

Finally (Fig. 37d) a linear rough-bottom ocean responds with fast oscillations in 
the deep water. Yet for these initial conditions the vast majority of the energy remains 
in and above the thermocline (U 2/ U 1 "' 0.33). The trapping of fast waves in the deep 
water and slow waves in shallow water occurs just as in the linear theory for simpler 
geometry, in types 2 and 3. 

The spectral transfer functions (Fig. 38), now have an added member T8 (k), the 
contribution of U 2 V · h2 to (o/ot)E(k). T8 (k) characteristically removes energy from 
the spectral maximum of K(k), sending it predominantly to large k. The dynaill.ics 
of the1spectral tail is different from the flat-bottom ocean (Fig. 31). Now T8 replace 
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Fig. 38. Tran fer pectra with topography, for an experiment with LP-sized eddies, initial U2 = 8.0, 
U 1 = 2.7 cm/sec. ompare Fig. 31 (here "'J is T,1). The ba ic shapes of T.;, Tp , and CPK are as before, yet 
they are relatively smaller, and barotropy fail to develop (compare £ and P spectra). Topographic scat
tering broaden the spectra, relative 10 Fig. 31, ending energy 10 large wave number. The spectral 
"tail" (magnified) now has totally different dynamics : T,1, ra lher than Tp, ca.rries the energy to the right 
and T. return it 10 the left. Dissipa tion is mall throughout K < 14. 

Tp as the carrier of energy to large k, yet T"' still carries it back to the left, allowing a 
quasi-steady "topographic" subrange. It reduces the amount of energy carried to 
small k (by T.;). and eems to reduce both the magnitude of Tp and the conversion CPK 
to kinetic energy. In thi manner the progress of the fluid along the paths in Fig. 19 is 
impeded, and sometimes reversed. The flow evolves lowly after initial adju tment, 
but the per istent broadening due to Tn suggest that a true equilibrium spectrum will 
be impos ible without forcing and dissipation. 

E. Initially Large-Scale Eddies 

Tho e baroclinic eddies with diameter greater than about 150 km contain an exces 
of potential energy. Conver ion into deformation-scale flow is the dominant non
linear proces , followed, with bottom flat, by further conversion to kinetic energy as 
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barotropy develop and finally the reverse cascade of 2D turbulence. What i the 
effect of bottom roughness in the process ? We anticipate two competing effect : 
fir t, the horizontal scattering by topography which, if it proceed to large k, must 
relea e potential energy (for small eddies cannot po ibly contain it)· econd and in 
oppo ition roughnes has been shown to prevent barotropy, which de elop in the 
late tage of baroclinic in tability. 

The net conversion CPK is shown for a number of compari on runs in Fig. 39. The 
initial release is indeed augmented and the rougher the bottom the more o. But 
in the second phase the conversion drops far below the flat-bottom ca e, a ugge ted. 
The time-integrated relea e of potential energy is everely reduced by the inhibition 
of barotropy. To aid in the comparison, a calculation shown in the figure wa topped 
at t = 2 month, the bottom denuded of topography, and the run allowed to proceed. 
After a brief shock, the conversion accelerate with this new freedom, a the deep 
layer comes up to speed. 

In making" rough- smooth" comparisons it must be remembered that the mooth
bottom baroclinic in tability develop at a rate initially depending on the amount of 
noise specified at scales near LP. For random "big eddies,' no noise is neces ary for 
the energy cascade to develop, but with initially simple, rectilinear patterns (here 
I/I 1 ex: sin 2x at t = 0), noise is essential. Thus there is an unnatural delay in the de
velopment of CPK without topography. 

It should be clear that potential energy release does not rely solely on nonlinearity 
{u ·VI'/) in this problem, for the scale transformation by topographic scattering brings 
about a similar end. A purely linear run (infinite imal currents) is plotted in Fig. 39 
(with its own normalization) and it exhibits this conversion. The vertical structure 
re ulting late in the e runs was included in Fig. 36. The instability process penetrates 
the deep water rather more easily than did smaller eddie of comparable energy, thus 
making U 2/U 1 a function of both initial configuration, e/fJ, and of PLP 2 /U. 

0 .4 

0.2 

<e dk 
) PK 

8• .053 

0 
2 3 4 6 7 8 9 

t months 

Fig. 39. Total conversion rrom potential to kinetic energy versu time, for three values of topographic 
height, .5 ; large- cale initial eddies. The stronger the topography, the greater the initial conver ion (due 
to deep cattering) yet the less the total conversion (the area beneath the curves). Crx is a nonlinear effect 
in a Oat-bottom cean, but here occurs al o with purely linear motions. Cn = CrxP03

'
2 k.ko - i , 

(P0 = initial potential energy), (k0 = initial wave number) C,.x = CrxPo - •. 
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vi ual impression of the streamline patterns (Fig. 40) in t~ese ru~s i . one oflarge-
calc flow strikingly different from the harply defined LP- tze eddies m ~ure baro

clinic instability (compare Fig. 25). This is the re ult of pec.tral broademng b~ th.e 
roughness, which carries energy continuously along the k axis rather than h~vmg 1t 
leap to the deformation radius. Examination of the w~ve num~er pectra venfy that 
the process of baroclinic instability is intrinsically diffe;enl with rouglr topography, 
even though the/ /h contours are still "open.' As above, 11 ~ew nature appear when 
e/fJ _$ I so that vigorous flows like the Gulf Stream (Section 6) are probably le 
affected by mall-scale roughnes (although large-scale bottom lope will still be 
important, for they alter the mean cross-stream potential- vorticity gradient). 

The vertical structure developing in these flow (Fig. 36) how greater barotropy 
on the average, than with initially small eddie (for given e/fJ). Thi empha izes that 
the oceanic vertical profile of current depend not only on level of energy and 
topography, but also on the manner of supplying che energy. The streamline (Fig. 40), 
show a degree of barotropy at large scale. The huge apparent scale oft/I is due in part 
to the spectral broadening by topography. In fact, the energy-containing eddies as 
measured by k 1 are not strikingly different in cale from kP. Note the strongly zonal 
character to the well-developed flow. 

F. Fine Structure, Anisotropy, Mean Flows 

The experiments described above were meant to be homogeneous in pace ; both 
topography and initial fields have randomly generated pectra, with pecified scalar
wave number hape. Without uneven bottom topography the flow remains reason
ably homogeneous, at I.east in it energy den ity. 

A striking spatial intermittency, however develop over a rough bottom. The 
result that the vertical ad ju tmenl of the water column occurs in a very few months, is 
suggestive of this in that spatial propagation of energy during thi period is small 
(less than 200 km in 2 month , say). The fluid can thus respond locally to it topo
graphic environment, which Fig. 36 hows to be a decisive control over the vertical 
structure. Beyond this, the purely linear wave over a rough bottom become rather 
intermittent them elves, owing to local ' seamount" resonance. Linear, flat-bottom 
waves, of cour e, tend to be of an extreme oppo ite nature propagating with un
changing vertical structure, and gradual horizontal evolution, in the far field. 

The kind of heterogeneity that develops in the current is shown in Fig. 41, a time
longitude plot of the deep pressure (or t/J) field from the experiment in Fig. 34. Compare 
it with the smoothness of thermocline-height propagation, al o shown. Over geo
strophic contours that are bunched yet still run ea t- west, there are fast oscillation 
and a clear westward phase propagation (the ea tern half of the region; see Fig. 33b). 
Conversely in the west there develop a low-pre sure circulation that remains 
nearly steady,above the dominant 300-km-wide ri e (Fig. 33b). The flow field is variable 
in energy density, a well as character, as is consistent with recently ob erved fine
structure of eddy energy (Section 9). Another example of topographically induced 
spottine sin the deep eddies may be seen by looking ahead to Fig. 43f Whether or not 
one is interested in the erratic tati tical di tribution of the eddies per e, it presents a 
severe aliasing problem for ocean experiments. 

The generation of mean current by eddy vorticity-flux is di cussed in Section 8. 
An example with P = 0 (Fig. 42) shows a weak (U 2 ,.... 2 cm/sec, e/ {J ,.... 0.14) deep
current field to begin more and more to re emble the topographic contours (Fig. 33a) 
with time. G. Holloway (private communication) has hown this condition to be 
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Fig. 41 . Time longitude plots of i/J 2 and 17. from 1he outhernmos1 latitude shown in Fig. 33. The topog
raphy cause a natural inhomogeneity in the deep waler : unusually fa t oscillations in one area, yet a 
strong an1icyclone trapped above a ridge in another. The thermocline eddie are less disturbed, and 
propagate we 1ward wi1h o casional episode of vertical interaction. 

reliable in a ingle-layer fluid and it seems to be the generalization to f /h ft.ow of the 
zonal currents appearing spontaneously throughout Section 6. He points out that, 
with (( + f H/h)2 con er ed for at least the initial period, an increase in relative 
enstrophy ( 2

, implie an initially growing negative correlation between ( (and 
hence 1/1) and the geostrophic contour , (8/(Jr)(f /h < 0 (the overbar is integration 
throughout space). In fact, we have shown ( 2 to increase owing to either topographic 
scattering or the pre ence of energy at a we: tern boundary. This sugge ts both the 
appearance of per i tent gyre about small eamounts and, on the large, appearance 
of basin- cale circulation with (y < 0 (J = fo + {3y)· see Section 8. 
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Fig. 42. if! fields late in an experiment with p = 0. The rather weak eddy field is nearly held above the 
thermocline by the tOJ?Ography, U 1 ° = 9.3, {J = 0.11 , e/li = 0.4, U 2/ U 1 0.3. The weak abyssal current 
develops toward a contour circulation (see Fig. 33a) with anticyclones above high ground , and conversely. 

G. Lateral Propagation 

One motivation for this kind of work was to develop improved ideas about the 
horizontal transports of energy by unsteady currents for both their intrinsic interest 
and their role in the general circulation. This is of particular relevance to the oceans 
owing to their great size measured against that of the O(Lp) energetic eddies, and 
to the sparse distribution of really active energy sources. Estimates of travel time from 
a conjectured source of energy are often made from linear, flat-bottom theory. But 
what the experiments have shown most conclusively is that nonlinearity and topo
graphy can act to transform the e scales, and the mix of vertical modes, in a rapid 
fashion. 

We have initiated some further experiments with oceans initially one-half full of 
eddies, to provide information about the energy velocity and to suggest what the 
appearance of eddies arriving from a distant source should be. The energy was 
initially placed above the thermocline in deformation- ca le eddies occupying 1000-km 
bands separated by equal area of quiet ocean. Time- latitude sections, (Figs. 43a- c) 
show the intrusion of energy from the north and south. Figure 43a is linear, with a 
flat bottom; the tilted contours indicate northward phase propagation, hence 
southward group velocity. After 250 days the barotropic mode has grought some 
energy into the quiet region, but the baroclinic mode has made only a meager contribu
tion (the largest north- south group velocity of the baroclinic mode is {3/4(F 1 + F 2) ,..._, 

0.8 cm/sec). 
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Fig. 43. (e) l/J Field for experiment (b). Southward propagation has been slight afl_er 7 m~n.ths. The.re i a 
zonal-average Eulerian zonal flow in both layers, related to the eddy-flux of potenual vorticity (Sectton_8). 
(fl Map of potential and deep·kinetic energy in the east- we t experiment in (d). I = 6.9. A 250-km-wide 
seamount ha trapped 95 °., of the deep energy in a single eddy (it al o affects (e)). 

The ame configuration of currents wa et off over a rough bottom, with rms upper
level speed initially of 7.4 cm/ ec (Fig. 43b). The propagation is less orderly, as the 
usual spectral broadening occurs. The thermocline eddies are at least as slow as in the 
linear ca e. In the deep water, rather less energy reaches the empty region than 
before, due to topographic backscatter and di tortion. The topography works in 
ubtle ways, affecting both vertical and horizontal scale of the fluid, as well as causing 

backscatter and refraction. 
The third compari on run (Fig. 43c) illustrate the crucial influence that nonlinear 

cale tran formation 'can exert. Here the current speed is initially 14 cm/sec in 
the upper ocean, 13 cm/sec below, so that the topographic resistance to barotropy is 
ineffective. The eddies witch modes and in doing o augment greatly their group 
velocity. The empty region is filled within 200 days, suggesting an effective north
south group velocity of about 5 cm/sec. 
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A fourth experiment (Fig. 43d) shows the relatively rapid P.ropagati~n in the 
east- west direction, from alternating meridional bands o~ energ~llc and q~1et .ocean. 
The energy level is rather weak, yet the spatial ~~l~ for Fig. 43c 1. hown m Fig. 43~. 
After 7.2 months, little energy has reached the 1rutially empty flu1~. The deep.flow 1 

again intermittent with much of the energy trapped in a ingle a~ttcyclone. Thi ame 
rise in the sea floor trapped the majority of the deep energy tn the ea t- west run 
(Fig. 43d); see Fig. 43/ . . . 

[f the ocean were subjected to intermittent, strong ep1 ode or forc10g by wmd or 
meandering of boundary currents energy could burst aero the. domain ~ith. ease. 
The nonlinear effects contrive doubly to increa e the group velocity, by w1tchmg to 
the fastest vertical mode, and then expanding in horizontal cale. Thi sugge ts rather 
intermittent far-field energy levels, bearing in mind that periods of greate t group 
velocity occur when the greatest energy density is to be transported. Is it pos ible that 
far-reaching spasms of activity occur in the oceans, if only we could see them? 

H. The Linear-Wave Problem and Small-Scale Topography 

It has proved useful to imagine the properties of eddies near the transition between 
wave motion and turbulence, for in the region of overlap, both theories can contribute. 
The parameter e/<>, which discriminated between "rough" and "smooth " nonlinear 
cascades, in fact also represents the steepness of topographic waves. For topography 
of a single dominant horizontal scale, Ln , if significant, tends to induce fluid motions 
of scales near Ln, and frequency ~ fJf, whence e/{J is the ratio of current speed to the 
phase speed. In addition, e/<> measures the extent to which fluid crosses an entire 
topographic feature during a wave period (-:- 2n}; linear waves apply when the ex
cursions thus measured are small, and one approaches quasi-steady Taylor colurnn
and Taylor "cone" problems when they are large. 

This extreme, e/<> ~ l , holds especially for small-scale (10- 30 km) seamounts, 
which have been filtered from our model. Hogg (1973), and McCartney (1975) are 
among the recent investigators of the purely steady limit, and Huppert and Bryan 
(1975) have looked at the crucially important "start-up" problem. Recent ocean 
measurements (Section 9) emphasize that the larger- cale flow hifts sufficiently 
often in the deep water that the steady, potential-vorticity con erving deflections are 
a poor description of the effects of topography even at the smalle t scales relevant to 
geostrophic flow (,..., 10 km). The transient-flow problem is complex, and it is essential 
to decide whether flow, starting from rest causes just a single starting vortex to be 
swept from above the bottom feature Oeaving behind the steady, bound vortex), or 
whether a continual train of shed vortices is created, as in a classical cylinder wake. 
(The author believes he has seen vortex shedding from a Taylor column in the labora
tory, and there are numerous satellite photographs of vortex streets in the lee of 
islands, occupying either fluid.) The parameterization of small-scale topography, 
and its wave drag (including internal waves) on the mesoscale eddies is crucial; our 
present practice of removing all topography with Lu < LP, and replacing it with a 
linear drag, may be severely in error. 

We return to the larger scales, where e/<> .:5 1 frequently (if only by inference from 
the observed baroclinjty of ocean currents). There the wave theory has already 
suggested some of the turbulent cascade results. First, linear scattering of long waves 
provides a model for Tu(k), the topographic energy transfer spectrum, in the general 
case. This may allow a quantitative estimate of spectral broadening and fragmenta
tion, of even nonlinear eddies. Second the occurrence of the bottom-trapped type 2 is 
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consistent with high-frequency oscillations found .in the deep water (but not above the 
thermocline) in the .simulation . Third, the di appearance of the barotropic type I 
at L ~ LP suggests, m the turbulent runs, the u tenance of vertical shear (the defeat 
of barotropy), for it is the scale near L" that form the aperture through which the 
different levels communicate. Fourth, the prediction from theory of horizontally 
trapped wave over rough topography is suggestive of the immobility of energy 
found in the nonlinear cases. Thi argue further that spatial intermittency of energy 
and "local equilibrium of the eddie hould develop in both linear and nonlinear 
ocean . 

The linear-wave theory become difficult in the most relevant case of topographic 
"turbulence," kLn,...., I , e ~ b ~ LH/R. Some closed-form solutions have been 
found but there i much to be done. A relevant idealization is that of isolated bottom 
features, which occur when f /h contours are packed together (as at the continental 
margin and Mid-Atlantic Ridge) or when they form closed "islands.' 

The simple t such wave, which we derive for illustration, is that found at a near
discontinuity in the depth, say, along y = 0, h2 = H 2 for x < 0, h = H 2(1 + b) for 
x > 0. This provides a delta function of the restoring effect the slope. The two-layer 
equations (linear, fJ = 0) become, in dimensional variable , 

[V2r/J 1 + F 1(r/1 2 - 1/1 1)], = 0 

f 
[V21/12 + f 2(l/11 - 1/12)], - Hi h2 ,1 l/12 ,x = 0 

for b ~ 1. Trapped waves exist of the form 

"11 = (a1e -kl1I + a2e -"l>'l)e1<kx - .,•> 

(l + y)i/12 = (a1e - klyl - a2e'" l>'l)ei(kx - <Jr) 

They satisfy the exterior equations if ic
2 = k2 + F 1 + F 2, Y = H 2/ Hi = F i i F 2. 

The interface height (oce - "IYI) is tent-shaped, with its scale being the smaller of k- 1 

and the deformation radius k - 1. At y = 0 we must match normal flux and pressure; 
integration of the lower-levei equation across the step determines the discontinuity 
in 1/12,,.: 

(y = 0) 

An oscillatory vortex beet occurs in the lower layer driven by the upslope velocity 
(and ha thi trength even when the particle excursions are rather great). The match
ing conditions yield the dispersion relation 

; = - ~ 1 : y (:y + 1) 
Large scales, k2 ~ f 1 + F2 are barotropic "double Kelvin waves" (Rhines, 1969) 
with a/ f = -(fJ/2)(y/(1 + y)) = - ! x fractional change in total depth across the 
step, with I/I 1 = I/I 2 . Waves shorter than the deformation scale become increasingly 
confined to the lower layer. In this limit they feel the interface as a rigid lid, and hence 
u/ f-+ -b/2, ll/ti/1/12 1-+ k" lk ~ 1. The topography provides trapping in vertical 
and horizontal directions. For the simplest case the group velocity, aw/ak, vanishes 
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at both extremes of k, but is significant near k = kP. Phase and energy each move to 
the left facing shallow water. Simple solution also may be found for eamount and 
i land where the phase progresses clockwise (the analogue of we tward-propagating 
Rossby waves). 

The eigenvalue problem for sinusoidal depth ariations (Suarez, 1971 ; Mc William , 
1974; Rhine and Bretherton 1974) provides an interesting model of' roughness " 

111111 11111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111 111111 

t = 0 t = 0.5mo 
Cl=.094 Cl=.066 

t =5.5 
Cl= .027 

Fig. 44. Linear-wave dissolution or a circular vortex in a rough-bottom ocean (homogeneous fluid). The 
topography is confined to wave number 6- 11. Compare Fig. 1 I. In spite or the spatial complexity the 
pressure at a fixed point varies rather sinusoidally in time, as in a trapped "seamount " oscillation. 
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waves, the frequencie again being 0(<5). F r arbitrary depth in a one-layer ocean 
enclo ed by a coa t, upper bound can be e tablished for the frequency and are of 
this same order: ' 

11 fo"I <1 S - Ji; max 

wheref0 and '10 are the mean value of/and h re pectively. If <5R/L ~ I this e sentially 
sets the greate t planetary-wave frequency at If - fo lmax. 

If we fix the total rm derivation off /h from its mean in a model basin, the average 
energy propagation tend to be fa ter, the more moothly the topography is dis
tributed. hi i not quite the ame a aying that the addition of rough topography 
to a mooth P plane mu t reduce the group velocity, for the group velocity eventually 
cale up with <5, and hence mu t become large if <5 doe . 

umerical experiment with a ingle-layer fluid exhibit some of the interesting 
horizontal-ca cade effect . Figure 44, taken from a movie sequence, shows the frag
mentation of a large Gau ian ortex by narrow-band bottom roughness. (See also 
Rhine , 1973 figure 5.) The energy gradually percolate outward from seamount to 
eamount for there is no large- cale p effect to support fast, long waves. A natural 

fine structure build up, even with the e linear dynamic . 
A linear experiment in the two-layer stratified ocean (Fig. 45) u e initial conditions 

and topography very like the nonlinear run (Fig . 34, 35). The energy reaching down 
to the lower layer i rapidly ' whitened," and again becomes everely intermittent 

rmnmrrrmrrrmrrmmmmmrm11111m 

t=O 

Cl = 

.0028 

t=5.28 mo 

Cl• 

.0020 

Cl"' 

.00038 

Fig. 45. Linear olution for a rough-bottom two-layer ocean (see time series, Fig. 37d). The wave number 
pectrum is very "white" in the deep water, although the finer cales are not evident in t/1 2 • 
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ig. 46. The linear solution, after a Gaussian vortex is placed over a tessellated bottom, h in x sin Y· 

in space. The time series at fixed moorings, shown in Fig. 37d, are dominated by slightly 
modified baroclinic Rossby waves in the upper currents and temperature, yet fast 
topographic waves in the deep flow. In this instance, the average vertical structure 
(included on Fig. 36) remains strongly baroclinic, U 2/ U 1 ~ 0.33. 

Surely the topographic waves best documented in nature are those trapped in the 
coastal wave guide formed by the continental slope. These are particularly quickly 
propagatory because~ ,.., 1, providing periods as short as a few days; see Chapter 10. 

But the convenience of acquiring coastal data should not deter us from looking 
elsewhere: the possibilities for lateral trapping and for unanticipated kind of fluid 
dynamics in mid-ocean are numerous. Within o complex a domain as the sea, we 
may yet find Cthulhu (Fig. 46). 

8. Mean-Flow Interaction 

The energy-containing eddies are them elves worthy of attention, and in addition 
can affect the time- or space-averaged flow in which they are embedded. The inter
action takes many forms. A purely steady forcing effect, if sufficiently strong, leads to 
circulations that become unsteady. There can then be feedback of the eddies onto the 
mean. Conversely, a purely o cillatory forcing frequently causes a rectified flow. 
Examples of both extremes are given below. 

It is important to realize how many different ways there are to define "mean flow." 
Meteorologists, possessing a simple geometry at the large scale, favor the zonal, 
Eulerian mean of instantaneous wind velocity. Their eddy field contains the meanders 
of the mid-latitude jet streams, nearly steady mon oon circulations and orographic 
deflections, as well as detached cyclones. Owing to the generalized Stokes drift, the 
velocity averaged about fixed control surfaces does not accurately describe the 
average paths of fluid parcel , either in a meridional plane or a level surface. But 
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oceanographers, who are intere ted in the life hi tory of salts, heat, and chemical 
tracer , a well a momentum, mu t pay more attention to such Lagrangian means, 
averaging over an en emble of realization . In the pre ence of coastal boundaries it is 
particularly difficult to find fixed control urfaces that yield useful overall statements 
about linear or angular momentum or vorticity. The oceanographer's interest in the 
paths of fluid parcel i in part pragmatic: in much of the ocean the time-averaged 
current at a fixed point i nearly unmea urable by direct mean . (An illustrative 
example i given in ection 9.) 

A imple calculation of the difference between Eulerian and Lagrangian mean flow 
can be made for a field of geo trophic turbulence. Imagine, as a model, that the 
dispersal of particle obey a diffu ion equation 

· (KVC) 

where C( , c) i the spatial concentration of fluid marker , and ex the diffusivity. 
Multiplying by and integrating, we find that the center of mass obeys 

ax -
- =VK 

t 

where {-) = f ( ) dx/f C dx. If C is a delta functio?, this gives the. most likely 
flow of a ingle particle. The particle move preferentially toward reg10ns of l~~ge 
diffusivity, even in the ab ence of an Eulerian mean flow. The spread. of the prob~b1lit.y 
distribution about the expected path occurs, to a first approximation at rate K. This 
model wa investigated by Kolmogorov ( eeMonin and Yaglom, 1972 ?· 610) .. . 

It is very likely that, for a tationary, turbulent field of slo.wly varymg statls~1cs 
(relative to the excur ion of particles during one eddy-penod), the appropnate 
generalization is 

8(x1) = oKii + (u;(x)) 
ar axj 

where 

This use Taylor's formula for the diffusivity in terms of the Lagrangian correlation 
function, R;Jr Ix) for particles relea ed at the point x = (x 1, x 2 ) at t = 0. The brackets 
are an en emble average, and (u1(x)) is the Eulerian mean flow. Io the limit of small
amplitude waves this become the classical Stokes drift. The difference between the 
two mean flows will be most significant when the eddy intensity varies greatly on the 
cale of the eddie them elves. In surface gravity waves, for example, the difference is 
x/ t = K:u f z, and below the troughs the Eulerian average flow completely vanishes. 
To get a feel for the result imagine the dispersion of neutrally buoyant particles in a 

turbulent boundary layer ay, at the base of the atmo phere. The boundary exerts 
the same effect as a strong diffusivity gradient (which also exists in the air itself). It is 
intuitive that eventually the center of mass of a marked region will rise away from the 
boundary, even though the Eulerian-average vertical velocity vanishe everywhere. 

Taylor's (1921) formulation of turbulent diffusion (essentially the identity that 
( I t)(x;xi) = J'_, R,jt) dt in a homogeneous field) emphasizes also that in a given 
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region there are many different Lagrangian drifts and many different _diff usivities, 
depending on the subset of particl~s being co~nted and_ on th~ recent l~t t~r~ ?~the 
field. 8 At small times a delta-funct10n cloud disperses with ( x; ) ex: ( 11 1 ) t (m1tta lly 
zero diffusivity) yet after the initial velocities are forgotten , the e pan ion l o~s 
toward a random walk, ( x 1

2 ) --+ 2(t Jo Ru dr - Jo rR;; dr). Dyed patche of fluid 
of different sizes (marked with different colors) thus spread at rates inconsi tent with a 
single diffusivity and their centroids move with different velocities. 

This result suggested itself after neutrally buoyant SOF AR floats in MO DE were 
observed to behave rather erratically in their mean drift, at time acting very unlike 
the mean flow seen by current meters moored nearby. In the same region, we found 
precipitous, permanent gradients in eddy intensity. 

A. A Whole-Gyre Model 

The dynamical studies in Sections 5- 7 focused for simplicity on homogeneous 
fields, without boundaries. But we know the ocean to be heterogeneou , and an 
independent line of attack includes an explicit source, here the meander of a wind
driven circulation which may in turn radiate to the central ocean. A number of 
investigators have been experimenting with such model remini cent of Stommel's 
single-gyre circulation, yet with stratification and explicit eddies present. One such 
calculation, by Holland and Lin (1975), has reached an advanced stage,9 and we 
describe their results in some detail. 

Holland and Lin drive their ocean, in which there is simple lateral friction , by 
spinning up from rest with a steady wind stress, sinuosidally varying with latitude. 
At moderate Reynolds number the mean flow is highly inertial. The Gulf Stream 
(with free-slip boundary conditions) turns along the northern wall and then decelerates 
as fluid returns to the interior (Fig. 47). This i typical of inertial gyre ·only at smaller 
Reynolds number, or with no-slip walls, do the more classical western boundary layer 
patterns return. 

After 2 yr of driving by the wind (of amplitude 1 dyne/cm2
) the circulation spon

taneously begins to meander, and closed cells of tran port move throughout the 
basin. Unlike our free initial-value experiment , the mean state here is continuously 
maintained and a statistically steady, fully interactive state i reached after about 
3 yr (Fig. 47). 

The time-mean and perturbation fields are at fir t sight surpri ing. The perturba
tions are strongest not in the vicinity of the Gulf Stream but in the westward return 
flow. There the upper layer meander lag those in the lower layer by roughly 60°. 
This is a tilt of the pha e of pres ure in the xz plane opposite to the en e of the mean 
velocity, a familiar signature of baroclinic instability. The dominance of the open
ocean return flow is in part due to the stabilization provided by the northern wall, 
but more strongly due to the narrowness of the westward flow. For the intensity of the 
eastward-flowing Gulf Stream is about 20 cm/ ec (averaged over it 80-km width), 
whereas that of the return flow is about one-third as great. Simple in tability theory 
Section 6, which ignores horizontal shear, suggests that the eastward flow, to be 
unstable, must obey I U EI > g' H 2 {3/ f (in order that the mean potential vorticity 
gradient Qy have opposite signs in the two layers). The westward flow can more easily 

8 The idenlity in general involves f?o-, (R1f...r , 1 Jx, 10) + R11(r , t Ix, 10) dr . If lhe statistics are stationary 
but inhomogeneous, however, this diffusivily is non-stationary. 

9 Others currently investigating this area include Haidvogel, Mintz, Robinson, and co-workers. 
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Fig. 47. Typical flow pattern from Holland and Lin's wind-driven ocean. Pl and P2 are 1/1 1 and 1/1 2 in 
our notation, PSI is l/t 1 + J/t 2 • the total transport. 

reverse the gradient in the thin upper layer, ifonly I Uwl > g'H 1P/P 0 Thus if Uw/ U E > 
H i/Hi. the return flow will be the more vulnerable, as it is here: H 1/H 2 ,..., 0.2, 
U w/U E,...., 0.3 (averaging horizontally over the Ro sby radius,..,, 50 km). When Holland 
doubled Che north- south extent of the basin, so that the maximum westerly winds 
blew at it middle latitude, a two-gyre circulation occurred (Fig. 49). With the re
straint of the rigid wall removed, the separated Gulf Stream was weakly unstable, 
but the predominant energy conversion occurred, as before, in the return flow. 

There i in the deep layer of Holland and Lin's ocean a time-mean flow (Fig. 48) 
including gyres both co- and counterrotating relative to the upper flow; here the 
eddies drive an aby al circulation. Above the thermocline, however Holland 
demon trate that the flow is significantly weaker with eddies than without. Averaging 
over the water column, there i a net transfer of kinetic energy from mean to per
turbations at a rate t the conver ion from potential to kinetic energy. This remarkable 
braking action i suggested by Thompsons (1971a) qualitative argument, and our 
analy i below, that pontaneou wave radiation will intensify an eastward jet yet 
weaken a we tward jet. It is likely that, given a more realistic intensity of the separated 
Gulf Stream (which exceeds 100 cm/sec averaged over the upper kilometer) and of the 
return flow, which cannot far exceed 10 cm/sec, the center of energy relea e will move 

'
0 The wedge model of a two-layer fJ plane ocean (Fig. 6) shows this asymmetry simply, for the lope 

equivalent to fJ is greater in the thicker lower layer. Hence a rather teep uptilt of the thermocline to the 
nonh is required to cause dlr/dy to have opposite signs in the two layer , yet a milder tilt in the opposite 
sense 11~11 manage to do so. 
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Fig. 48. Time-averaged flow, howing an aby al circulation driven by the eddies. 

INSTANTANEOUS F!ELOS 

Fig. 49. As above, but in an elongated basin with the maximum eastward stress at mid-latitude. The 
separated Gulf Stream is now unstable, and becomes more so, the larger the Reynolds number. 
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to the Stream it elf, which will meander more like the model in Fig. 27, and the eddies 
will then act. a in meteorological flow . to inten ify the circulation in both layer .11 

The experiment neverthele bows the en itivity of we tward flows to baroclinic 
in tability (relying on the upper layer being thinner than the lower layer) which 
theoretician have remarked upon (e.g., Gill, Green, and Simmons, 1974). It may be 
that in the real ocean the region of eddy production analogous to Holland's case is 
farther south in the equatorial current . Dominance of the tight non-Sverdrup gyre 
of north outh cale - LP, which i not ob erved in the oceans, may le sen when 
reasonable meandering in tabilitie of the Gulf Stream are included, by raising the 
Reynold number (Holland, private communication). 

The di tinction between in tability of ea tward and we tward current is par
ticularly important in con idering the north- south heat flux for baroclinically 
unsta ble we tward tream will mix heat equatorward again t the overall global 
gradients of temperature. 

The distant eddy field radiated from the north in Holland's experiment is virtually 
barotropic. either mean advection nor relatively slow baroclinic propagation was 
able to carry thermocline eddie to the south (in fact, the basin-average eddy kinetic 
energy wa 6.8 times the eddy potential energy). This dearth of strong thermocline 
eddie is in di agreement with the observed ocean, where the ratio of eddy potential 
to eddy kinetic energy probably exceeds unity. Yet the di parity is just the same one 
found in the flat-bottom ca cade (Section 6). It i very likely that addition of realistic 
topography and reduction of the lateral damping will allow a baroclinic far field to 
develop. It i al o an illu tration that long-term experiments, involving a balance 
between forcing and di ipation, may be rather sensitive to the nature of the friction, 
more so than the short-term evolution in initial-value experiments. Heterogeneous 
experiment like this one also require accurate modeling of horizontal fluxes of 
energy which in turn are them elves very dependent on both friction and bottom 
topography. 

Despite the e intricacies the calculations seem to be the fir t to include the entire 
list of ingredients (excepting rough topography) needed to understand the mean 
circulation. 

B. Rectified Circulation on a Homogeneous {3 Plane 

The problem of eddy- mean flow interaction needs the focus provided by simplified 
geometry and forcing, in addition to calculations like Holland's showing its role in 
complex ocean models. A laboratory experiment by Whitehead (1975) exhibits 
succinctly the rectified flow generated by localized forcing on a homogeneous P plane. 
The 2-m Woods Hole tank wa rotated with its surface free (covered by a plastic 
"windscreen"), yielding a paraboloidal f3 plane. A circular disk was mounted in a 
horizontal plane, at mid-depth and mid-latitude. Forced vertical oscillation of the 
disk produced a mixture of waves and turbulence in the otherwise still fluid. Radial 
dye streak revealed a persi tent zonal circulation (Fig. 50) which was prograde 
("eastward") at the latitude of the forcing and retrograde ("westward") elsewhere. 
Circulation in this ense occurred equally well when the disk was replaced by a source 
of mall air bubbles. E. Firing, G. Williams, and E. Lorenz (private communications) 
have reported the analogous result from truncated numerical calculations on a 
rotating sphere covered by homogeneous fluid. 

11 
In thi case tbe eddies are likely to have a decisive effect on tbe upper-layer circulation a well as 

abyssal flow, rather than altering it only slightly. ' 



Fig. 50. Mean circulation induced by an isolated disturbance 
(beneath the black square) on a polar fJ plane (Whitehead, 
1975). The dye treaks deforming with time how a prograde 
(eastward) jct at the forcing latitudes, with westward flow 
el ewhcre. 
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C. In iscid Theory 

It i of intere t to write an analytical expres ion for thi mean flow which holds 
for both wave and geo trophic turbulence. Con ider a polar p plane like Whitehead's 
but, for implicity, with c~:rn tant depth and Corioli frequency, J, decreasing linearly 
away from the center (Fig. 51). eglecting at first forcing and dis ipation we have 
imple con ervation of barotropic potential vorticity, 

q = f3y + ( [( = (V x u),] 

Dq = 0 
Dt 

(35) 

Here y, t ' are the (inward) radial coordinate and velocity. Integrate over a region within 
a fixed latitude circle <. • The Eulerian, zonally averaged u velocity is then given by 

a -- ue = qv 
t 

where (-) = f ( ) dx is the integral about the latitude circle. Now a fluid column 
which would have zero relative vorticity at latitude y0 has potential vorticity q = 
PYo = f3y - /3(y - y0). With v = Dy/Dt, v = 0 and defining T/ = y - Yo it follows 
that 

iie = _ f3(y _ Yo) D(y - Yo) 
t Dt 

(36) 

= _ ~ /3 D T/2 
2 Dt 

which is an exact relation, regardle s of the intensity or nature of the fluid motion. 
If the convective part of the right side is small, equation 36 becomes 

uc = -t/3'72 (37) 

for an initial state of rest. The neglect of the convective terms leading to equation 37 
is not so severe as to require linear wave motion. It implies u · V'7

2 = (o/oy)v'1
2 ~ 

(ot7 2 /ot) ory(U /c) [(l72)112/L] ~ J where y is a correlation coefficient between v ~nd 17
2

, 

U is a scale particle peed, c a scale-phase speed, and L a length scale definmg the 
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Fig. 51. Geometry for the circulation experiment 
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Fig. 52. Sketch of the inviscid solution for the Eulerian 
circulation due to random forcing confined to the dashed 
band. At uccessive times the jet strengthen , as the we tward 
now (of constant trength) fills an ever-greater region. 

north- south envelope of variation of 17 2
. Equation 37 is thus valid for either weak 

disturbances (U /c ~ I) or nonlinear fields in which the scale of variation L of the 
intensity is much greater than the typical north- outh particle displacement. 

Random trading of fluid particles across the latitude circle <I systematically 
decrea es the net relative vorticity within <I yielding an Eulerian mean circulation. 
This westward momentum appears at "free" latitudes for which equation 35 holds. 
At forced latitudes, where the wave maker was located in Whitehead's experiment, 
ea tward momentum is left behind as a prograde jet whose strength depends upon the 
nature of the wavemaker : net angular momentum vanishes if the source (for example, 
the air bubbles u ed in some of Whitehead's runs) provides none. In the steadily 
excited inviscid case the westward circulation at a given latitude builds up to its 

asymptotic value -tP'7 2 a soon as the disturbance arrives. The westward jet con
tinues to accelerate indefinitely, to compensate for the presence of westward flow 
in an ever larger region. The olution is sketched in Fig. 52. The central result, which 
holds in more general circumstances, is that the depth-averaged flux of potential 
vorticity equal the force, plus the momentum influx, exerted along re by eddies on 
the fluid instantaneously occupying the fixed contour, <I. Green (1970) made use of 
the steady form of this relation. Below, it is shown to shed light also on the eddy
forcing of flow, averaged in time at a point in space rather than about a geostrophic 
contour. 

D. Viscous Theory 

Add to the problem a simple bottom drag, - Du, which would be provided by a 
linear Ekman layer. The vorticity equation, 

(it + o} = -Pv 

has the formal solution, following a fluid parcel , 

( = -/3 L v(1')eD(f' - 1) dt' + (oe- 01 
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with initial value ~oa t t = 0. The northward Oux of vorticity become 

(t• = -P { veD<i'- i) dt ' + (0e- D'v 

which i implified by defining< = Jo ve/)(1'- 1
> dt', to 

The exact relation analogous to equation 36 i 

(~ + D)ur =-PG %
1 
+ D )e + e-0

'(0 v 
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(38) 

Here, < i the north- outh particle di placement weighted over the previous spin-up 
time, which expre e the fading memory that fluid ha for its initial latitude. The 
econd right ide term give the decaying dependence on initial relative vorticity. 

Again, if 
(-;;2)t /2 
--- ~ I 
c L 

the advective part of D/Dc may be neglected, and the explicit solution is 

fie= -t/3(f + D {e2e- D(t - t'l dc') + e- 01
( 0 {vdt 

There are two interesting limit , the invi cid, which yields equation 36, or 

ii,.= - ~{3"[2 = -t/3-;;2 (39) 

(if ( 0 = 0), and the steady, which yields 

Ue= -(-t) L Rn(r)e -
0
'd-r (40) 

If the pinup time, D- 1, far exceed the time caJe of the eddies, this simplifies to: 

(a) u,. = -PK22/D if the field i diffusi e (1' 22 #- 0); (b) ue = -i/3r,2
• if r, 2 is bounded 

(K 22 = 0) and the correlation R22 fall to zero rapidly, relative to D- 1
; or (c) 

11~ = -Pr, 2 (twice that of (b)) if 1' 22 = 0 and R22 ha long memory. relati ve to the 
time D- 1• Note that (a) re embles (b) if we replace Yf by the average excursion of 
particle in one spinup time. This illustrates the difference between wavelike and 
turbulent flow, as according to whether r, 2 is bounded or not. Neither expression 
depend explicitly on the time or length scales of the eddies. In the solution (c), the 
circulation reaches -/3<2/2 a oon as the disturbance is established but then, 
gradually if Di mall, the circulation continues to increase to twice this value after a 
few spin-up time . This would be a feature to look for in an experiment. 

At forced latitudes the flow depend , as before, on the exact nature of the source. 
If no time-averaged forces are exerted on the fluid. the regions of positive and negative 
angular momentum sum to zero: each is not finite, being limited by friction. 

This analysis contributes to earlier arguments for anisotropy, favoring zonal or 
f /h current on a f3 plane, even without external forcing. Random increase or decrea e 
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in ti 2 will occur due to the eddy motion itself. The slowne of energy propagation 
north- outh, relative to east- west, may enhance the effect by maintaining north
outh gradients yet smoothing out those east and west. 

E. Taylor's Formula 

The derivation was suggested by a result in Taylor's remarkable 1915 paper which 
considered, among other things, the stability of a plane, nonrotating invi cid flow 
in a channel. He finds (in our notation) 

au = ~ U"(y) a11
2 

at 2 at (41) 

as a consequence of conservation of relative vorticity. (See also Dickenson, 1969.) 
Here U(y) = ii,· Taylor's formulation is centered on slight deviation from a 

strong, parallel flow. Tn this case, unless U" is a constant, the di placement , 17, and 
perturbation velocities must be assumed small. Equation 41 in effect equates the 
vorticity flux to the divergence of the momentum flux. When integrated aero the 
channel the left side vanishes, there being no sources of momentum. This give 
Rayleigh s criterion, that U"(y) must change sign somewhere for the pontaneous 

growth of disturbances, based on the novel definition of instability that 17 2 increase 
everywhere. [In our analogous f3 plane application, the integration of equation 37 
(where fJ is a positive constant) across a zonal channel bounded by rigid walls (or, 
without walls, to distant latitudes which are quiescent) shows that J 17 2 dy must be 
constant in the absence of forcing or dissipation: on an unforced f3 plane random 
motion is ultimately limited in north- south excursion. External agents are required 
to mix the potential vorticity.] 

Now a positive value of ta(172)ot which we henceforth call K, acts (though not 
exactly) like a positive viscosity reducing the momentum where U" is positive, and 
conversely (Fig. 53). This redistribution of momentum, on the whole, reduce the 
energy of the mean How. 

Two situations exist, however, in which the perturbations sharpen the jet and 
increase its energy. First, table perturbations K < 0, can exist in a potentially 
unstable flow and they will increase U wherever the curvature U" is negative. Second 
the How may be absolutely stable, U" =F 0 everywhere and then the integral of 
equation 41 shows that K must take on both signs within the fluid. Imagine, for 
example a parabolic inviscid flow, with impo ed initial vaJues of 17 2 that are large 
near its axi , and vanish towards the edges. It is most plausible that the disturbance 
will decrease where it is large and increase where it is small. If this is so, the flow wiH 
be inten ified, with a Hux of x momentum against its own gradient. 

Starr (1968), in describing" negative viscosity," frequently invoked two-dimensional 
thought problems. Here we have shown in detail how such flows may redistribute 
momentum aginst its gradient but only when, in some part of the flow, the eddy 
diffusivity of vorticity K, is negative. 

Consider now the combined situation of a zonal current, U(y), on a f3 plane. The 
equivalent of equations 36 and 41 is 

au = (U" - /3) ~ a,,2 = (U" - f3)1e 
ot 2 ot 

(42) 
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The rm table case requires that the potential vorticity gradient vanish somewhere 
for 11 2 to increa e everywhere. By ketching the curvature of a typical jetlike profile, 
it become clear that we tward jets are le table than ea tward jet of the same shape. 
During the in tability the role of {3 i to cau e we tward accelerations of the mean 
flow in a broader band, and ea tward acceleration in a narrower band, than in the 
compari on problem with fJ = 0. 

In the cable ca e, U" - {3 =F 0, K must once again take both signs, and singling 
out the ca e where K < 0 near the jct axis and K > 0 el ewhere, we find a dramatic 
difference in the momentum redi tribution. The table, outward moving disturbance 
sharpen an ea tward jet (in the en e that U / t > 0 where K < 0), as it did with 
fJ = 0. but by equation 42 a westward jet i now in tead decelerated at the center. 
The westward momentum mo e out to it flanks where K > 0. 

x 
~u,x 

v,y 

_,...- -u lu'v)y 

y 

Fig. 53. Sketch of energy transformation terms and Reynolds' stress in a imple "laboratory" parallel 
jet. The perturbation field pread the jet. reducing its energy. The conver ion between x-mean and per
turbation flow i clear. in an integrated en e, yet its local evaluation is ob cured by spatial fluxes. 

Thi shows the interplay between mean hear and fJ in deciding the redistribution 
of momentum. fJ take the dominant role when {3a 2/U > 1, a being the horizontal 
scale of U. The contribution of mean shear i in a sense included in the original 
derivation (equation 36) where it appear by altering the reference latitudes, Yo, of the 
fluid particle . 

The descriptions how imply how a variety of up- and down-gradient momentum 
fluxes may occur in parallel flows; they are meant to contrast linear stability theory on 
the one hand (e.g., Howard and Orazio, 1964), with countergradient fluxes that 
may appear in a stable flow, on the other. It is ignificant that in unforced stable flow 
the north- south diffusivity of fluid parcels, K, must take both signs and average to zero. 
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F. Energy Conversion to and from the Mean Flow 

We have discus ed the redistribution of momentum by eddies without writing 
down the corre ponding energetic relations. For two-dimen ional in i cid channel 
flow, homogeneou in x the usual equations for mean (in x) and perturbation kinetic 
energy are 

oKM = - U !._ u 1v1 

at ay (43) 

0K
1 

[ 1(K 1 ')J - ,, au Tt + ay v + P = u v ay (43a) 

where 

U I K' l( 12 + 12) ti= +u ,. . ., =1U V 

and 

(-) = Jim _21 J L ( ) dx 
L -<O L - L 

Mean energy increa e wherever down tream momentum converge , and perturba
tion energy change owing to fluxes of energy, pre sure work, or conver ion from 
mean energy. 

One must not be too facile in describing the conversion terms, however. At the 
outer edges of an unstable, classical jet, (Fig. 53) for example, the perturbations are 
growing, with the right side of equation 43a po itive; yet the mean. flow is al o 
growing, and the right side of equation 43 i al o positive! The two conversion terms 
differ by a divergence, (o/oy)(u'v1 U), which vani hes upon integration over the domain. 
It may be appropriate to rewrite equation 43a in the form 

oK' a
Tt + oy [ v'(K - KM + p1

)] = u oy u
1

v' 

K = t[{u' + )2 + v'2] 

ow the conver ions are equal and opposite, and the flux of perturbation energy is 
altered : the naming of v1(K - KM) as perturbation energy flux seem appropriate, 
ince K = K,., + K1 + 11

1U, the final cro -term vanishing only after x averaging. 
The spatial flux term are thus difficult to distingui h from the conversions between 
mean and perturbations. After integration over the entire domain the fluxes vanish, 
but it is not easy to ascribe the conversion to a particular region in space. Conclusions 
drawn from incomplete measurement , in only one part of the flow, may thus be 
ambiguous. 

G. Websters Experiment 

Apparently the first mea urement of the e fluxe and conversions in a large-scale 
ocean current wa by Web ter (1965). The Gulf Stream between Miami and Cape 
Hatteras frequently exhibit billowlike undulations on its inshore side. These are 
now a familiar ight, thanks to satellite-borne infrared photography (Fig. 58), but 
were once known only from sparse point measurements. The importance of turbulent
viscous theories of the Gu lf Stream motivated this experiment in which towed 
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electrode e tabli hed the urface value of u', v', and U where Ox is downstream and 
time averages replace x average in many experiments (although not in Fig. 54). 

A typical cro - tream profile of near-surface values of the flux and conversion 
terms i shown in Fig. 54, from near ape Hattera . The per istently negative value 
of - U(iJ/cy)T' neare t the hore, in the ab ence of other fluxes, indicates a retardation 
of the time-average flow there, whereas it po itive value at the core indicates an 
intensification. Thi action may be related to the rather sharp inshore edge of the 
Stream. The net conver ion in the region of mea urement i directed into the mean 
kinetic energy, agreeing in en e with the computer simulation of Orlanski and Cox 
(1973), and the theoretical peculation of tarr (1968) and Green (1970). In each of 
the e works the energy ource i the den ity tructure below the urface. 
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Fig. 54. The quaniities analogou to Fig. 53 e timated by Webster for the Gulf Stream near Cape Hatteras. 
The energetic term are very differenl, and both indicate net tran fer from eddies to mean flow at the 
ocean urface. A above, the local evaluation of conversion is precarious. 

This example reminds one of the difficulty in making energetic analyses when the 

measurement do not extend out to vanishing values of u'v'or U. The integrated 
conversion terms between mean and perturbation kinetic energy are not then equal 
and opposite, when written as in equation 43. The common practice of using 

u'v'({'U fey) to um up the mutual interaction of mean with fluctuations i therefore 
incomplete. 
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H. Linearized Theory: Momentum Transport in Rossby Wa es 

Returning to the theory of zonal-flow generation, we concentrate on the role of {J. 
We have shown that outward-moving disturbance in a ba ically stable flow neces-
arily sharpen an eastward jet while broadening a we tward jet. But f3 al o ha ten 

the redistribution of 17 2 itself by allowing waves to propagate. Thomp on ( 1971 b) 
fir t suggested this qualitative result on the ba i of far-field linear theory. A a 
consequence of their dispersion relation, equation 21, barotropic Ro by waves 
generated along an east- west line have ere t arranged in a herringbone pattern 
which points to the east. The correlation of east and north elocitie implied by motion 
to and fro along these crests repre ents a flux of we tward momentum, 11v. away from 
the ource. The eastward momentum left behind in a force free environment would 
augment an eastward jet like the Gulf Stream beyond Cape Hattcra ( ee al o Figs. 
11, 55). 

A similar pattern of u- v correlation may be een in the wave-crest generated by a 
point source oscillating at a single frequency (Section 5). The Green's function i 

~ = H~2{!~Jexp[-{f;0 + w01)] 

r2 = x2 + y2, 
y 

tan 0 = -
x 

ln the far field the ere ts, r = const/cos2 (tO) look omewhat like the wave excited 
by a fishline in a moving stream. 

Thompson (197la} verified that, indeed, currents at a site mooring (Site D) north 
of the Gulf Stream at 39°N, 70°W, are polarized with significantly negative uv. Thi 
region, though not in the far field of the stream, i ufficiently removed that a per i tent 
westward countercurrent occurs, which is very like that ugge ted by the theory· 
see also Green (1970). The role of such countercurrents in the general circulation is 
ignificant· at shallow levels they eem to form clo ed, climatological-mean gyre by 

reconnecting with the stream, whereas at deep level they contribute to the equator
ward flow of orth Atlantic Deep Water. 

Reinforced by general re ults like equation 37, and powerful qualitative arguments 
like Thompson's we are encouraged to write down a simple, nearly linear result 
which demonstrates more exactly the westward momentum contained in Rossby 
waves.12 

Consider an unbounded, barotropic, f3 plane. The zonal, inviscid momentum 
equation, 

au OU OU op 
- + u - + v - - fv = - -ot ax y ox 

yields upon averaging zonally, and expan ion of the fields in powers of the non
linearity, y ,.., e/w 

OU(I) 0-
-- = _ _ U (O)'V(O) 

at oy 
where u = u<0> + yu<1> + .. " This gives the O(y2

} induced Eulerian circulation due to 
the O(y) wave field . Now imagine exciting the fluid with a moving corrugated wall 

12 Dr. Stem has recently reported a similar calculation (private communication). 
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at y = 0. A convenient artifice, the term e"''(a: ~ y), will be u ed to show the uniqueness 
of the wave-induced flow [otherwi e, one can add an arbitrary teady zonal flow, 
y2 U(y)]. 

The equation and boundary condition , at lowest order, are 

!_ 21/J<O> + P al/Jco> = o 
l x 

"'(OJ I -- = A co k(x - cxt)e"'', 
>•= O 

t/1(0)-+ 0 

with 

( 
f}l/1(0) "'(0)) 

(u<O>, (0)) = - - y- --X-

a {r-+ -oo 
y-+ CX) 

The general olution l/J<0> = Bl{B exp [ik(x - ext) + ily + a:t]} is constrained by 
the boundary condition to have B = -i /k, and by the equation to have 

{Jik - (k 2 + 12 )(ikex + a:) = 0 

ow pecifying k and ex to be real, we find Ii complex, 

/2 = -k2 + {Jik 
ikex +a: 

For mall a:, let f = 10 + iab, yielding 

( 
p)•12 

lo = -k2 +ex 

The complete linear solution, 

1/1<0 > = A sin [k(x - ext)+ l0y]e"'<r-dy) + O(y) + O(a) 
k 

automatically reveal the energy velocity by tbe rate of northward propagation of the 
envelope e"'<1

-
6Y>. The rate is the same as that predicted by group-velocity theory. 

The econd-order zonal flow, 1P>, i found from 

(
A2/ ) = y T cos2 [k(x - ext)+ /0 y]e2"'<1

-
6

Yl 

or 

The olution to this order includes an outward propagating wave, growing everywhere 
becau e the boundary forcing i increasing and a westward flow induced by it. For 
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this problem the Eulerian mean flow varies only slightly over a wavelength and hence 
the Lagrangian (particle-drift) mean is identical, to O(rt). Here unlike the free jet 
models, there is an increase in total x momentum, owing to the external agent. 

This total westward momentum may be found from an argument u ed by R. W. 
Stewart for the case of internal gravity waves (see Bretherton, 1969). The force, say, F, 
exerted westward to maintain the motion of the corrugated wall creates kinetic 
energy in the fluid at a rate Fcx, and creates momentum (or more generally impulse) 
at a rate f . Thus the average (in x and y directions) energy density E and momentum 
density M must obey 

E 
M= 

Cx 

where c,, = -P/K2 for Rossby waves of total wave number K.13 With E = t/Pt7 2/K 2
, 

this becomes a special case of our result equation 37. 

I. Rossby Waves in a Shear Flow 

To this point we have omitted the classic eddy- mean flow interaction that of linear 
waves moving through a slowly varying zonal flow, for reasons of appropriateness. 
Nevertheless the results of the theory are interesting. First, wave action, E/(w - U · k), 
is a conservative property for a packet of waves. Here Eis the integrated wave energy, 
measured by an observer moving with the mean flow U = Vi and w and k are the 
frequency and wave number in an absolute frame of reference. Multiplied by k · i, this 
is the total westward momentum of the waves, which is invariant even though energy 
is being exchanged with the mean flow (a consequence of the constant wave momen
tum being carried up the gradient of ambient mean flow). 

Now it seems to be less than well-known that this conservation property holds for 
more extreme, geophysically more interesting, variation in U with y. Imagine the 
case when U takes on two uniform values, U 1 and U 2 , on either ide of a vortex sheet 
lying along y = 0. A steady train of Rossby waves approaches from the south. 
Ignoring possible instability, we can calculate the partial reflection that occurs at the 
interface. The fluid boundary between the two regions can be treated rather like the 
corrugated wall considered above; an observer in region 2 moving with speed U 2• 

sees the corrugations move steadily westward at speed c = w/k · i, and records that 
that material surface is doing work on region 2 at a rate -F(U 2 - c) where Fis the 
x force exerted by fluid in region 1, on the interface. Similarly, an observer in region 1, 
moving with speed U 1> reports that the upper fluid is doing work at a rate F(U 1 - c) 
on the lower. The evidence implies that wave-energy fluxes g;;- 1 and !F 2 , measured 
in either case by observers riding on the mean flow obey 

w-kU 1 w - kU 2 

by elimination of the force, F. Thus the wave action is conserved also in this rapidly 
varying medium, and is now partitioned among incident, reflected, and transmitted 
waves. 14 The argument applies to a large class of waves, including some with non-

13 The work of Bretherton (1969) and Mcintyre (1971) suggests extreme caution in the application of 
ideas of wave- momentum density; the mean !lows associated with wave packets radiate far away from 
them. Here the x averaging conceals this. 

14 Yet an observer at rest, including as "wave energy" both the oscillatory and induced mean flow due 
to the waves, reports from the same argument that wave energy flux is conserved. 
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~rivial structure normal to the propagation plane (e.g., short surface waves propagat
ing among currents). It is related to the result of Eliassen and Palm (1960) for steady 
wav~ train in a den ity- tratified atmosphere with horizontal .winds of arbitrary 
vertical tructure, that the momentum flux uw i independent of height. 15 

The e re ult add further light to the discu sion of jetlike mean flows. For waves 
propagating outward from the center of an eastward jet, where U - c ( a:E) is large 
trecall that c < 0) will tran port we tward momentum outward from the jet core, 
thus increa ing the x-mean energy there, while E decreases. If U - c > 0 everywhere 
in the corresponding we tward jet, outward-propagating waves will still carry 
we tward momentum, now at the expense of the zonal-average energy of the core as E 
increa e . When the theory of critical-layer absorption i added in, covering flows 
where U - c vani he at ome latitude, the interaction can be calculated in detail, 
and are of relevance particularly to atmo pheric flow (Dickenson, 1970). 

J. Topographic Effects: Nonlinear Theory 

The theory of circulation induced by eddie given in mo t general form in equations 
36 and 38 applie as well when the potential vorticity gradient is not simply a constant. 
The geo trophic contour off /h, where h is the depth of a barotropic model, are 
generalizations of latitude circles and the induced circulation obeys 

auE = _ ~ (v(L) x re) D,,
2 

ot 2 h Dt 

for inviscid flow; a similar generalization of equation 38 follows with Ekman fricti?n. 
Here 'I denotes the particle di placement normal to the contours, and the averagmg 
bar is a line integral about a complete contour. The variations of V(f /h) in space, 
over distances ,..,, Lh, however, impose the additional restriction that 'I ~ _Lh. . 

We may expect to see anticyclonic circulation above seamounts and ndges m the 
deep ocean, when random forcing acts at a distance so that the region in question is 
"free." Such circulation has indeed been found in my numerical experiments 
(Section 7) and Holloway (private communication) has discovered similar contour 
currents in his barotropic model (Section 7). 

An illu trative example from my early barotropic experiments (Fig. 55a) shows 
particle trajectories in finite-amplitude "roughness" waves above a sinusoidal bottom. 
The o cillations in the mean, cause the fluid over ridges to have negative relative 
vorticity, and conver ely. This yields contour currents of both Eulerian and La
grangian flow which are fully as strong as the currents as ociated with the primary 
wave. 

An extreme example from the sea i the persistent anticyclonic current found above 
the Great Meteor Seamount by Meineke (1971), which occurred in the pre ence of 
fluctuation at tidal period and longer. The results apply not only to the deep ocean; 
the continental rise and shelf provide a systematic, strong potential-vorticity gradient, 
and helf waves and turbulence are present in abundance. The above theory, which 
applies when lateral boundaries do not block the geostrophic contours, provides an 
alternati e to direct wind-generated longshore currents. 

15 A further consequence of this formula is that, if the phase speed, c, lies between U 1 and 2 , § and 
.F 2 have opposite signs. With no incoming energy from + oo, then, Y 1 < 0, and net energy must

1 
flow 

away from the interface on both sides of it. This is known as" overreflection" of an incident wave. 
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Small- cale roughness on the bottom acts in a distinct way on me o cale flows, 
probably providing an augmented drag owing to bot~ its mall- cale geo trophi.c 
wake and lee Ro by-wave and internal-wave generatton. Bretherton and Karwe1t 
(1975) have emphasized thi role of the roughne . 

K. Applications 

The theory has been presented in an idealized form, but it extension bear on the 
oceanic case with stratification, topography, and lateral boundarie . There the eddy 
flux of vorticity into a fixed elemental region yield an average tre curl which can 
then drive a large-scale Eulerian circulation in the eta ical manner. The result 
analogous to equation 36 for a ingle-layer ocean, with mean potential vorticity 
Q(x, y) is that the potential vorticity flux-divergence may be rewritten to give 

o 2 a ( Q) ot 'V ( t/I) + J(( t/J), Q) =OX; IClk oxk 

~here "';i = J~ Rj;(rl x) d-r, R ii = ( u;(t)u1{t + r)), 11; = ( r/l /Clx 2 , -rt/l/fxi). Here (r/I ) 
is the ensemble-averaged flow, and Q(x, y) Kii are as urned slowly varying in space, 
relative to the particle excursions. If Kii is identified with the eddy diffu ivity then this 
becomes Welander's (1970) formulation, which was based heuri tically on a down
gradient diffusion of vorticity. Unlike Welander (1970) Green (1970), and Rossby 
(1947) •. however, we suggest that the time-dependent theory, with K; · allowed to 
vary wildly in space, is likely to be of interest for the ocean. Over time 

1
greater than 

an edd.y period, but les than the climatological time scale, a pul ing of eddy energy 
~an dn~e. ~emporary ' mean" flows . with the diffusivity either po itive or negative ; 
m f~ee m1t1al-value problems described earlier, in fact the area-averaged diffusivity 
vanished. 

Fig. 55. Two examples of eddy-induced mean circulation in a homogeneous model. (a) The Lagrangian 
paths of particles in finite-strength waves above a sinusoidally corrugated bottom lie east-west along 
depth contours. 



Fig. 55. lb) an initial cluster of eddie near the center interacts and radiates, developing a large-scale 
eastward jet m the center, westward flow at the periphery (full line are po itive I/I here). The vonicity field 
hows the mall-scale tilted trough . the vehicle of vorticity flux . 

297 
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As an example (Fig. 55b) witness the large- cale Eulerian flo~ .induced in a imple 
p plane spin-down experiment. The fluid is ~omogeneou '. lmt1ally a mal~ clu.ster 
of eddies is prescribed at the center of the region. A these interact an.d radiate into 
the urrounding quiet fluid, the inten ity decrea e at the center and increa e el e
where. Direct application of equation 36 promi e an ea tward zonal-mean flow at 
mid-latitudes (K < 0) and westward flow el ewhere {K > 0). 

The eddy-stress term is related to the expre ion for Lagrangian mean fl w, given 
at the beginning of this section; combination of that re ult with the above turbulent 
vorticity equation shows that, if Kii i ymmetric, then 

( ir£) +\it)= -2P< E>. 

The Eulerian and Lagrangian rates of change of vorti ity are equal but opposite for 
ensembles which have (vE) = 0. Over brief period , float and current meters will 
tend to register the ame vorticity tendency, but over long time , the oppo ite tendency. 

As an example, in the configuration of Whitehead' rotating paraboloid it turns 
out that the circulation integral about a moving fluid contour i equal and opposite 
to the Eulerian circulation about a fixed latitude circle (which it elf often i equal 
to the Lagrangian particle drift). Thi may be appreciated by realizing that the area 
enclosed by a dyed contour, initially lying on a latitude circle, mu t decrea e if the 
fluid is displaced in any fashion. Kelvin's theorem then yield ea tward circulation 
about this moving contour, but all particle motion (in free latitude ), and the Eulerian 
momentum, are directed westward. 

In addition to the time-dependent flows driven by eddy vorticity flu x, the discovery 
of quasi-permanent fine structure in the eddy intensity both in the models and the 
ocean, tremendously increase the stre curl ( /8x;)[K;k(8Q/8xk)]. 

In a stratified ocean these idea apply to vertically averaged vorticity flux. The 
vigorous diffusivity of the upper-level flow may, in this case, drive aby al circulation, 
as in Holland's model. The required vertical. flux of horizontal momentum ha been 
discussed by Bretherton and Karweit ( 1975). An experiment yielding mean circulation 
in this way was shown in Fig. 43e ; the advancing front of eddy energy in this" prop
agation" run yielded a positive diffusivity with trong gradient, and created westward 
zonal-average flow in both shallow and deep layers. In other regions being drained of 
their eddy energy, the diffusivity was negative and the mean flow eastward. 

The vorticity-flux theory gives dynamical significance to the observed diffu ion of 
water-mass properties for in tance the silicate in Antarctic Bottom Water and the 
salt in the Mediterranean outflow. In addition the direct mea urement of Lagrangian 
diffusion can now be made with neutrally buoyant SOF AR float (Freeland, Rhines, 
and Rossby, 1975); the spreading of the cluster with time (Fig. 64) give a first estimate 
of 1500-m-level diffusivity ~ 8 x 106 cm2 /sec. 

9. Observational otes 

Observations of unsteady currents are now wide pread and we may anticipate a 
rapidly improving picture of their geographical distribution. For a ample, Hamon 
(1968), and Boland and Hamon (1970) have recorded eddies and pulsations in the 
East Australia Current; Mazeika (1973) and Ko hlyakov and Grachev (1973) have 
described eddies in the orth Equatorial Current· Bernstein and White (1975) have 
produced time sequences of thermocline eddies in the ea tern North Pacific ; SwalloV.: 
and Bruce (1966) and Bruce (1973), describe a " eparation bubble ' in the Somali 



Fig. 56. Sea-surface temperature patterns along the west coast of the United States (from the NOAA-ll 
atellite, courtesy of NOAA-National Environmental Satellite Service). Darker area are warm, light 

areas cold. Sept I I, 1974, after an intense period of coastal upwelling. 
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Current; Diiing, Katz, and the GATE group (private communication) have found 
the Atlantic Equatorial Undercurrent to be oscillating on a large scale; Fo ter (1972) 
ha seen gross irregularities in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current at the Drake 
Pa sage (where the net inferred transport wa westward during the current meter 
experiment!); the MEDOC Group (1970) found eddie to occur after violent, meso-
cale deep convection in the western Mediterranean ; and Swallow and Hamon (1960) 

and Gould (1971) report variable current in the eastern orth Atlantic and Bay 
of Biscay. As in the atmosphere, the meandering and pulsation of inten e currents 
appears as eddy energy if time averaging is used yet there is ome di tinction between 
such dynamics, and those of detached, freely moving eddie and waves in the ocean 
interior. 

Surely the most dramatic evidence for eddie i the infrared photograph of the 
sea-surface temperature field, from earth satellites. Figure 56, from the NOAA 
series of satellites, shows billowlike patterns at the edge of cold coa ta! water lying 
off Oregon and California. Can the e be the in tabilitie of the cold. outhward 
coastal current? The temperature tructure of the separated Gulf Stream (Fig. 57) 

Fig. 57. The Gulf Stream near ape Hattera from a OAA satellite A ·1 28 974 W d H le . . . · s· D . ' d t th I f ·d f ' pn 1 oo s o Oceanographic Inshtut1on s 1te 1s 1oun o e e t 1 e o the promine d . • · f h S 
nt e dy JUSt north o t e tream 

(black dot). 
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shows the distinctness of transition between helf, slope, Gulf Stream, and Sargasso 
Sea water mas es, giving life lo the e classical water-ma divisions. Active entrain
ment of cold water by warm eddie appears at the shelf edge (cf. Fig. 15) and a cold 
eddy seaward of the Gulf Stream entrains warm water from the stream near Cape 
Hatteras. Site D the source of current records (Fig. 13), is indicated. Il is remarkable 
that, amidst this chaos linear wave theory continues to have qualitative truth (Sections 
4 and 8). At Hatteras the southward flowing helf water i also entrained into the 
Gulf Stream and but occasionally penetrates the crescent-shaped bays farther south. 
The crispness of these patterns reemphasizes the inability of geostrophic flow to 
cascade energy to mall scales, in the efficient sense of 30 turbulence. Even though 
surface frontogene is is no doubt occurring and harpening the temperature gradients, 
the picture Jack the fuzziness that we ee in a laboratory turbulent jet rich in energy 
over a broad range of scales. 

Finally (Fig. 58), urface traces of eddies have appeared in mid-ocean. Dr. Legechis 
of NOAA ha enhanced the ignal (the satellite were de igned for meteorology, not 

Fig. 5 . OAA- atellite view of the arga so Sea. April l, 1974. enhanced by Dr. Legechis. Eddies are 
vi ible (at lea t in the original) not only near the Florida Current, but in open ocean. The MODE experi
ment occurred beneath the prominent north- south tongue of warm water in the right-center. Ob erved 
tructure uggests that thermocline eddies hould be made visible on the surface by the action of their 

velocities, more than their own temperatures. A cold, cyclonic Gulf Stream ring is visible, entraining warm 
water from the Stream. The gray hades cover a 9.1 C temperature range (darker= warmer~ while 
black is 2. 1 range above this. and white repre eats all other temperatures, whether cold or hot. 
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oceanography), and finds warm and cold tongues hundreds of kilomete'.s in sc_ope with 
a clear imprint of horizontal advection. Th!s pictur~ reveals ~he organ.1c reality o_f the 
mid-ocean north- south temperature gradient (which on chmatolog1cal map ts so 
smooth). It is suggestive of down-gradient mixing by thermocline eddies. The con
nection with the deeper density field is unknown as i the trength of the ubtropical 
front suggested by the picture. Here at the top of the mixed layer, one can imagine 
the white imprint of cold windstorms continually being distorted by lateral st irring 
of the thermocline eddies. Elsewhere, entrainment appears by a cold eddy (the same 
as in Fig. 57) near the Gulf Stream, and billow occur on the horeward ide of the 
stream (see Rao, Strong, and Koffler, 1971), which were a ociated with momentum 
convergences by Webster (Section 8). A great deal of activity perhap with pulse
like variations of the Florida Current, occurs on the Blake Plateau. 

A. Sources 

With improved observation, the sources and sinks of eddy energy will become more 
and more apparent. Our present list of sources include direct wind generation, violent 
instabilities of intense currents and radiation from them, slower instability of the 
gentle mid-ocean currents, flow past rough topography and irregular coastline, 
occasional sinking of cold water, enhancement by western-boundary reflection, and 
possible driving by internal-wave stresses. The analogy of the dynamics to those in 
the atmosphere appears rather weak here, for the sources of energy eem to be more 
sparsely distributed in the ocean, and the domain itself is far bigger, measured by 
deformation radii and propagation rates, than the atmosphere. 

B. Dissipation 

A crucial, unknown aspect of the long-term distribution of energy is the dissipation 
process. For example, the nature of interaction between mesoscale eddies and internal 
waves is uncertain even as to sign {Millier, 1974, predicts that internal waves drain 
energy from eddies, whereas other, more deterministic theories like critical-layer 
absorption may suggest the opposite). Again the ocean and atmosphere are very 
dissimilar internal waves being far weaker than the large- cale flows in the atmo
sphere. The reason may be the absorptive nature of the tratosphere (owing to the 
effect of decreasing density in the kinetimatic viscosity), and less efficient generation 
at the ground. The ocean bottom, on the other hand, probably has an albedo of at 
least t, and turbulence and wind waves at the surface are a potentially trong source. 

Dissipation by lateral friction is far weaker than classical eddy coefficients would 
suggest. The very nature of geostrophic turbulence, by its inability to extend vortex 
lines indefinitely, is to avoid such dissipation. The deep valley in frequency spectra 
between periods of a day and a few weeks (e.g., Rhines, 1973) attests to the lack of a 
homogeneous cascade, local in (w, k) space, between geostrophic and ageostrophic 
flow. Bottom friction, from conventional drag laws, is very slight, a few percent of 
1 dyne/cm2 in mid-ocean, giving a spin-down time exceeding 500 days. [Lee-wave 
drag exerted by topography of a few kilometers' lateral extent, may be far more 
significant (Bell, 1975).] 

Once again the analogy between atmosphere and ocean breaks down in com
parisons of the boundary drag and dissipation. The atmospheric lower boundary 
layer is O{ l km) thick, fully 10 % of the depth of the troposphere. Perhaps one-half of 
the energy dissipation occurs there (Kung, 1967). This suggests a rapid spin-down of 
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atmospheric energy (e folding, say, in 3- 6 days compared with an inertial time scale 
L/U "' 1 day for L ,..., 1000 km, U "' 10 m/sec). In the ocean, on the other hand 
active three-dimensional turbulence does not eem to exist in regions thicker tha~ 
0 (10 m), or 0.2 % of the fluid depth. 

Yet a crude e timate of overall di ipation time for oceanic kinetic energy is the 
ratio of vertically integrated kinetic energy density, to the rate of working by wind 
stres , T or pJ lul2 dz/<Us where Us i a ubsurface downwind current. For U, = 10 
cm/sec T = 1 dyne/cm, and currents of 10 cm/sec above the thermocline and 4 cm/sec 
below, this yields a time of 19 days : a very short time in view of the paucity of three
dimen ional turbulence, and one comparable with the inertial time scale L/ U ( -5- 20 
day ). The pre ence of severe intermittency may make such an estimate meaningless, 
but it ugge t the need to search for the sink as well a the ources of energy. 

C. MODE; Velocity 

Some further data from the MODE experiment, discussed by Schmitz et al. (1975), 
is of more than casual interest here. Two site moorings were maintained for longer 
than 2 yr: MODE "east" (28°10' , 68°35'W) over hilly topography and, 100 km to 
the west, MODE "center' (28°00'N 69°40'W), above the Hatteras abyssal plain. 
Daily current vectors at three levels (filtered of internal waves) (Figs. 59 60) show the 
usual decrease in time cale with depth. The energy level also decreases downward 
across the thermocline, yet rise slightly below 1500 m. The series are quite regular, 
yet there are occasional burst of unusual activity. The 1500-m and 4000-m levels 
are visually coherent in the vertical, but not the horizontal. There appears, particularly 
at 1500 m, an eastward decrease in eddy-energy density. At the 4000-m eastern site, 
an unusually trong mean current flows at 2 cm/sec to the south- southwest. The 
presence, some 15 km to the southeast, of a dominant ridge topography (35 km x 5 
km x 500 m high) may not be incidental. This deep mean flow is known from other 
measurements to be of small lateral extent. The appearance of these noticeable 
gradients in intensity over small lateral separations, and of small-scale, deep, mean 
flows was a dominant feature of the rough bottom simulations (Section 7). 

D. Zonal Bands 

At 500 m (note the rotated coordinates, Fig. 60), on several occasions, a strong burst 
of zonal flow appears at both moorings. This coherence over 100 km is unusual (it 
does not appear below the thermocline) and is suggestive of the anisotropy found to 
be so persistent in the computer experiments, when they were sufficiently energetic 
(Figs. 20b, 23d, 25d}. There is ome indication of a sympathetic pulse of energy in the 
deep water at the e times. 

There is evidence in other forms of zonally banded currents, from a variety of 
sources· P. Richardson and colJaborators have recently followed SOF AR floats, 
depths 700- 1100 m, in the region 32°N to 36°N attempting to lay them within Gulf 
Stream rings. The trajectories, as well as hawing some loops, followed long zonal 
excursions, westward and occasionally eastward, at an average velocity of about 
5 cm/sec. Yoshida (1970) and Bryan (private communication) suggest that tropical 
regions exhibit banded currents more extensive than the usual equatorial system. 
(Yoshida describes five or ix distinct jets in the Pacific, 20°N to 30°N.) One must 
of course be wary of contours drawn from north- south sections widely spaced in 
longitude. Recalling Whitehead's experiment, we remark that any permanence in the 
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Fig. 60. Records from ite mooring as in ig. 59, 500-m level, plotted two way (east = up, then north 
= up). Bursts of strong, zonal energy occur, coherent over 100 km (reca ll banded structures which recur 
in the numerical models, e.g., Figs. 23. 40). 

forcing pattern will yield permanent band , whereas in our free spin-down experiments 
a banded appearance occurred by chance, with the growth or decay of (ri 2

) in a given 
region. G. Williams' (private communication) experiments very likely involve the 
ame physics, in a model of Jupiter's atmosphere. 

A shorter sequence with dense vertical coverage is from the intensive period of the 
experiment (Fig. 61). The upper portion is excerpted from the record at MODE-east, 
in the rough area. rt shows the kind of waxing and waning of vertical coherence that 
appeared, with nonlinear "capture" followed by topographic scattering, in the 
simulations, Fig. 37c. A period of southward flow (the ea tern side of a warm thermo
cline eddy) begin at almost all level ; yet it gives way, below to the shorter time scales 
natural to the deep water. The deepest level, 100 m above the sea floor, is gro sly 
out of step; we sugge t that it is dominated by fine-scale topographic oscillations, 
frontal activity (where thermal gradients intersect the boundary) and perhaps 
occasional intrusion of the bottom mixed layer. 
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Bryden (1975) has demonstrated the value of such dense vertical sampling of 
currents for dynamical studies. The thermal-wind equation may be manipulated 
to give 

where (} is the angle of the horizontal current, u8 , from the east. The right side is 
difficult to measure directly. Its importance in the adiabatic density equation, 

op op - + UH · '\' p = - W -or oz 
relative to the nearly linear, right term, gives a direct comparison of the advective and 
propagative nature of the eddy field. [Moored temperature recorders and instru
mented SOF AR floats measure op/ot and op/ot + uH · V p, respectively (given a 
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T- S relation). In all, they provide three determination of the three terms in the 
equation.] Bryden concluded that, for a few week in MOD -1 the horizontal 
advection of density was well-correlated with, and comparable in magnitude to. the 
local time-derivative of density. This i con i tent with the nonlinear picture of an 
eddy field. 

The lower section of Fig. 61 shows perbap a more clas ical tructure of a lowly 
varying thermocline eddy, superimpo ed upon fa to cillation which are them elves 
more highly coherent in the vertical. This record wa taken 170 km north of the 
MODE center. 

In the time-averaged vertical structure (Fig. 62) the minimum in peed at 1500 m 
is visible, with a slight increase toward greater depth. If we adopt this profile to a 
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two-layer model U 2/U 1 ~ 0.4 and e/o, ba ed on 5 cm/sec rms current (the vertical 
average) and 200-m rms topographic height, yields e ~ 0.02, o ~ 0.05, e/o ~ 0.4. 
Referring to F ig. 36, thi agrees satisfactorily with the imulated U 2/ U 1. The depen
dence of the simulated tructure on the manner of supplying the energy, however, 
requires study. The computer experiments, despite their pontaneous fine structure, 
suggest tha t the Hatteras abys al plain i too narrow ( 150 km) at this latitude to 
allow the fluid to re pond to it ; one cannot apply Fig. 36 to uch a small region. 

D. Temperature 

The MODE center was hea ily in trumented. al o. for temperature (Schmitz 
et al., 1975; Wun ch 1975). Figure 63 the pre ure-corrected time series, shows a 
rapid warming, extending nearly to the ocean bottom, followed by a more gradual 
cooling. The noisy signal at mid-depth is characteri tic of alty Mediterranean water, 
undergoing active mixing with its surrounding . There i unusual noise just above the 
bottom, where the current were al o observed to be special. It i easy to imagine 
a simple, sharp-edged thermocline eddy from this figure but in fact the temperature 
ri e seems to be a frontlike feature embedded in the more gradual and extensive 
western side of the eddy. During the arrival of thi front, the currents veered sharply 
at all levels. The e kind of quickly varying, interlocked fields of temperature and 
velocity are an example of" mobile " fine structure, which linear dynamics is incapable 
of producing. 

E. Particle Paths 

The superposition of all track (October 1972- March 1974)ofthe 1500-m SOFAR 
float appears in Fig. 64 (Ros by, Voorhis, and Webb, 1975). The floats were released 
at various times to June 1973, in the neighborhood of the MODE center (28°N, 
69°40'W). The path , although at the least energetic depth of the ocean, show most 
clearly the " steepness " of the field of unsteady currents. Rather than executing 
slight oscillation about latitude lines, added to slow Sverdrup drift, they undergo 
wild hooks and spirals, and also an occasional long, straight track. The particle 
excur ion during the time characteristic of the deep eddies (say, 10- 20 days) is fully 
equal to their length scale, and this sets the wave steepness near unity. Yet within this 
pattern (Fig. 12) there was clear westward propagation of phase; a ubiquitous feature 
of the nonlinear imulation was in fact the westward pha e progression, except where 
the large-scale (L > Lp) f /h contours were badly distorted (Figs. 20, 24). 

The pacing of daily fixes indicate the speeds, which have strong geographical 
variation. Averaged plots of the kinetic energy (Fig. 65) agree with this impression; 
the energy level increases by a factor of three in the 500 km south of the center, and 
decreases by one-half in 300 km east of center. Later data seem to support these 
profile . The inten ity of eddies thus varies on cales far smaller than those of the ocean 
basins. 

The orientation of the track seems also to have a persistent geographical variety. 
Regions of predominantly zonal tracks abut regions of frequent north- south flow. 
Farther to the north and outh, the paths seem to trace out the shape of the large-scale 
topography (the Blake Outer Ridge and Escarpment and in the south, the Antilles). 

The e geographical gradations of particle trajectories and energy were familiar 
in the rough bottom numerical experiments. They may in addition give us clues to 
the source of the deep eddies. One sees the nearby Florida Current (Fig. 58), and the 
western boundary undercurrent (which has been recorded directly beneath the looping 
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tracks at 30°N, 73°W), and the abundance of Gulf Stream energy to the north. In 
addition the region is near a "corner" in the large-scale topography, which probably 
form a jagged, dynamic western wall for the subthermocline eddies. 

When, soon, we have similar trajectorie from amidst the thermocline eddies (say, 
at 500 m), their behavior will be very different. Given both the longer Eulerian time 
scale of upper-level flow (say, by a factor of 2- 3), and its greater speed (a fact~r of 
2- 5), the floats may be expected to race around the eddie mapping them while 
they change lowly with time. In this ense, they may be particularly "cost effective." 
Furthermore, the particle track in these westward-moving thermocline patterns will 
pro ide the mo t direct resolution of their dynamic , ubtly apportioned between 
advection and propagation. 

The development of dynamic theory ha re ted on the conservation of quasi
geostrophic potential vorticity, with an a urned weak dis ipation. If these quasi
Lagrangian floats, following clo e to constant pre: sure urfaces, are sufficiently Like 
fluid particles their tracks can provide immediate tatements of dynamics· it is 
attractive to imagine te ting the potential vorticity relation using float clusters. One 
sees in Fig. 64 an excursion of 550 km to the south in 120 days. If the change in plane
tary vorticity (0.23/) from start to finish were to appear entirely as relative vorticity, 
it would be 10 times the typical value in the field (0.02/) ! Nor can a change in isopycnal 
thickness of this degree be expected. (For coherent motion of the subthermocline 
water, it would imply an 880-m difference in thermocline height from start to finish.) 
One is left to sugge t that rather rapid dissipation of enstrophy can occur if the quasi
geostrophic theory is to be believed. 

The final figure, Fig. 66 shows the tracks of some such southward journeys of the 
floats . It describes, better than my commentary, the flow of a nonlinear ocean. 
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